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WHEN
(Women in Higher Education Network)

WHEN is a national network spanning all sectors of Higher Education in the
UK. It brings together academics, administrators, students and support staff
from all disciplines and at all levels in HE. Its aim is to further the position of
women in HE and change the climate of HE to one where all women can reach
their full potential.

WHEN offers all women teaching, learning and working in HE the
opportunity to share information and to network for example via its annual
conference. It aims to raise awareness and share good practice on a broad
range of issues which women in HE have themselves identified as important.

WHEN was set up in 1988 at the University of Cambridge. It has also
been based at the University of Nottingham and at the University of Central
Lancashire.

WHEN has initiated a series of books with Taylor & Francis Publishers
beginning with Changing the Subject: Women in Higher Education, edited
by Sue Davies, Cathy Lubelska and Jocey Quinn. These publications combine
selected conference papers and are a good opportunity for women to get their
research published and share their knowledge.

For more information and membership details contact:

Jacquie Melia
Centre for Health Studies
University College Salford
Frederick Road
Salford M6 6PU

Tel/Fax: (0161) 745 3332
Email: Jacqueline melia@ucsalf.ac.uk
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Introduction

Louise Morley and Val Walsh

This edited collection contains multiple readings and interpretations of
women's engagement with higher education as academics, researchers and
students. Chapters demonstrate and examine processes of equity and change,
in relation to organizational culture, curriculum development, knowledge pro-
duction, and the needs and contributions of diverse women. Black women,
disabled women, Irish women, mothers and older women, and women in male-
dominated disciplinary locations such as management education, theorize and
share experiences. In so doing they document and challenge the often implicit
obstacles to equality and feminism in the academy.

Attention is given to organizational, intellectual and emotional processes
influencing women's participation and well-being in higher education. Con-
nections and separations are demonstrated between location in dominant
organizations of knowledge production and women's inner worlds. Themes
include analysis of the effectiveness of policies for equality, and the resulting
need to analyse the implementation gap, that is, the vast discrepancy between
policy intention, text and gendered practices. Power is theorized differently by
writers, some represent it as property, with zero sum qualities, believing that
it has to be redistributed, and is accessible to women in higher education, if
successfully decoded. Others perceive power as so deeply sedimented in or-
ganizational, social and interpersonal relations, that policies for change seem
naive and based on a rationalist connection between intervention and out-
come. In this analysis changes in higher education need to come from a variety
of sources. Employment and recruitment of women as staff and students
is important, but so too is a critical appraisal of the services delivered, for
example feminist epistemology, pedagogy, curriculum development and
management.

The analysis of women's presence in organizations can often degenerate
into essentialized notions of critical mass theory, viewing a causality between
women's underrepresentation numerically, and horizontal and vertical segre-
gation. As Currie and Kazi (1987, p. 88) indicated, 'Merely adding women to
the academy will not radicalize knowledge as power relations extend beyond
the power of men over women'.-Breaking boundaries involves naming barriers
to women's participation in higher education, as well as testifying to the
consequences of power relations based on social class, 'race', sexualities, age,

3
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Breaking Boundaries

disabilities, and ethnicities. It is always a challenge to engage intellectually and
politically with issues of difference, without being open to allegations of token-
ism and further marginalization. This collection includes discussion on disa-
bility, deafness, Irishness, motherhood, 'race' and age, firstly, because of the
quality of the writing, and also in recognition that debates on feminism and
organizational change are often partial, situated and exclusionary. Diversity is
understood as both change agent and goal, within feminism as well as the
academy.

Methodological pluralism is exemplied by the various ways in which
contributors have sought to elicit, analyse and interpret data. Some studies
rely on unmediated accounts of empirical evidence, while others draw heavily
on case studies, autobiography, literature and feminist theory. Reflexive ac-
counts of the research process and deliberations about legitimacy and location
suggest that women are challenging patriarchal boundaries of knowledge pro-
duction. Furthermore, there are endeavours to move beyond modernist
bipolarities in methodologies, with feminist research a synonym for good
practice, and to subject feminist research itself to critical rigour and reflection.
Contributors demonstrate that rethinking roles and demarcations also in-
volves disclosure within research and pedagogic practice, and this involves
risks as well as opportunitites.

Underpinning these chapters, however, is a central irony: whereas the
university is traditionally viewed as a social institution which celebrates differ-
entiation of forms of thought, difference remains within dominant patriarchal
paradigms, with the result of gender and other structures of inequality being
oppositionally located. So, while higher education claims to be in the business
of promoting understanding, critical reflection and reflexive social inquiry, it
often lacks an understanding and a critique of itself (Barnett, 1993). Higher
education is a pivotal institution in society and the consequences of women's
underrepresentation in positions of authority have wider and more serious
resonances for issues of equity, social justice and participation in public life.
Currently higher education functions as a structure for reproducing power
relations, rather than challenging them.

The academy has been depicted as intellectuals segregated into their
separate 'tribes and territories' (Becher, 1989), forming non-communicating
cognitive groupings. A key question relates to how counter-hegemonic dis-
courses such as feminism can be inserted into higher education and make a
difference to cultures, employment and knowledges. It is evident that inter-
ventions and analysis are strong, and yet change agents often act in isolation in
organizational and intellectual contexts characterized by fragmentation. The
new market values in higher education, with an emphasis on managerialism,
regulation and measurement, such as quality assurance and performance indi-
cators, exacerbates the pressure for standardized uniformity. So, while some
chapters assert the ineffectiveness of organizational policies for equality, oth-
ers analytically relate these failures to wider changes in public policy.

Over the last thirty years, feminists in the academy have developed an
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Introduction

extensive and substantial body of research, pedagogy and knowledge, much of
it framed as counter-hegemonic, anti-oppressive practice. This is a consider-
able historical achievement. This collection makes it clear that there is still
much to be done before the academy is a safe and welcoming environment for
women, and provides examples of how women are sustaining these feminist
struggles at every level, with energy, determination and creativity.

Some chapters in this book are papers presented at the 1994 Women in Higher
Education Conference at the University of Central Lancashire; others were
specially commissioned for the book.

Christine Heward argues that the notion of a professional career as an
upward progress through a hierarchy developed in the nineteenth century. At
this time, the career route from public school to Oxbridge into a successful
career in the professions and government was institutionalized. Heward ob-
serves that between 1910 and 1960 women dominated initial teacher educa-
tion, proving themselves able managers of large, mixed institutions of higher
education. Strongly institutionalized hegemonic masculinities excluded
women from universities in the UK for six hundred years. While women have
increased their presence in the undergraduate population steadily this century,
their admission has been confined to the lower echelons of the academic
profession. Heward illustrates how self-confidence in intellectual ability, self-
advertisement in making a reputation and networking, privilege men and
disadvantage women. Within academic subject communities and subcultures,
these effects cumulate so that the careers of men and women diverge, with
men being promoted and women languishing in the lowest grades throughout
their careers. She concludes that equal opportunities policies introduced since
the Sex Discrimination Act in 1975 have proved ineffectual in challenging this
occurrence.

Meg Maguire indicates how, until recently, age has been neglected and
absent from much feminist analysis. In her chapter she ensures that age is
included and not ignored in the complexity of social relations of power which
marginalize and position women as 'other'. Focusing on ageism in higher
education, she has chosen to consider two categories of women: those who
work as teachers and 'mature' women students who are regulated through the
nomenclature 'non-traditional'. Via illustrative empirical work and feminist
theory, her intention is to allow for 'a more meaningful exploration of differ-
ence, which will eventually reinforce women's collective efforts to bring about
change' (Morley, 1992, p. 524). The essential point is that ageist/sexist con-
structions which are normalized in educational discursive practices need to be
revealed if they are to be displaced.

Liz Price and Judy Priest outline the processes followed at Oxford
Brookes University in raising equal opportunities issues and embedding a
commitment to diversity as a key institutional value. They argue that individ-
uals with little formal role power can mobilize change in universities, largely
because power is more diverse and dispersed than in private sector companies,

5
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Breaking Boundaries

and therefore more available to activists. The chapter provides specific exam-
ples of the achievements made by activists, and also demarcates the limitations
of an activist approach.

Jane Kettle analyses a series of interviews with 'successful' academic
women. The focus is on the apparent contradictions between the language and
intent of policies intended to achieve equality of opportunity in universities.
Particular attention is given to the organizational cultures of universities and
how this impinges on equality strategies.

Ruth-Elaine Gibson brings together the experiences of deaf women aca-
demics relating to their entry and progression in the profession. She compares
and contrasts the educational environments for young women in school educa-
tion and the conditions of their participation in higher education. She argues
that school education, because of its segregative nature, does not prepare deaf
people for higher education. Equally, the academy is slow to adapt to meet the
needs of deaf students.

Pat Hornby and Sue Shaw present their experiences as management
educators and raise questions about how gender issues and the subject of
women in management are approached in management course curricula. They
express their disappointment at the optional status of the women and manage-
ment module on their Diploma in Management Studies, and the failure of
management courses in general to include explicit and substantive reference
to gender issues in their curricula. Catharine Ross explores black women's
struggles for inclusion in professional and management programmes in higher
education. Drawing upon research into part-time personnel management edu-
cation, she focuses on the barriers perceived by black women who have sought
inclusion in such programmes, and the strategies they have adopted to over-
come them. Maggie Humm examines institutional and management values
and the new organizational cultures currently being promoted in British uni-
versities. She argues that these new strategies will greatly alter higher educa-
tion towards the millennium and that they are indifferent to issues of equal
opportunities. Analysing a key blueprint strategy, Promoting People, the
chapter concludes with some recommendations for a new equality ethics of
higher education.

Breda Gray and Louise Ryan address the many levels of absence and
invisibility of Irish women in higher education in England. Their chapter is
structured around some of their experiences as Irish women, teaching, re-
searching and seeking funding in England. While highlighting the exclusion of
Irish women from course content, they indicate how 'inclusion' may merely
result in tokenism or a denial of difference. They explore possible strategies
for theorizing the relative absence and invisibility of issues relating to Irishness
and, in particular, Irish women. Their central aim is to illustrate the relevance
of Irish women's experiences to all levels of higher education in England.

Louise Morley critically examines developments in feminist research and
raises questions about the problematic relationship between gender, power,
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Introduction

method and epistemology. As assertions of 'knowledge' frequently both pro-
duce and guarantee domination and power, there is a problem as to how
feminism can legitimately claim to be a site of knowledge about women's
oppression without reproducing the power relations it questions. Exploring
the problematics of feminist engagement with methods and methodologies -
such as ethnography, action research and grounded theory, and the binary
oppositional location of qualitative and quantitative research, she also draws
attention to the micropolitics of feminist research processes.

Elizabeth Bird provides a narrative of how the interdisciplinary MSc in
Gender and Social Policy was introduced at the University of Bristol in 1989.
She indicates how six years later the problems of owning and resourcing the
programme remain unresolved because it does not fit the institutional frame-
work. The chapter discusses barriers to interdisciplinary work, the problems
of recognition for both students and staff, the experience of students, the
financial and budgetary constraints and the impact of quality assurance meas-
ures on teaching standards and research productivity.

Mairead Dunne considers the theoretical and methodological tensions of
being a feminist researcher in higher education studying social justice issues.
Through an exploration of the theoretical contradictions produced by the use
of established statistical categories alongside reconceptualized notions of
class, 'race' and gender relations, she discusses the contribution of quantitative
data to equal opportunities research and the complementarity of quantitative
and qualitative methods.

Alessandra Iantaffi reports the findings of her literature search on the
subject of women and disability in higher education. She argues that the
experiences of disabled women are more complex than a simple addition of
disadvantages. She also discusses the issue of visibility of disabled women's
bodies, and how this affects their authority.

Val Walsh advocates a holistic perspective, an epistemology of connec-
tion instead of separation, in relation to women's contradictory and productive
presence in the academy. Her chapter suggests that the hybridity and multi-
plicity of pedagogy's roots and praxis its liminal location constitute subver-
sion of the dominant and sexualized polarities produced within Western
epistemologies, such as therapy and politics.

Miriam David, Jackie Davies, Rosalind Edwards, Diane Reay and Kay
Standing write as a group of feminist academics, all mothers, researching and
writing about families, family structures and forms such as lone-mother fami-
lies, and in relation to bringing up children and their education. Their chapter
explores research evidence from their studies of mothers and education, and
reflects on their methodology from their particular vantage point as feminist
academics and mothers. They consider how mothering discourses affect them
and the mothers they study, making it difficult to step outside the discourses
and not make judgments. They also consider the ways in which these dilemmas
influence both the research process and their writing together about their

7
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research in a competitive higher education context. They introduce the notion
of structural and moral constraints as a way of classifying the different ways in
which choices are influenced by varying contexts.

References
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Section 1

Diversity, Equity and Change



Chapter 1

Women and Careers in Higher Education:
What is the Problem?

Christine Heward

Introduction: Careers

In this chapter I review a series of research projects that I have undertaken and
bring insights gained from them to bear on the problem of women's careers in
higher education. The notion of career developed in the nineteenth century
with the abolition of patronage and the reform of the professions, government
service, grammar and public schools. Examinations were introduced to select
those entering the expanding and increasingly hierarchical government
organizations and professions. It is one of the central features of Weber's
notion of bureaucracy (Weber, 1968). Young men entered the Civil Service
or the Indian Army seeing their futures as a progression up a ladder. In 1988
I published Making a Man of Him: Parents and their Sons' Education at
an English Public School 1929-1950. When I started that study of 2,000
letters from parents to the headmaster of a minor public school I saw it as a
study of careers. Only gradually did I realize that careers are one aspect of
masculinities, which became the central focus of the book. Sons' careers were
the fulcrum of family ideologies about social class and masculinities. They
were the realization of families' aspirations for status maintenance and up-
ward mobility. Fathers planned and directed their sons' educational and sub-
sequent careers as an integrated enterprise requiring a family strategy.
Examining the question of what the problem is with women and careers in
higher education depends on an understanding of 'career'. The concept of
career connotes individual life histories and their relation to family, education
and work. They concern individuals within families and their gender and class
relations.

Careers in Higher Education

Careers in higher education in the UK became much more institutionalized
and hierarchical from the 1970s as institutions expanded. The academic pro-
fession became more differentiated and hierarchical as management became
an increasingly separate function. These developments were recognized and

11
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Breaking Boundaries

further institutionalized in a series of reforms such as the Houghton pay
settlement in the late 1970s and the implementation of the Jarratt Report in
the mid 1980s (CVCP, 1985). From the 1960s onwards single-sex institutions in
secondary and tertiary education have become mixed and small institutions
closed, amalgamated or merged into large ones. This has had profound effects
on gender and power relations and consequently women's promotion pros-
pects in all sectors of secondary and tertiary education.

As a number of historians and sociologists have shown, women were
admitted to universities in the UK reluctantly at the end of the nineteenth
century after a bitter battle (Burstyn, 1980; Dyhouse, 1984, 1995; Delamont,
1989). As Dyhouse (1995) and Moore (1991) show, they were marginalized,
only being admitted to graduation at Cambridge, arguably the most elitist
institution, in 1947. Apart from a small number in the medical faculties, most
women read Arts and became teachers.

The statistical evidence shows that women have steadily increased their
presence as undergraduates. The numbers of women among the staff rose only
slowly until 1980; since then it has risen to above 20 per cent. The data in Table
1.1 demonstrate that the continuing increase in the proportion of women
among the undergraduate population has consistently failed to yield any
change in the proportion of women above the lecturer grade. Any assumption
that the increase in the numbers at the bottom will automatically yield a
greater number at the top in due time is fallacious. The fruit of nearly two
decades of anti-discrimination legislation would appear to be an increasing
number of women in the lowest echelons of higher education without any
significant change at the top. The universities excluded women for six hundred
years, institutionalizing hegemonic masculinities in a hierarchy of value within
and among institutions. An attempt to examine the problem of women and
careers in higher education must focus on the gender and power relations
underlying the stubborn resistance of senior positions to change.

Table 1.1 Women in Universities

Total
staff

% women
staff

% all women
in senior posts

% women students on
degree courses

1912-13 3,135 5.1 5.9 not known
1921-2 4,037 9.7 6.9 27.6
1930-1 5,196 9.9 10.9 28.6
1951 10,861 12.2 11.4 23.7
1972 33,868 10.9 12.0 32.4
1979 39,987 13.7 10.4 37.8
1980 43,017 13.9 11.8 39.8
1990 49,377 21.0 10.7 45.0

Sources: Rendel, 1980, 1984; USR, 1994.
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Women and Careers in Higher Education

Successful Women Managers in Tertiary Education

My second research project was an investigation of the history of changing
gender relations in initial teacher education. I was anxious to explain the
decimation in the number of women in senior posts that has been relentless in
the thirty years since I began my career in the 1960s. The gradual transforma-
tion of the gender composition of universities during the last century contrasts
markedly with that in initial teacher education, which has a very different
history. From its inception in the nineteenth century, teacher training was the
most popular form of post-secondary education for women. Indeed the history
of gender and power relations in this sector of tertiary education is unique for
it was dominated by women, who held the majority of senior positions for half
a century. Uncovering this aspect of women's history and attempting to ex-
plain its intriguing gender power relations proved one of the most satisfying
intellectual tasks I have ever undertaken (Heward, 1993). In the nineteenth
century residential teacher education was provided by the religious denomina-
tions, Church of England colleges being the most numerous. The 1902 Educa-
tion Act set up the Board of Education. The Board provided most of the
colleges' funding. To increase the control of this fledgling department and
reduce the power of the Church of England clergy in teacher training, a
regulation was passed in 1910 that all the principals of women's training
colleges should be women. This singular and unknown instance of positive
discrimination was highly effective until 1960, when there were 158 colleges of
education, 98 of which had women principals. The expansion of teacher train-
ing, the coming of the 3-year course in 1960, the change from single-sex to
mixed-sex colleges and the opening of a recognizable and attractive career
ladder drew in an increasing number of men from the late 1950s (Taylor,
1969). The equally speedy reduction of teacher training places and the amal-
gamation and merger of institutions in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s reduced the
numbers of institutions of initial teacher education outside the 'old' universi-
ties to 58 by 1990, only four of which had women principals.

It is important to note that the period when women's position in the
management of teacher education was eroded coincided with that of growing
participation by women in the labour market and the introduction of anti-
discrimination legislation. The present legislation in the UK is extremely
feeble. Unlike that in the USA, where class actions can be brought by groups,
that in the UK only enables individuals to bring cases against their employers.
It was powerless to prevent the decimation of women among the senior ranks
of teacher educators. Significantly, the abolition of women's training colleges
was accompanied by such institutions being stigmatized as narrow cultural
backwaters with autocratic women principals (Taylor, 1969). Once institutions
of teacher education were absorbed into the mainstream of higher education,
the institutionalization of hegemonic masculinities ensured that, as large
mixed-sex institutions, their management was deemed to require abilities
defined in masculine terms, and men were appointed. Despite this essentialist
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Breaking Boundaries

view of the gendered character of the way women and men manage, women
like Joan Browne at Coventry College of Education and Kathleen Jones at
Avery Hill College managed large colleges very successfully after they became
mixed, reforming, expanding and restructuring in response to the often bewil-
dering changes that have convulsed teacher education in the UK. A further
indication of institutionalization of hegemonic masculinities in higher educa-
tion is that the decimation of women in senior positions in teacher education
has been completely unremarked. The appointment of men to succeed a
generation of women principals was seen as part of the natural order of things.
It was not noticed, let alone questioned or protested, in marked contrast to the
fuss about such issues as all-women shortlists in the Labour Party.

The investigation of women in senior positions in teacher education sug-
gests that women are able and capable managers of institutions of higher
education. However, only the very strongest anti-discrimination measures,
namely reserving posts for women, are effective in enabling them to enter
senior management in significant numbers. Measures such as these, i.e. posi-
tive discrimination, were rendered illegal in the UK by the 1975 Sex Discrimi-
nation Act. It is indicative of the strength of hegemonic masculinities in higher
education that the history of the achievements of the women who successfully
managed institutions of initial teacher education has been stigmatized and
ignored (Heward, 1993).

The Glass Ceiling or the Stone Floor?

My third research project was undertaken with a colleague in an attempt to
understand gender power relations in higher education within the context of
recent anti-discrimination legislation and the introduction of equal opportuni-
ties policies (Heward and Taylor, 1992, 1993). Since the 1980s the academic
profession in the UK is being restructured as new funding and governance
arrangements are introduced. With the abolition of the binary division, a more
complex hierarchy of institutions is emerging.

Institutions of higher education resemble the labour market generally. As
we have already noted, their work-forces are strongly gender-segmented hori-
zontally and vertically. As with other large employment organizations, women
are found in a narrow range of low-paid 'feminine', caring and personal service
areas while men are in a wider range of posts. The academic profession
manifests features of vertical and horizontal gender segmentation only too
clearly. It is organized into subject communities all of which are strongly
hierarchical (Becher, 1989). The rainbow of subjects comprising the academic
profession is marked by horizontal gender segmentation. Men are found in the
physical sciences and technologies; women in the arts, social sciences and
medical sciences. Senior positions in all subject areas, even those like modern
foreign languages and biology, where a majority of undergraduate entrants are
female, are overwhelmingly occupied by men. There are more senior posts in
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the male-dominated physical sciences and engineering than in the arts and
social sciences. In the medical sciences women are found in certain 'feminized'
areas geriatrics, anaesthesia, haematology, psychiatry, paediatrics and are
also found in the lower echelons, especially contract research.

This feature of the continuing exclusion of women from senior positions
has attracted considerable attention. The Hansard Society Commission, inves-
tigating the poor representation of women in the House of Commons seventy
years after women were enfranchised, examined the professions of MPs before
they enter the House of Commons. They were particularly critical of the
universities, whom they saw as encouraging women to enter universities to
solve the problem of falling birth rates. This enthusiasm did not extend to the
promotion of women in the academic profession. They found barriers in all
routes to parliament and popularized the North American concept of the
Glass Ceiling to characterize the structural barrier they saw preventing able
women from entering the most senior and powerful positions.

The fastest expanding sector of employment is short-term contract re-
searchers and teachers among whom are a growing proportion of women
(Aziz, 1990). While their numbers are increasing in all of the lower grades of
the academic profession, the increase among professors and vice-chancellors is
glacial. Mason and Jewson (1992) have argued that the gendered labour mar-
ket may be characterized more aptly as a stone floor of low-paid menial
positions to which women are held down rather than their rise being prevented
by a so-called glass ceiling. Such a conception conveys the stereotyping and
low value of women demonstrated by these data on divisions within the
academic profession (see table 1.2).

Under pressure from such sources as the Hansard Commission Report on
Women at the Top (1990), equal opportunities policies have been introduced
by many institutions of higher education. Many are the product of reluctant

Table 1.2 Full-time academic staff in universities by grade and gender 1993-4

Wholly university financed
(including all tenured

appointments)

Not wholly university financed
(including short-term
research contracts)

men
(0/0)

women
(%)

men
( %)

women
(0/0)

Professors 94.6 5.4 93.7 6.3

Readers, SLs 89.4 10.6 77.0 23.0
Lecturers 76.3 23.7 68.8 31.2

Other 49.6 50.4 58.4 41.6

Total N = 53,809

Source: USR, 1994.
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managements, who have policy statements and formalize procedures, rarely
embarking on programmes of action (Williams et al., 1989). They do not
address the institutionalization of hegemonic masculinities in genderized as-
sumptions about, for example, merit. It is assumed that the concepts, such as
merit, underlying staff selection and promotion procedures, are universal and
objective. Women's problems with promotion, it is thought, are associated
with their domestic responsibilities, which are ameliorated with career breaks
and creches. Despite equal opportunities policies, women in universities re-
main 'crowded' into low-status, poorly paid 'feminine' jobs.

The evidence suggests that the problem of women and careers in higher
education may be more accurately conceptualized as a 'stone floor' keeping
them at the bottom rather than a 'glass ceiling' preventing them getting to the
top. A further indication of the institutionalization of hegemonic masculinities
in higher education is the feeble nature of equal opportunities policies. All too
often they are statements of policy ideals, which fail to address gender power
relations and rarely provoke actions or change.

Gender-Differentiated Lived Experience within Structures

Encouraged by this work, I began to tap into the work of other women on their
position in academe. Finding an adequate understanding and explanation of
my own life history became a necessary next step towards a broader concep-
tual framework (Plummer, 1984). There is increasing interest among research-
ers in women in the academic profession. Recent studies by Sutherland (1985),
Bagilhole (1993) and Morley (1994) have focused exclusively on women,
seeking to illuminate women's experience from their own perspective. Suther-
land interviewed women in Finland, Germany and the UK. She pointed to
the importance of women's domestic and childcare responsibilities for their
careers. Bagilhole interviewed women in one university, interpreting her
findings within the framework of institutional discrimination. She argued
that women were excluded from the male networks which dominate academic
institutions. Morley examined the consequences for the self-concepts and
consciousness of women academics of discrimination and the strategies they
employ to avoid damaging negative effects. Research on careers in general
and academic careers in particular have developed further in North America
than in the UK (Aisenberg and Harrington, 1988). There, a body of work from
a variety of perspectives suggests that the unitary concept of career as an
upward progress is simplistic and concepts which can do justice to diverse
work histories are required for further understandings and explanations in
this field (Gal los, 1989). Research in the UK on women in the labour mar-
ket, including the professions, is growing steadily. It shows that women may
have very different career patterns from men, characterized by diversity
and flexibility, with periods out of the labour market, part-time, temporary
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or occasional 'supply' work as in teaching (Hochschild, 1978; Ward and
Silverstone, 1980; Dex, 1984; Martin and Roberts, 1984; Sutherland, 1985;
Evetts, 1990). Gal los' conclusion that 'linear occupational advancement is too
limiting a perspective for understanding women's careers' is now inescapable
(Gal los, 1989, p. 124).

Following Denise Riley's incisive analysis, I see 'woman', 'femininity' and
`feminism' as problematic pluralist constructs, negotiated and often contested
(Riley, 1989). I see women and men making individual choices, constructing
their own identities and biographies. Structures are the ideological and ma-
terial constraints within which we actively undertake gendered actions and
processes among which careers are highly significant projects.

The starting point for this work was my own life history as a woman
academic, which included a desperate struggle to be promoted above the
lecturer grade and participation in my own very male-dominated institution in
campaigns for action on equal opportunities issues. Theoretically, I drew on
my previous work on the construction of masculine identities, on feminist
work on life history and autobiography, on Bob Connell's pluralist theory
of gender and power (Connell, 1991) and Pierre Bourdieu's study of the
academic profession in the Paris universities, Homo Academicus (1988). He
defines academic power as the ability of senior academics to control the
careers of aspirants by evaluating their intellectual output, theses, papers,
books and research applications. I concluded that any understanding of
women in the academic profession had to examine the interaction of structure
and process (Heward, 1993). There is no single barrier or 'glass ceiling' that
can be shattered. Rather the deeply institutionalized values of the hegemonic
masculinities dominant in higher education accumulate in the careers of
women and men to increasingly privilege men and disadvantage women.

Seeing Yourself and Being Seen as Academically Able

To investigate the mechanisms differentiating the careers of men and women
in the academic profession, I collaborated with colleagues from the Centre for
Research in Ethnic Relations in a small-scale study of the career histories of
men and women professors in law and biology (Heward et al., forthcoming).
We chose these subjects because half of the undergraduates in them are
women. While biology is the most popular science in schools among girls, only
2 per cent of professors of biology are women. Women entered the academic
study of biology early, largely as botanists. While they entered the study of
law later than they did biology, they are now 5 per cent of professors in law.
We interviewed sixteen professors, eight men and eight women. We found all
the women except one by snowballing.

The evidence from these respondents suggests that self-confidence, a
positive evaluation of their own academic ability from the outset of their
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career, is a crucial basis for a successful academic career. A number of the
respondents talked about the importance of having confidence, especially
seeing themselves as academically able. One professor commented:

when you look around you see people who get on aren't intrinsically
very clever. I am not . . . I got a 2.2 degree, so I have no pretensions
to being a brilliant academic. I see around me . . . very clever people
who don't have confidence and their careers don't move.

This self-confidence may or may not be confirmed by mentors in the academic
profession. Other investigations of women and members of minority ethnic
groups who succeed have shown that the process by which respondents iden-
tified themselves as academically able, the confirmation of these views and
encouragement they received from others in the early stages of academic
careers were of the greatest significance for their later success (Burton, 1993).
For many respondents in this study the basis of their career success was getting
a good degree or PhD and being encouraged by their tutors or supervisors to
pursue an academic career.

The relation between self-confidence, perceived ability and subject is
problematic for women. Thomas' investigation into the experiences of men
and women undergraduates in physics and English at 'new' and 'old' universi-
ties showed that self-evaluation of academic ability, self-confidence and career
plans differed widely between men and women. In physics, strongly identified
as a masculine subject, women were in the minority, struggling to maintain a
feminine identity in a masculine world. The male students built an identity
through commitment to becoming a scientist and pursuing a scientific career.
Men 'saw themselves climbing the ladder of success, women were only too
aware of having to make a choice between following a career and raising a
family: being a physicist or being a woman' (Thomas, 1990, p. 138). In English,
where women were in the majority, the men were more self-confident. Indi-
viduality and opinion were highly valued and the men envisaged their futures
as successful writers, for example. The women were much more tentative in
their career plans. Like the women in physics they saw a conflict between
femininity and 'selfish' career women who behave like men (Thomas, 1990:
169-71).

In the academic profession the importance of self-confidence and seeing
yourself as potentially able and being seen as such continues to the level of
chair. Indeed sponsorship may become more salient at the most senior levels.
One man described the way he 'was being encouraged to think of myself as a
potential professor. I was invited to apply for the chair at . . . when the VC
rang'.

This study provided further evidence of the 'double bind' for women in
making themselves more visible and attempting to compete on equal terms
with men for preferment. Behaviour such as assertiveness, self-confidence and
self-advertisement, which is praised in men, may be criticized as unfeminine
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and risk alienation from women colleagues. One of the women respondents
was dubbed 'over ambitious' by her women colleagues at the same time as she
was being encouraged by senior men.

The evidence in this study is tantalizing, raising many issues of the nature
and effects of stereotyping and of recipients' responses to it. The effect on
women's self-confidence of pedagogies dominated by competitive male values
in higher education is now on the feminist research agenda. Spur ling (1990),
Thomas (1990) and Lewis (1993) have begun the process of explicating their
import for women students and staff. How far women seek promotion or
eliminate themselves from competition for the 'glittering prizes' of the aca-
demic profession, and for what reasons, are intriguing questions. More re-
search is needed on such processes in higher education and how they affect
academic careers, especially in their early stages. This pilot investigation sup-
ports the conclusion that seeing oneself and being seen as academically able
are very important at the outset of academic careers. The significance of
gender stereotypes in the formation of self-evaluations of ability needs further
research.

Making a Reputation

In the academic profession, 'The main currency . . . is reputation' (Becher,
1989, p. 52). Peer evaluation of intellectual work, theses, publications, confer-
ence papers and research applications is the basis of academic careers. Re-
spondents varied widely in the kinds of reputations they claimed and the
extent to which they saw 'making a reputation' as a conscious active process of
self-advertisement. The processes of gaining a reputation also depend on the
structure of the subject and its specialisms. The judgments of senior 'eminent'
members of a subject are highly significant. They act as 'gatekeepers', ad-
mitting or excluding aspirants to the academic profession (Becher, 1989;
Bourdieu, 1988).

Subjects also vary in the 'rigour' of their referencing procedures and the
prestige hierarchy of their methods of communication within the community
(Becher, 1990). For some respondents making and managing an academic
reputation by publishing in prestigious journals and meeting the 'right people'
involved self-advertisement. The professors of biology were more forthcoming
than those in law about their own proactive role in their accounts of their
careers and reputations. The processes are more clearly institutionalized in
science than in law, with fierce competition for research funding, a large and
hierarchical literature of journals and a huge circuit of national and interna-
tional conferences (Becher, 1990).

Self-advertisement may be encouraged in the socialization of certain
gender and ethnic groups more than others. Given the particular nature of
subject cultures, certain groups may find it easier than others to adopt the
culture and establish themselves in the networks of their subject. These very
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limited data suggest that women face a series of dilemmas and 'double binds'
in constructing an academic career. Making a reputation is about self-
advertisement, which poses serious problems for dominant understandings of
femininities and female sexualities.

Mentors and Networks

Networks of contacts within the academic community become increasingly
important in the middle and later stages of academic careers. Patrons and
informal networks are crucial in determining who is invited to apply for
posts and who is successful. It is through the informal networks of subject
communities that the values by which members of the academic profession
are recruited and promoted are sustained. Previous research on the aca-
demic profession suggests that the values of 'gatekeepers' are conservative
(Bourdieu, 1988; Exum, 1983; Smelser and Content, 1980). How far they also
act as mentors, advising and supporting the careers of men like themselves,
initiating them and recommending them to the 'brotherhood', as Lorber found
in the medical profession in the USA (Lorber, 1984), is not clear. One profes-
sor of law described the process of contacts and recommendations which led to
his being promoted to a readership. A senior member of the profession, whom
he had known at Oxbridge, had a grant for a series of colloquia. Its members
were all professors. The respondent was initially invited to a meeting on his
particular specialism on which he had written a book. He then became a
member of the group:

One of the professors who was in the group had seen my book and
heard me talk and said to somebody else, 'This chap should have
been promoted some time ago'. That person then fed it through to
the Dean of Law School who did something about it.

The women seemed to have benefited less from networks of contacts as their
careers developed than the men. One said she had been actively discriminated
against when a major publishing opportunity was given to a man in another
university on the retirement of a senior colleague. Another recent investiga-
tion also suggests that women academics find themselves excluded from male
networks (Bagilhole, 1993). If opportunities for promotion are not available in
a respondent's institution then a move to another is usually the way to progress
and the majority of the respondents had moved for promotion. Geographical
mobility was more common among the men than the women.

The evidence points to the conclusion that mentoring and networking are
all important in the subject communities of the academic profession. The men
in this investigation had benefited more than women from such activities,
being invited to apply for posts and to edit journals and books, whereas
women had to seek out such opportunities.
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Conclusions

Women have been able and capable managers of institutions of higher educa-
tion in the past. Rather than a single structural barrier or 'glass ceiling' ensur-
ing that women remain in the lower echelons of the academic profession,
structure and process interact throughout the life cycle. Institutions of higher
education are gendered. They are hierarchized in terms of strongly institution-
alized hegemonic masculinities. The most prestigious have excluded women
for six hundred years. Their hegemonic masculinities, which determine the
position of any single institution in the hierarchy, privilege men and under-
value women. The processes of being identified as intellectually able, making
a reputation, mentoring and networking tend to provide cumulative advan-
tages to men and disadvantage women. The continuous privileging of men and
hegemonic masculinities and devaluation of women and femininities have
cumulative effects on the careers of individual men and women, causing in-
creasing divergence most visible among the older age groups. Men are pro-
moted, so that by middle age a number have reached the highest echelons and
a significant number have been promoted above the lowest grade, while all but
a few token women languish on the lowest grade throughout their careers.
Processes of change are complex, uncertain and confused. Equal opportunities
policies, based on a deficit model of women's careers, have proved ineffectual.
It remains to be seen how far such forms of positive action as targets for the
promotion of women in the academic profession can weaken deeply institu-
tionalized values to change the position of women as a group.
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Chapter 2

In the Prime of Their Lives?
Older Women in Higher Education

Meg Maguire

The Invisibility of Older Women

The briefest review of television advertising and women's magazines will
reveal the powerful concern in contemporary society with youth and the
prolonging of a youthful experience/face/body. The media celebration and
fascination with particular women such as Joan Collins, Cher and Joanna
Lumley is bound up with their defiance of the ageing process. Age (which
becomes unmentionable) and the resistance of ageing (which becomes in-
creasingly commodified through creams, gels, pills and surgery) are set along-
side the need to keep slim and healthy while incidentally propping up a
multi-million-dollar industry. In Western societies, which are now ever more
typified by ageing demographic profiles, there is a concern with attempts to
control and reconstruct the body in an age-defying manner (Shilling, 1993).
The reason for all this attention on youth/beauty, which centres on women,
rests in part on valuing women in relation to their heterosexual attractiveness,
while men are valued in relation to their employment status (Itzin, 1990). In
this way, a woman's value is sexualized regardless of occupation. For this
reason there is a pressure to conform to the tyranny of youth through cosmetic
surgery, dieting, clothing, hair-dyes and make-up. Overall then, there is a
powerful 'culture of youth' which sits alongside a 'contempt for age' (Gutman,
1987).

Ageing and ageism have consequences for men and women. However,
there are very clear messages about older women spoken through 'the wicked
old women of fairy stories' (Marshall, 1990, p. 32). Furthermore, the dis-
courses of ageing which relate to women are spoken through pejorative labels
like 'old dear,' old bag', tag' and 'mutton dressed as lamb'. There are no
equivalent descriptions for older men. So the experiences of women as they
get older are more likely to be negatively constructed. While men undoubtedly
suffer from ageism, the experience of the older woman is compounded by
ageism/sexism in an analytically and materially different manner. Yet until
recently in the UK, age factors have been neglected and absent from much
feminist analysis.

A strong critique of the silence within feminist work on women and
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ageing has been produced by Macdonald and Rich (1984). Barbara Macdonald
writes: 'All my life in a man's world, I was a problem because I was a woman;
now I'm a problem in a woman's world because I'm a sixty-five year old
woman' (Macdonald and Rich, 1984, p. 30). She explains the current invisibil-
ity of older women in relation to second-wave feminism, which 'rose out of a
different time in patriarchal history it rose out of a time of a patriarchally
supported white middle class youth culture' (Macdonald and Rich, 1984,
p. 37). Recently, Arber and Ginn (1991) have suggested that the failure to
consider the marginalization of older women in the 1970s and the early 1980s
may have had something to do with the way in which many feminist research-
ers (white, middle-class, younger academics) focused on their personal experi-
ences. They cite Ann Oakley's work on housework and maternity (1974 and
1980) as examples of this.

But Arber and Ginn add that some younger women may have felt that
older women 'sold them out'. Particularly in relation to work in the academy,
younger women may well believe that older women have 'complacently
joined male-dominated academic hierarchies' (Arber and Ginn, 1991, p. 29).
Younger women attempting to 'storm the tower' of higher education may well
have to settle for part-time work, short-term contracts and insecure futures.
Older women in full-time established posts just might seem to them to be as
`other' as senior males in the academy. Alternatively, some younger women
may believe that older women in the academy have bequeathed them a legacy
of difficulty 'this old lady is hard to get along with' (Hammond, 1947, in
Konek et al., 1980, p. 17). 'I cannot in faith hold a brief for these women, they
constitute a major cause of the difficulty of the younger, more ambitious, more
capable women' (ibid.).

In a recent study of one college of higher education, one of the women
tutors recognized the androcentrism which shaped the institution (Maguire,
1993). Liz said:

Women are 'emotional'. They are seen as unreliable. They are liable
to go off and have a family, liable to be affected by the menopause.
That is a large element of why people who have power to appoint
actually do appoint males rather than females. . . . And I do have to
say that there are several examples in our institution which let us
down in that picture. People (women) who are emotionally driven
who then spoil the image for other people (women) so that others
coming behind who may be promoted one day, are on a sticky wicket
for a start.

Long (1979, p. 14) believes that older women have often felt 'not wanted' or at
best 'just about tolerated' in the women's movement, 'victims of young wom-
en's ageist assumptions and values'. This perspective is changing,' although the
contemporary focus is still on the experiences of women over 60 (Neild and
Pearson, 1992; Bernard and Meade, 1993). What does not seem yet to have
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been addressed is the manner in which ageism affects women at every point
throughout their (working) lives.

Ageism 'surrounds us, but it passes largely unnoticed and unchallenged'
and in this way becomes 'naturalised' (Scrutton, 1990, p. 25)..

Ageism creates and fosters prejudices about the nature and experi-
ence of old age. These usually project unpleasant images of older
people which subtly undermine their personal value and worth.
Commonly held ideas restrict the social role and status of older
people, structure their expectations of themselves, prevent them
achieving their potential and deny them equal opportunities.
(Scrutton, 1990, p. 13)

Until recently the literature on older women and men and ageism has been
largely concerned with those over the statutory working age and with the
medical and psycho-social aspects of ageing. Most of the research has been
undertaken in the field of gerontology where gender has just started to be
considered (Bernard and Meade, 1993; but see Arber and Ginn, 1995). Thus
the literature has been dominated by perspectives which regarded ageism as
having two strands: either 'patronizing' older people by excluding them from
making decisions because of their age, or the neglect of older people who no
longer contribute to production and are viewed as a drain on resources. This
all begs questions such as when does a person become 'older' and when does
ageism start? Are 'old' people a homogenous group? More importantly for
this chapter, when does a woman become an 'older' woman? Is it over 30, 35,
40 or is it post-menopause? Is being 'older' differently defined and differ-
ently valued in different occupations? (Here it is instructive to read the job
advertisements in the free handouts at stations where receptionist and office
appointments for women frequently specifiy cut-off age points in the late 20s
or early 30s). Is ageing equated with being undesirable (where 'desirability'
and 'attractiveness' are heterosexualized constructions with large sections of
the patriarchal capitalist economy devoted to their maintenance) or with being
wise? Does age have a different impact on women than on men in their
working lives and professionallwork experiences?

Women and (Paid) Work

The desire/need to participate in paid labour outside the home as well as
capital's 'requirement' for cheap part-time labour have sculpted the employ-
ment patterns of women this century. During the second world war, women's
labour was needed in a variety of non-traditional settings and after this expe-
rience many women were not prepared to return to a life of closed domesticity.
The 1950s and 1960s were periods of growth in the UK, with low unemploy-
ment and greater access for more women to higher education, as well as a time
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when second-wave feminism came on stream. Women's aspirations and expec-
tations accelerated in this expansionist period although their successes were
frequently limited to traditional and feminized areas of labour paths where
men did not want to tread. However, these seemingly prosperous decades
were quickly followed by a series of economic crises, captured in the moments
of 1970s oil embargo and the mid-1980s 'boom and bust' phenomenon of
Thatcher/Lawson economics and the inevitable recession which ensued.

Briefly, the result of neo-liberal economics in the UK has been realized in
an enduring period of high unemployment since the mid 1970s matched with
the loss of job security for those in employment, set alongside discourses of
higher productivity, efficiency and downsizing, or `right-sizing' as it is some-
times called. 'There are now more than 5 million people working part-time, of
whom over 80 per cent are women' (Hutton, 1996, p. 106). At the same time,
the powers and rights of trades unions have been severely curtailed. 'Employ-
ment on fixed-term contracts increasingly defines many middle-class jobs
from university lecturers to television journalists' (Hutton, 1996, p. 107). The
impact of these economic and employment 'reforms' have mostly been differ-
entially experienced by men and women. When employers are looking to
reduce costs and hike up profits, labour costs are generally the first area for
cutting. Men, on average, still earn more than women, so they are frequently
the first to be made redundant. Restructuring for a 'flexible' work-force gen-
erally means employing part-time workers (frequently women); this saves
overhead costs as well as basic salary costs, while maintaining productivity
levels. In a time of economic crisis women, it seems, are more employable than
men, but the work they do is poorly paid and women tend to occupypart-time,
subordinate positions (Hutton, 1996).

A variety of explanations has been generated to account for the persist-
ence of female subordination in the workplace, from patriarchal relations in
capitalism to the gendered nature of work itself. One manifestation of this is
vertical and horizontal occupational segregation, where women doing similar
work to men are more likely to be classified as doing unskilled work and where
men in the same occupation are more likely to be managers. Another outcome
is the positioning of women as a 'reserve army' able to move in and out of
employment as the economic need arises. In occupations which are tradition-
ally feminized areas of labour, such as education, discourses of maternity (as
well as passivity) are employed to constrain and regulate the work of women.
While there are a variety of factors which are utilized, sometimes in isolation
and sometimes in tandem with other oppressions, to ensure the subordination
of women (at work and elsewhere), there is an additional need to focus on the
issue of ageism and age in relation to unequal relations for women and be-
tween women in paid employment. This is my focus of concern here. More
specifically I want to examine this in relation to a particular group of women,
a relatively privileged occupational group women in higher education.

Women who work in higher education are concentrated in subordinate
positions within an occupation which is organized and managed by dominant
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male workers from the same occupational class and educational background.
For example, in 1989 in the UK university sector as a whole there were 3852
male professors and 113 female professors (UFC, 1990). Aziz (1990, p. 36),
drawing on statistics gathered for the Association of University Teachers
(AUT) makes the point that 'the proportion of women promoted is consist-
ently smaller than the proportion of women in the pool . . . from which the
promotions are made'. She is concerned that women who aspire to work in
higher education are increasingly subjected to forms of `casualization':

The number of university staff mainly researchers, but increasingly,
teaching and other staff now on short term contracts exceeds one
quarter. No other profession in this country is in that position. And
since more than 60 per cent of the total intake of women were
recruited onto short term contracts in both 1986 and 1987, it is clear
that women are bearing the brunt of this pressure. (Aziz, 1990, p. 38)

Here it is important to make two major points. Firstly, women themselves are
not a homogenous group. Issues of difference such as disability, class, sexuality
and 'race' as well as age need greater consideration than is possible here.
Secondly, it will be useful to dispel the myth that women in the academy make
slower progress than men because of domestic commitments. Toren (1993, p.
439) has shown clearly that women who are married with or without children
publish as much or slightly more than single/childless women. Women, how-
ever, take longer to progress through the occupational structures and spend
much longer in each grade. Thus, it may well be that they are not in the
appropriate grade/position to be considered for promotion until they are 'too
old'. Toren demonstrates convincingly that women's progress through the
academy is restricted in other ways:

Women's performance (e.g. publications) is evaluated as less worthy
and they are given fewer resources and opportunities to influence
others and prove their competence (e.g. research grants, graduate
students, and appointment to decision-making committees). Accord-
ingly, they are expected, and should expect, lower rewards than men.
(Toren, 1993, p. 442)

There is a growing literature on women as teachers in higher education
(Stiver Lie and O'Leary 1990; Kelly and Slaughter, 1991; Stiver Lie et al.,
1994). There is also an appreciation of the contradictions involved: women
who teach in the academy are generally qualified to postgraduate level and are
relatively privileged there are relative degrees of comfort and power which
are available to these women (Bannerji et al., 1991). At the same time, these
women take longer to progress in the academy when compared to male
colleagues of similar standing and the 'minority at lower levels becomes a still
smaller minority at higher levels' (Sutherland, 1994, p. 176). However, there
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are other groups of women 'in' higher education who are sometimes over-
looked and whose experiences are frequently rendered invisible in the re-
search on women in the academy. These are the secretaries and administrators
as well as women students. 'We need to recognise that this is a racist, classist
and heterosexist society and that the university is structured to perpetuate
those relations' (Bannerji et al., 1991, p. 8). Therefore these power relations
will have repercussions for all women wherever they experience or are posi-
tioned in the academy.

Older Women in Higher Education

For some time I have been aware of the discriminating effects of ageism for
women in education. Older women students and experienced older colleagues,
administrators and secretaries, as well as other teachers, were voicing similar
concerns. They articulated a concern that their age/sex would limit their op-
portunities in their chosen career in education. They were concerned that their
chances of promotion decreased as they reached their 50s. They were con-
cerned that they were no longer regarded as 'young and bright'. One university
lecturer over 50 simply said 'I know I am just invisible now'. I became in-
trigued and disturbed by these experiences and comments, as well as by the
paucity of space and attention given to these issues and concerns (Maguire,
1995).

There is a need to deal with the differences which obtain in relation
to women, as well as their various roles in the academy, and particularly to
their disciplines where appropriate. Some subjects are traditionally more
`feminized' than others and many of these settings (health and education)
commonly recruit from experienced practitioners as a requirement. For this
reason new entrants in these areas may well be older than women who are new
entrants in other disciplines. Male managers may be more reluctant to pro-
mote these older tutors they will give less time in service and thus could be
regarded as giving less value for money.

However, the main purpose of this chapter is to ensure that age is in-
cluded and not ignored in the complexity of social relations of power which
marginalize women and position women as 'other'. In order to start to illus-
trate the manner in which ageism 'works' in higher education, I have chosen to
consider two categories of women: those who work as teachers; and 'mature'
women students, who are 'normalized' through the nomenclature of 'non-
traditional'.

`Mature' Women Students

Janet' is 48 years of age. She is a well-qualified middle-class woman with two
teenage children. Recently she decided to move into school teaching. After
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successfully completing the school-teaching element of a Post-Graduate Cer-
tificate in Education (PGCE) she started to apply for jobs. She applied for one
post and after the deadline had passed, the head of department got in touch.

He said I want to tell you something but if you repeat it I will deny I
ever said it. Yes he definitely said that. He thought he was being fair
just telling me. He probably feels at my age it is unreasonable to go
for a first appointment. . . . He said that he thought he should help me
and I was not going to be offered an interview because he was not
going to take that trouble because I was too old. And in fact he did
mention that I was never going to get a job because I was too old.

Janet felt 'terrible' and 'crushed'. Moving into higher education was a risky
business financially and emotionally. She had sometimes found it difficult in
seminar groups. 'You know, being older. I mean some of them could be my
children, but they think I go on too much.' Janet frequently felt silenced by the
youth of other students and a certain degree of contempt for her age.

When asked if she ever thought this would happen to her she said that she
was aware of ageism in her previous situation but she had taken steps to ensure
this would not be a problem in school teaching.

No, because in fact when I was coming into teaching because I had
seen what happened in science, that you have to be careful about
your age, I asked. You know, I asked about age its function in
teaching. And I was told 'No problem at all'. It was a career advice
place that I went specially to ask because you know at that time I
didn't know anybody [in education]. And when I was told, 'No,
teaching, it doesn't matter' I thought, well that's it.

As a consequence of the insertion of market forces in the UK school
system (devolved funding combined with reduced funding) and the need for
so-called cost-effectiveness, it might be that older teachers are less attractive
to (male-dominated) selection panels. Additionally, it might be that ageist
formations render older women even less attractive to future employers be-
cause they might be regarded as less able/less resilient than older males. Of
course the converse could equally be true: an older woman might be seen as
more reliable and unlikely to take maternity leave. A woman over 50 with
lengthy service may also be more expendable; there is the possibility that she
will be eligible for early retirement in a relatively short period of time.

Janet was aware of these tensions about age, experience and salary and
had considered these factors. She had thought that she would be made an offer
which would be quite low, but 'I would accept it anyway'. But she believes the
money is a red herring and that being an older woman was the critical part of
the equation: 'You know they probably think that it is too difficult for an older
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woman to take orders or do as they're told. They [older women] make too
many suggestions.'

Janet found the experience of being a 'mature' student stressful at times.
She found it difficult to establish relationships with other students, many of
whom were younger than her. She found the attitudes of some of the 'boys'
in her seminar group particularly offensive as they sidelined her 'off time
experiences'.

They start to talk quietly to one another if I try to say anything. If I
ever mention I have teenagers at home and know what they are like,
their friends and things, they start to switch off. They don't say
anything, they just sort of stop. I wonder what they are like to their
mothers?

If being an older woman in higher education was difficult for Janet, who had
obtained a PhD much earlier in life and was the best qualified student in her
group a fact she kept hidden as much as possible yet still felt 'out of place'
and believed she had to keep quiet, how must it be for `non-traditional' mature
entrants?

Higher education has been characterized by a move from an elite towards
a mass system as well as by conflicts over control and funding (Pratt and
Hillier, 1991). Many more people now aspire to some form of higher educa-
tion, a fact which has been recognized by all governments. But this additional
provision has to be financially rationalized. Thus institutions are involved in
cost-bidding for funds which interrelate with competition for recruitment of
new students. There is only ever a limited number (which is decreasing) of 18-
year -old school leavers with 'A' levels with their sights on higher education.
As more institutions have been empowered to offer degree-level awards,
competition for students has increased and new markets have been courted.
Thus governments and higher educational institutions became interested in
recruiting mature women to courses. The expansion and development of new
courses was sometimes a contradictory process. For example, senior managers
were keen to put on high-recruiting popular programmes which were rela-
tively cheap to run, such as women's studies while individual tutors worked
to design courses which empowered women as part of their feminist praxis (cf.
Morley, 1993).

Rosalind Edwards (1993, p. 86) points out the harsh realities which face
the 'non-traditional' older woman student.

The ethos of the institution overall combined with a realization that
particular sets of experiences that formed an important part of their
identity were not really admissable, reinforced the sense the women
had of being deviants within a system with the norms of the white
middle-class bachelor boy student.
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The older women were concerned that they had to guard against "dominat-
ing" seminar discussions just because age meant women had more experience
to draw upon' (Edwards, 1993, p. 86). They frequently were asked why they
had gone to be students, 'at your age isn't it a bit late?' (p. 145). And
unfortunately, in spite of all their efforts to attain a first degree, some of the
mature women finally settled for employment which they regarded as non-
commensurate with their degrees. They noted the irony of it all: 'Well, there's
supposed to be a shortage of women isn't there? They want the older woman
back, but I can't see it happening' (p. 148). Others moved into the traditional
postgraduate training routes of social work or teacher training, like Janet.
Older women were and are 'wanted' in the academy by the institution but,
once in, the cost is emotionally high and the occupational and economic gains
for individual women may well be few and far between.

Women who Teach in Higher Education

In an earlier piece of work I examined the situation of women who teach
teachers (Maguire, 1993). Many of the women had held senior posts in schools
and were established experienced managers. Yet when they moved into higher
education, generally later than their less experienced, less well qualified and
younger male colleagues, they were expected to start all over again. The
opportunities for promotion were limited because of their age at entry and
they were regarded as educationalists, not academics. They had reduced ac-
cess to participation in academic matters conferences, research or writing for
publication. Indeed, they acted as 'mothers and providers of space' for their
younger male colleagues. Their age had limited their opportunities and had
constructed their emotional role. Jill, an ex-headteacher in her early 50s, said:

When I was in school I felt valued, you know, I had a place. But here
I'm just some 'old biddy'. I mean, all the other departments see us
like this and so does [the management]. I'm too old for promotion so
I'm just here to do all the donkey work. I mean, look at [two younger
men]. The minute they do something they get remission and stuff. All
I ever get is more teaching, that's all I'm good for. And when I can't
do enough of that then they'll put me out to grass.

Chris has worked for many years in social work as a practitioner and as a
consultant. She gained her PhD when she was 45 and moved to full-time
employment as a research officer on a three-year research project which has
since ended. She was 'head-hunted' for a post which was shortly going to be
advertised. The specification matched her expertise. It was a full-time lectur-
ing post in a well-established university faculty. As her self-employed partner
was finding it increasingly hard to obtain commissions and as they have two
school-aged children, Chris was keen to find full-time employment in her field.
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She had been signing on as unemployed and was desperate for work. It seemed
as if the right post had turned up.

She has since said that she did not interview well, which has to be taken
into account, but even so, she was not prepared for what happened. An
extremely young and very inexperienced woman was appointed to the post;
she had no higher research degree, no research background and very limited
practitioner expertise. Chris said:

I was phoned up and told that a young bright thing had got the job,
and do you know, I had never considered that. I had never thought
that I was old. It hadn't crossed my mind.

In the interview with me she repeated 'young and bright' a few times. In many
ways it seemed as if `young'n' bright' fitted together as one part of a binary
opposition to old and dull. However, an 'interesting' thing happened to Chris
soon after her lack of success was known to her ex-colleagues from her
research work. She overheard two women in their late 20s discussing her case.
Their view was that young women needed and deserved the opportunity to
move into higher education and that it did not matter if this occurred at the
expense of an older woman. It has to be recognized that there are conflicts and
contradictions here in relation to work in higher education, where tactics like
`young blood' first appointments have been instituted in order to break into
and displace an ageing staff profile (always seen as a problem). However, Aziz
(1990) reports a 'young blood' case which was contested under the Sex Dis-
crimination Act as it was perceived as discrimination against women who have
had career breaks. Interestingly, there have never been any major strategies to
employ women despite their underrepresentation in the sector. 'That's one
way to get permission to oppress ask the older women, not to be co-equal,
but to step aside for the younger woman' (Macdonald and Rich, 1984, p. 40).
Barbara Macdonald tells of how one senior woman justified standing down for
younger women in the following way: 'established women have the respon-
sibility to boost others. One reason the first wave of feminism died out is
that it failed to create new leaders' (Macdonald and Rich, 1984, pp. 40-1).
Macdonald adds that this statement 'smacks of maternal self-sacrifice and
invisibility' (p. 41).

While Chris did recognize that she had not done well in the interview, the
comment in the feedback, 'young and bright', clearly impacted on her and
contributed to an awareness of a hitherto unrecognized factor, her age 'this
age thing is becoming an obsession with me' which has seriously affected her
confidence.

I went to another interview and a young bouncy woman came out of
the interview room, she was tremendous all bouncy and enthusias-
tic and she said 'They are lovely, you'll love them'. And I thought, I
bet she'll get the job. And when I was called in, one male professor
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said how unusual that I had got my PhD in the way I had. And I
thought how dare he say that. I'm sure my anger came across and I
seemed like an older woman who would stand her ground. Needless
to say I didn't get the job. But I've lost my confidence, you know.

Chris has finally obtained a university teaching post she is on a one-year
teaching contract.

Conclusion

The discourses of ageism/sexism which make it seem 'natural' to appoint men
or (sometimes) younger women, which construct the young white bachelor
boy as the normative student, disguise and distort our understanding of
gender/age power relations in higher education. In a period of high reces-
sion and economic restructurings, discourses which assert the value of youth
and the redundancy of age provide additional 'justifications' for selection,
rejection and oppression. This chapter has argued that ageist/sexist construc-
tions which are frequently 'normalized' in educational discursive practices
need to be revealed if they are to be displaced. Ageism is just one more set of
social relations and practices through which academic 'success' and 'failure'
can be reproduced. Finally, the intention in this chapter has been to start to
provide 'a more meaningful exploration of difference, which will eventually
reinforce women's collective efforts to bring about change' (Morley, 1992,
p. 524).

Notes

This chapter draws on arguments and data which have been published else-
where (Maguire, 1995).
1 Much of the pioneering work about and for older women has been under-

taken by lesbian writers and researchers such as Macdonald and Rich (1984)
and Nei ld and Pearson (1992) who have fought against ageism compounded
by homophobia/homophobia compounded by ageism.

2 Throughout this section I have used pseudonyms.
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Chapter 3

Activists as Change Agents:
Achievements and Limitations

Liz Price and Judy Priest

In the early 1990s equal opportunities was hardly on the agenda at Oxford
Brookes. The atmosphere was comfortable and self-affirming. This state of
affairs was hardly surprising because there were no difficulties attracting stu-
dents, no problems recruiting or retaining staff, and no hint of financial diffi-
culties. Furthermore, Oxford Brookes was recognized within the polytechnic
sector as a high-quality institution. However, in terms of equal opportunities,
all of the classic warning signs of potential discrimination were present. Here
was a predominantly white, middle-class, non-disabled place with a prepon-
derance of men in top management positions. The challenge for equal oppor-
tunity activists was how to act as change agents when they had little or no role
power and when there were no fora for institutional networking. Senior man-
agement said they were in favour of equal opportunities but gave no indication
that they were keen to change the status quo.

In this chapter, we will outline the process we have followed so far in
raising equal opportunities issues at Brookes and embedding a commitment to
diversity as a key institutional value. Although it is generally held that top-
down management commitment is essential to make progress in developing
equal opportunities, we will argue that considerable change can be made with
a bottom-up activist approach. We will show how a few individuals (including
the authors) have been able to use formal and informal opportunities to
influence the forward progress of equal opportunities at Oxford Brookes.

When we talk about activists as change agents we are referring to our-
selves and to other committed individuals and groups, including a formal
group, the Equal Opportunities Action Group, set up in 1993 to pursue equal
opportunities. In describing ourselves as activists we are referring to the roles
we play when we take action to exert influence for, and on behalf of, ourselves
and others who are disadvantaged or lacking power within our university.
Sometimes we have used official channels and at other times we have acted
unofficially to exert influence. We recognize that many forms of action are
possible, from speaking out or writing (Morley and Walsh, 1995, p. 3), through
to acquiring power and shaping the course of future events. For the writers of
this chapter, action which enabled us to shape the future direction of Oxford
Brookes University was what most interested us. In the process, we both used
others' power and gained power ourselves.
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Management-Driven Change

In much of the literature from the 1980s concerning the optimum way of
achieving equal opportunity outcomes, there is a 'received wisdom' that
change originates from the wholehearted commitment of the most senior
managers within the organization. A good example of this approach can be
found in the research carried out by the Ashridge Management Research
Group for Opportunity 2000. The researchers' analysis of companies which
had been successful in progressing equal opportunity initiatives and poli-
cies led them to the conclusion that four key features generated success
(Hammond and Holton, 1990, p. 3). These were:

demonstrating commitment: there has to be a strong and consistent vision
from the very top of the organization: equal opportunities change must be
led and championed by management as part of overall strategic objectives;

changing behaviour: change requires a strong vision, training and measure-
ment: it must look at and tackle the fundamental structure and behaviour of
the organization;

building ownership: led from the top, change is the responsibility of every-
one in an organization: getting the message across requires constant and
effective communication;

making the investment: to achieve success, adequate and realistic resources
must be allocated, in terms of time, people and finance.

Most of the organizations which were studied as models of success for the
research, and several others cited by other authors, are large 'blue chip'
companies such as Xerox, Digital, IBM, TSB, Littlewoods, Grand Metropoli-
tan and Lucas Industries (Hammond and Holton, 1990; Greenslade, 1991;
Dickens, 1994; Equal Opportunities Review, 1994). The prescription put for-
ward for achieving change in these organizations has its roots in the 'excel-
lence' literature of the 1980s (Peters and Waterman, 1982; Goldsmith and
Clutterbuck, 1984) which called for strategic 'vision', 'champions' for the cause
and the building of ownership and shared values. Further, since companies
exist primarily to make profits for their shareholders, a strong emphasis is
given to the business case for equal opportunities. This involves arguing that
equal opportunities initiatives work in the interests of the organization allow-
ing them to:

compete in the labour market and become an 'employer of choice';

get closer to the customer by reflecting diversity in target markets with
diversity at all levels within the workforce;

produce cost savings by making a more efficient use of human resources.
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(See Hammond and Holton, 1990, and Dickens, 1994 for a fuller exploration
of these arguments.)

This argument is packaged as though it is self-evident that everyone has

something to gain from the valuing of difference and from progress towards

equality of opportunity.

Criticisms of the Model

We have four main difficulties with this model. Firstly, it does not seem to
work particularly well, even in those organizations where it was tried. Oppor-
tunity 2000's progress report in 1994 showed that there were considerable
barriers to taking positive action to achieve equality of opportunity amongst
member organizations. Employers were reluctant to set numerical targets,
there had been little success in fighting the 'working all hours' culture, and line
managers underlined the incompatibility between equal opportunity inten-
tions and the economic drive to reduce staff numbers and increase sales
(Lowe, 1994).

Our second difficulty with the model is that implicit in the business case
for change is the assumption that 'rational' employers (if only they would see
the light) would sign up for an equal opportunities approach. In reality the
majority do not. Far from it being good business to change, it suits many
employers to exploit numerically flexible (Atkinson, 1984), relatively cheap
disadvantaged labour drawn from the secondary labour market (Walby, 1988).

This is especially apparent when the working conditions of 'typically' female
industries and occupations are reviewed. Consider, for example, retail, hotel
and catering, low-level jobs in medical services, hairdressing and so on; in all
these cases women's experience of work is generally characterized by low pay,

poor career progression and low status. Similarly, women in higher education
are concentrated into the lower-level lecturing posts, increasingly casualized
part-time work and relatively low-level administrative posts. The costs of
making systematic improvements to women's working conditions would be
high and unlikely to be welcomed by the majority of employers. Further, it is
in the interests of white, male power-holders to protect their favoured position
in the labour market. As Dickens (1994) has observed, 'Equal Opportunity is
not necessarily the win-win game portrayed in the prescriptive literature' (p.
283). What she is suggesting here is that, far from everyone gaining through
successful equal opportunity programmes, in practice, increased opportunities
for women and ethnic minorities reduce the chances of the previously domi-

nant group.
Our third problem with the model is that it is mainly derived from ex-

periences in a particular type of organization large, sophisticated, private
sector and hierarchical. The approach cannot simply be transposed onto public
sector organizations such as local authorities, which are accountable to their
electorates rather than shareholders, or universities, which are accountable to
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their governors and the wider community. In the case of non-profit-making
organizations such as universities, the 'business case' for equal opportunities
may have some influence, but concern for social justice and equitable service
provision may be even stronger driving forces. Furthermore, within higher
education, decision-making is not solely focused on top-down processes as
it tends to be in private sector businesses. Rather, it is still the case that
`collegial' systems for decision-making via committee structures, elected posts,
academic boards and so on have some influence. That is to say, ordinary
members of staff, particularly of academic staff, are still able to find a voice
and exert some influence on the direction of their institutions. Recent reforms
in funding arrangements for teaching in higher education have caused
universities to increase efficiency by increasing student numbers without a
commensurate increase in funding. This, together with government pressure
to review the management of universities, has led to more streamlined
decision-making, the introduction of strategic planning processes, tighter man-
agement control through the use of devolved budget and performance indica-
tors, and a requirement to be more responsive to the market (Davies and
Holloway, 1995). Whilst this has put some limitations on collegiate autonomy,
it is still the case that academics have considerable control over the curriculum
which is the main product of universities. It is well-recognized by feminist
commentators (see Davies et al., 1994) that the curriculum is central to the
process of change in higher education and a top-down approach to reforming
it is unlikely to be effective. Thus, hierarchical managerial processes will have
an increasing impact in today's universities but they are insufficient on their
own. More democratic processes have to be understood and engaged with by
those who seek to influence the direction of their institutions. Dispersed
decision-making underlines the importance of ensuring that women, ethnic
minorities and disabled people do get access to, and the right to speak and be
heard in key decision-making committees, as well as access to senior-level
posts.

Our fourth objection to the prescribed model for change is that it under-
estimates the collective power of ordinary members of staff who may exert
pressure for change, either through organized trades unions or through looser
alliances, such as women's groups, disabled groups, black groups, informal
task groups and so on. We acknowledge that the business case for equal
opportunities initiatives and the four key areas highlighted by Ashridge Man-
agement Research Group are of growing importance as universities adopt
more managerial approaches and that we, in our work, could not have suc-
ceeded without the support of senior management. However, it is our conten-
tion that activists operating from fairly modest positions in the hierarchy can
make a difference and mobilize change in today's higher education environ-
ment and can probably do this more effectively than in the large 'blue chip'
companies studied by Ashridge, largely because power is more diverse and
therefore more available to activists.
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Power and Influence

To be effective, activists first have to understand the processes through which
power is gained and exerted in organizations. We find helpful Morgan's (1986)
separation of power into a resource (i.e. something people possess) and as a
social relationship characterized by the ability to influence someone or some-
thing. Several feminist writers (see especially Marshall, 1984) have elaborated
on the notion of power as a resource which women need to acquire to have
influence in organisations. Marshall (1984, p. 108) builds on French and
Raven's (1959) classic typology of five bases of power (reward, coercive,
legitimate, referent, expert) to include personal power, power gained through/
with others (e.g. through networking, mentoring relationships, politics) and
power gained through structural factors (e.g. centrality to organizational tasks,
relative number, visibility). As will be discussed later, change agents need to
build their power resources wherever they can, then use them.

In order to have influence within organizations, activists have to use their
power in appropriate decision-making fora to shape strategic direction, policy,
procedures and action. It is here that struggles over agendas, allocation of
resources and conflicts between different interest groups can be seen. This is
the notion of power discussed by Dahl (1961) and the one which Morgan
(1986) suggests is adopted by most organization theorists. Within higher edu-
cation, decisions are made both through the bureaucratic management struc-
ture which controls the operational and support aspects of the institution, and
through professional structures within academic disciplines (Malik and Stiver
Lie, 1994). In Oxford Brookes, it has been important for us to understand and
act within both.

On a professional level Oxford Brookes has committees to deal with
decisions about our main product, i.e. courses and research. Each has desig-
nated areas of expertise and defined powers to recommend or direct others.
Ideally, committees operate by discussion leading to consensus and are de-
signed to allow views from outside the committee to be heard. Alongside
committees there are management structures represented on our organiza-
tional chart as a branching hierarchical collection of boxes. At the top is the
Vice-Chancellor and three senior managers, each with lines of control to heads
of Schools and Departments and, by implication, from the heads to all the staff
they manage. The chart shows how power, decisions and resources are in-
tended to move down the organization. Equal opportunities activists (or in-
deed any activists) need to be comfortable in and have access to both executive
and committee-based decision-making in order to push equal opportunities
forward. At any given time and for any given decision, one or the other will be
the most appropriate forum for managing a particular change.

As we began to gain and use power, we realized we also needed to move
beyond our understanding of overt influence, to identifying and challenging
more subtle limitations to change. This was in line with Lukes' view (1974),
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where he argues forcibly that power is also exerted in less visible ways when
social and political processes are used to limit issues raised. In such cases,
mechanisms are deployed to keep items off the agenda and the 'status quo' is
used to protect the position of dominant groups. He argues further that power
can also be exerted by leaders influencing or shaping the perceived desires of
individuals, such that potential conflict is not even recognized. This is what
Malik and Stiver Lie (1994) are referring to when they argue that the norma-
tive system in higher education, particularly as it is held together by patriarchal
values, tends to support the interests of those currently holding power. This
kind of analysis is helpful for activists as it underlines the importance of raising
consciousness/awareness of inequality and making issues visible. It also shows
that conflict and oppression have to be made observable if we are to see
differences of interest and tackle inequalities in higher education. As Morley
and Walsh (1995) observe, 'Discrimination in the academy can reinforce and
restimulate women's wider experience of sexist oppression . . . The creativity
comes when one recognizes that this hurt can be transformed into knowledge,
action, analysis and energy for change' (p. 2).

All in all, we were facing a robust system and needed a robust model to
follow to press for change.

Kanter's Model: The Change Masters

Previous analyses of women in higher education (Davies et al., 1994; Morley
and Walsh, 1995; Stiver Lie et al., 1994) have underlined their marginal role
and the domination of male values, power and discourse. Although there are
considerable difficulties in challenging the prevailing status quo, we remain
fairly optimistic about the potential for staff with little or no managerial
authority to acquire sufficient power from other sources to act as effective
change agents. There are many 'how-to' management books on how to
achieve change in organizations, but we have chosen to use Rosabeth Moss
Kanter's (1983) exploration of successful change in American corporations to
explain how ordinary members of staff can mobilize change in organizations.
This book is based on research into forty-seven companies carried out over a
period of five years. Although her research, like the Ashridge report, was
based on large private sector companies, her recipe for gaining success
through innovation and change stresses the contribution of people at all levels
in organizations. She says of the most innovatory companies that 'there were
larger numbers of people at all levels who could grab and use power. And with
this power to act came the chance to innovate' (p. 24). She argues that change
agents (she calls them 'corporate entrepreneurs', we would call them activ-
ists!) can come from any part of the organization, that they can work across
boundaries and that they can manoeuvre around the organization in some-
times novel ways. She says that in order to effect change, individuals have to
acquire power (derived from information, resources and support) and that
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whilst change agents may have some power attached to their positions, they
have to search for additional power 'capital' elsewhere in the organization.
Based on her research findings, she proposes that change agents move through
three stages in order to achieve change: first, problem definition; second,
coalition building; and third, mobilization (pp. 217-40). In reality, progress
through these stages is likely to be messier and more iterative than suggested
by the following summary.

Problem Definition

This stage has the dual goal of collecting data about the 'problem' and identi-
fying supporters who may be called upon later to lobby for the proposed
change. The nature of the problem is as defined by the change agent, entrepre-
neur or activist. At this stage the following sorts of information are gathered:

active listening (to stories or 'information circulating in the neighbour-
hood');

taking part in task forces;

planting seeds (leaving the kernel of an idea behind and letting it germinate
and blossom so that it begins to float around the system from many sources
other than the innovator');

gathering hard technical data;

collecting political information about the 'existing stakes' in the issue;

conducting formal surveys;

shaping up the project for 'selling'.

Coalition Building

This next stage involves pulling in the support and resources to make the
project work. This involves:

finding allies;

setting up teams of task forces;

'clearing the investment', that is to say keeping the appropriate senior
manager in the picture (Kanter points out that activists go ahead with their
projects anyway at this stage, even where a senior manager expresses disap-
proval!);

pre-selling, which involves lining up supporters at higher and lower levels in
the organization;
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securing 'blessings' from the most senior levels of management;

formalizing the coalition.

Mobilization

At this stage the prime role of the activists shifts from 'composer' to 'conduc-
tor' of the many players on the stage. Activities involved at this stage are:

handling the opposition/blocking interference; this includes
waiting it out
wearing them down (repeating the arguments)
appealing to larger principles (for example, by tying the innovation to an
unassailable value)
inviting them in (finding a way that opponents could share in the 'spoils'
of the innovation)
sending emissaries to smooth the way and plead the case
displaying support (asking sponsors for a visible demonstration of
backing)
reducing the stakes
warning the critics (for example by letting them know they will be chal-
lenged by top management);

maintaining momentum (keeping the team charged up);

secondary re-design of systems and structures to keep the project going (this
involves breaking, bending or changing rules to get resources and keep
momentum);

external communication (this involves telling the world what is being
achieved, making presentations and managing the press; it also involves
delivering on promises).

We have found the Kanter change model extremely helpful in enabling us
to use both top-down and bottom-up pressure for change. The model outlines
steps we might usefully take next and offers encouragement by showing that
difficulties we have encountered are by and large the result of predictable
events rather than our own mismanagement. Where difficulties are indeed our
own fault, the model helps us learn from our errors. We now go on to use the
model to explore our progress through the cycle of change.

The Problem-Definition Stage

In our case, this stage began in 1989 when Oxford Polytechnic, as it was then
known, left local authority control. At incorporation, the polytechnic took
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with it a range of well-developed policies, one on equal opportunities directly,
and others on equal-opportunity-related matters such as maternity/paternity
leave, job sharing and career break schemes, and sexual harassment. The
polytechnic also had a tradition of regularly reviewing and modifying courses
which in a few Schools included equal opportunities issues. There were also
considerable support structures for students. For example, the needs of stu-
dents with disabilities were addressed by providing specially adapted accom-
modation. A disabled users' group met regularly around that time, and a
specialist adviser was appointed. Similar support was in place for international
and mature students. Further, there was a nursery in place for children of both
staff and students. All these measures were seen as relatively progressive for
the time.

Despite the widely held view that equality of opportunity was not a
problem, some staff and students felt otherwise and sought to define the case
for equal opportunities over the next four years. They established interest
groups and made their views known in public meetings. A women's forum
began to meet and raise issues, a task force was formed to consider methods of
widening participation in higher education of underrepresented groups, and a
series of lunchtime seminars was held where equal opportunities issues were
raised. When they were not resolved within the remit of the series, enthusiasts
continued to meet and plan further action. People were identified who were
interested in, and willing to speak about, equal opportunities issues; where
they were sufficiently senior, these spokespeople sounded out support for
equal opportunities at senior level. One deputy head of a School wrote a
report comparing equal opportunity initiatives at Oxford Polytechnic with
those taken in other higher education institutions, which resulted in the vice-
chancellor taking personal responsibility for equal opportunities and requiring
Schools to report on equal opportunities progress in their annual operating
plans. By late 1992, around twelve different groups, papers or fora had made
comments about and recommendations concerning equal opportunities. Many
of the recommendations received support in committees and at Academic
Board, but it was not clear how they should be taken forward. It was obvious
to many activists that a new tack was needed.

In Kanter's terms, all of the activities described so far began the process
of 'planting seeds'. In addition, aside from action generated by activists, some
executive/management decisions were also made which spread the message.
For example, it became mandatory for all those involved in recruitment to
attend training which included an equal opportunities session. This made
approximately 300 people aware of the legislation on sex and race discrimina-
tion. Rudimentary statistics were available for the first time from the person-
nel department about recruitment and an attempt was made to carry out an
employee audit of ethnic origin, gender and disability. Both were very incom-
plete but nonetheless pointed to profiles which indicated that there was a
difference between saying we were an equal opportunities institution and
actually being one.
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We then reached a critical stage. Kanter says that the next move must
be political. Successful change agents need to gather information about the
political climate of the organization and identify elements that are likely to
be enhanced by the desired change. This we did by tapping into strategic
changes being made to the direction of the university. In 1992, Oxford
Polytechnic became Oxford Brookes University and the then deputy vice-
chancellor launched an ambitious project to review our mission and to estab-
lish the kind of university Oxford Brookes would seek to become. He called
this project Agenda for Brookes and set up a steering group to drive the
discussions forward which met for ten months and produced a 108-page
document listing all the areas to be reviewed. The group also organized a
residential conference for sixty-five of the senior management to discuss
the document. The university was buzzing with discussion, argument and
expectations.

At about the same time as the Agenda for Brookes initiative began, a
small ad hoc group of equal opportunities activists commissioned a study
by the University of Central Lancashire to review equal opportunities at
Brookes. Unlike the previous papers, the Lancashire report was written by
outsiders and was backed by more systematic information-gathering than had
hitherto been undertaken. It argued for a new and vigorous approach to equal
opportunities, basing its recommendations on values such as equity and fair-
ness. At about the same time, the Agenda for Brookes group was arguing for
change based on a business case they argued that Brookes needed to carve
out a more diverse market share in the newly enlarged higher education sector
thereby guaranteeing our funding. The best way to do this, they argued, was to
be recognized as an institution where diversity, wider access and clear links
with the community were valued.

The vice-chancellor then suggested that governors should have equal
opportunities on the agenda of one of their 'strategy days', and as a result they
decided to set up a ten-member group with a budget of £150,000 to take action
on equal opportunities over a period of two years. In effect, the governors
were saying that they recognized that Brookes was no longer amongst the
most progressive institutions for equal opportunities and that it made business
sense to move towards being so. This was the moment when we, as activists,
moved from defining the problem and getting others to listen, to the next stage
where we were building a coalition of activists and those with managerial
power that would push for change.

The Coalition-Building Stage

As a way of marking the institution's move from talk to action, the vice-
chancellor proposed the appointment of Joanna Foster, ex Chair of the Equal
Opportunities Commission, as a governor, and then hosted a public lecture by
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her in which she addressed equal opportunities as her central theme. He
invited city and county public figures and many Brookes staff, and about a
hundred people attended. Soon afterwards, the vice-chancellor announced
that Helena Kennedy would become the Chancellor, and the personnel de-
partment appointed an officer whose job title reflected her responsibility for
equal opportunities. Amidst this surge of support and interest, the newly-
formed Equal Opportunities Action Group (EOAG) began to meet.

Kanter suggests that at this stage in the change process, finding allies is a
priority. The EOAG took a different tack, choosing instead to backtrack and
seek once again to define the problem. This was probably unavoidable because
we, as members of the group, did not have access to all the information we
needed to plan ahead and because we had not all been involved in earlier
efforts. However, not seeking allies at this stage did cause difficulties. Groups
who had in the past championed equal opportunities felt marginalized and
ignored. This was especially true of the trades unions, the personnel depart-
ment, and (to a lesser extent) individual enthusiasts. However, over time, we
were able to meet with the Women's Forum, the trades unions for academic
and for support staff, the group for disabled students, the personnel depart-
ment, and the newly-formed Ethnic Minorities Forum.

We were also busy allocating funds within our terms of reference for
pump-priming and research projects. The largest sum was set aside to imple-
ment a job evaluation scheme. Interestingly, what we did to push for a job
evaluation scheme re-ran the steps we had taken so far in Kanter's change
cycle. For this particular issue, we had once again to define the problem via a
research document and plant seeds in support of the idea by taking with us as
many staff as possible. We then had to test the political viability of a job
evaluation scheme by consulting several other higher education institutions
either doing it or contemplating going down this road. Once we felt reasonably
sure it was an idea with a future, we sought allies, and secured support from a
variety of groups and individuals. Thus, the Kanter model is helpful not only
in describing the whole equal opportunities strategy, it is equally relevant for
any sub-issue as well.

We are now towards the end of the coalition-building stage and, as Kanter
suggests, we are busy 'securing blessings' from management. The vice-chancel-
lor remains publicly supportive, as do the governors and the chancellor. We
have visited all Schools and Departments to address a meeting of their staff
and have received open support from many heads. We have run mandatory
awareness training for all managers and course leaders and were allocated
a session at the senior management annual residential conference in early
1995. As a result, senior managers have a clear understanding of the main
issues around equal opportunities and the large majority have expressed
support for our programme of action. Concurrent with the officially sanc-
tioned action for equal opportunities, we continued to raise new issues
from the bottom up; for example, we began exploring equal opportunities
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in the curriculum and launched an ambitious survey on harassment and
bullying.

The Mobilization Stage

At this stage, Moss Kanter advises us as activists to wait out opposition or wear
them down. So far, we have been able to do this successfully in the case of job
evaluation. Whereas in the past 'it's far too expensive' had brought all move-
ment on this issue to a halt, the cost has not, as yet, stopped consideration of
the case. We have also been successful in waiting out or wearing down our
critics who have stated throughout our first year, 'You're doing nothing'. Our
first annual report listed at least twenty key achievements alongside more
minor ones to offer the critics, as well as the reminder that to expect us to turn
Brookes into a comprehensive equal opportunity institution in one or two
years was unrealistic. Our second annual report continued to cite areas of
considerable achievement.

The model predicts that objections will continue and offers strategies for
dealing with them. For example, to the comment that becoming more diverse
will both cost too much to achieve and require too many resources to maintain,
we have appealed to larger principles such as fairness, the need to generate
increased student applications or strategic business planning. To the reminder
that equal opportunities is only one of many values embraced by the univer-
sity, we have noted the centrality of diversity in the university's mission state-
ment. We need to continue to foster smoother relationships with Personnel
and the unions, inviting them in and gaining emissaries who will speak on our
behalf. In time, we need to ask senior management to develop consequences
for non-compliance, then warn those who do not comply about their behav-
iour. Fairly regularly, we will need displays of open support from management
for what they have espoused and though this is a top-down requirement,
it is likely to need a bottom-up push to ensure their continued interest. In
other words, we will return to the beginning of the cycle, starting again but
starting at a different place in the institution's development of equal opportu-
nities.

Moss Kanter (1983) talks of the need to maintain momentum at this
stage of the change process. The EOAG as originally constituted only had a
two-year mandate but this has now been extended by a further year. We
are currently concentrating on embedding equal opportunities in all decision-
making processes at Brookes. This involves building a more action-oriented
approach to equal opportunities into the strategic and operational planning
process, ensuring that guidelines for the operation of our recently overhauled
committee structure facilitate equal opportunities outcomes and further devel-
oping equal opportunities checklists and approaches in our quality assurance
processes. We are also researching and investigating new areas of work; for
example, the employment opportunities of lower-paid support staff, issues
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relating to gay, lesbian and bisexual staff and students, and the further devel-
opment of equal opportunities in the curriculum.

Achievements and Limitations

We have clearly made progress as activists and Oxford Brookes has made
progress towards equal opportunity. Contrary to the Ashridge model for
success, we have initiated change from the bottom of the organization which
has resulted in major steps forward for equal opportunities. We have managed
to build commitment and vision about equal opportunities into the publicly
stated core values of the organization. We have won considerable resources
for equal opportunities, including the establishment of a half-time seconded
Head of Equal Opportunities, at a time of some financial constraint. The
most senior management are now expressing commitment to making Oxford
Brookes into an equal opportunities institution and asking for our help in
doing so. It is too early in the development of longitudinal monitoring statistics
for us to quantify our progress, but we do judge that the university has come
a long way over the past two years. It is no longer only activists and the EOAG
who have contributed to improved practices; many other individuals and
groups across the university have challenged previously accepted approaches
and made changes to what they do designed to extend equality of opportunity
to both students and staff. Just some of the developments include changes to
the curriculum in many different subject areas to make it more 'inclusive',
plans to build on Access and Passport schemes, improved support for staff and
students with childcare needs, the establishment of some School-level equal
opportunity committees/groups and a positive engagement with equal op-
portunities issues when the university launches an 'Information Technology
Term' later in 1996.

However, there are limitations. Short-term funding of the EOAG makes
our future uncertain and it is difficult to plan very far ahead. Further, short-
term secondment of members, some of whom have little prior experience of
`activism', means that a good deal of time is taken up helping new members
acquire the skills to be effective. In addition, we are finding it a challenge to
judge the most effective 'voice' in which to influence decisions. One day, we
find ourselves facilitating support groups or helping individuals understand the
equal opportunities issues in the day-to-day work environment. Another day,
we are presenting closely argued documents to senior management about
strategic policy issues. Whilst these skills make us effective change agents in
Kanter's terms, they also make us weary. In fact, one of the authors of this
chapter is now taking a rest from equal opportunities activism to concentrate
on new professional areas of work. The other has become the seconded Head
of Equal Opportunities which has delivered different power resources and the
need to adapt her role; the style which she now has to adopt as a senior
member of the university is not quite the same one as was appropriate when
she was an activist with no managerial authority!
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At this stage, the main challenge for Oxford Brookes University is to keep
our momentum going, to keep our team charged up and to spread responsibil-
ity for equal opportunities further into Schools and Departments where, we
hope, other activists will arise to trigger future change.
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Chapter 4

Good Practices, Bad Attitudes:
An Examination of the Factors Influencing
Women's Academic Careers

Jane Kettle

This chapter is an analysis of the experiences of a sample group of women
academics in English universities. They were interviewed for a piece of re-
search, the central task of which was to identify factors inhibiting the academic
careers of women in universities. The perceptions and explanations of indi-
vidual women who, in terms of rank and status, were successful, were used
as case studies. The purpose was to hear and compare individual women's
perceptions of their own experiences, identifying those factors which most
influenced or affected them and to relate these to policies designed to en-
hance equality of opportunity. Findings indicate that while, for the most part,
practices and procedures in universities do not actively discriminate against
women, the acceptance and currency of particular values and beliefs makes it
difficult for women to succeed, despite the existence of formal policies to
redress inequalities. It is likely that the dominant culture of universities has
been 'important in both differentiating men and women and providing men
with more credentials. The forms of closure against women are usually more
subtle because of the explicit discourse of meritous achievement' (Walby,
1989, p. 227).

Equal Opportunities Policies in Universities:
Rationales and Realities

There is considerable historical and contemporary evidence that women are
underrepresented within the upper echelons of the academic and managerial
hierarchies of universities and are clustered in low-status, part-time or tempo-
rary posts (Rendel, 1984; Jackson, 1990; EOC, 1990; CUCO, 1994). For those
women who have ostensibly been successful, and attained professorships,
there is still disadvantage in the form of pay differential (AUT, 1992). Numeri-
cally, women have gradually increased their presence in academia; yet in 1994
they represented only 23.8 per cent of total full-time academic staff in the
`new' universities, and 15.9 per cent in the 'old' universities. As we progress
through the last decade of the twentieth century, women hold only 12 per cent
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of all principal lectureships and just 5 per cent of professorships (CUCO,
1994). Women academics have not increased their presence in the same pro-
portions as female students.

At the centre of all commentaries on perceived or invisible barriers to
women's progress in academia, there are references to the need for appropri-
ate equal opportunities policies. Such policies are associated with strategies to
improve the position (usually in the labour market) of disadvantaged groups,
including women. Disadvantage within the liberal tradition (which informs
anti-discrimination legislation) is taken to mean an unintended but consider-
able consequence of outdated practices and procedures. This is problematic,
for such strategies 'deny women's difference, since the goal is to become equal
with the normative male value' (Franzway et al., 1989, p. 96). There is also a
danger that the presence of formal procedures generates a sense of compla-
cency. Their existence reinforces the notion that current processes and prac-
tices are fair and efficient. Equal opportunities policies inevitably focus on the
primacy of individual merit being acknowledged, yet the question of individual
merit is particularly fraught. Williams et al. (1989) carried out a review of equal
opportunities policies in higher education in the late 1980s. Various aspects of
inequality were examined, including gender issues. They considered that equal
opportunities was a problematic concept for many higher education staff, who
held as unassailable those taken-for-granted liberal assumptions about the
fairness of their institution's structure and practices. The researchers con-
cluded that they were observing a 'lack of understanding of progress to date.
A tone of moral superiority plus ignorance of the issues and available evidence
was pervasive. Individual merit was seen as a neutral and non-negotiable
attribute, and discrimination or bias as unacceptable but not likely to occur'
(Williams et al., 1989, p. 24). This was reinforced by the evidence presented to
the Hansard Society Commission (Hansard Society Commission, 1990), and
examined with concern by the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals
(CVCP, 1991). The Commission on University Career Opportunity (CUCO,
1994) identified a series of structures operating as obstacles to the develop-
ment of equal opportunities policies in general. These are resources, working
arrangements, training, recruitment and selection, targets, and attitudes and
culture.

University Culture: Patriarchy or Meritocracy?

The focus of the case studies and analysis in this chapter is a consideration of
`attitude' and 'culture'. A definition of organizational culture is not easy to
encapsulate: however, emphasis can be placed on the sharing of values and
social realities, including beliefs, traditions and practices which are, to an
extent, shared and transmitted from one generation of employees to the next
(Bate, 1994). Certainly there may be unstated but powerful mechanisms which
reinforce the culture of any organization, and these can include the way
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rewards and status are allocated, as well as managerial role modelling and
coaching. This expression of culture rests less on the presence or absence of
equal opportunities policies, and more on the forms of decision-making and
how power and authority are accumulated, legitimated and maintained.

In the arena of higher education, the right to speak, or legitimacy, is
granted to those possessing cultural capital, that is, recognized resources and
values (Bourdieu, 1988). For example, Jackson (1991) suggests that a male
style of working places less value on 'caring' and more on those qualities
traditionally identified as male, so that women either have to choose to assimi-
late male values or attempt the difficult task of changing those values. The
acceptance and currency of a particular range of attitudes and beliefs indicates
a notion of a cultural sense of self for men which validates a masculine model
of academic professionalism. Academic women then 'experience daily the
tension between their subordinate role in the sexual hierarchy and the ideol-
ogy of equal opportunity which extends to women the promise of equality'
(Crompton and Mann, 1986, p. 126).

Clearly, the wider operational system of values and beliefs affects both
the implementation and perception of institutional strategies for equality of
opportunity (Baker, 1987).

The Case Studies

Eight women from different universities were approached for interview. The
criterion for their selection was that they had `succeeded'; that is, they had
reached positions of seniority (necessary to be able to provide an account of
any visible or unseen barriers to reaching this status), or they were prominent
(particularly in terms of publications) within academia. Complete confidenti-
ality was maintained. Geographical locations and the subject areas of the
respondents are not revealed, to protect their anonymity.

The purpose of each open-ended interview was to pursue the actual and
perceived experiences of successful academics, considering institutional fea-
tures, including management style, apparent criteria for promotion and exist-
ence of equal opportunities policies. Each respondent also offered comments
on her own personal experience, with specific reference to potential barriers
she may have faced during the course of her career. The subsequent analysis
followed from their views, rather than squeezing them into some pre-
determined mould. Although the responses indicate a use of particular terms
and concepts without a full articulation of meaning, certain features or themes
were highlighted prior to the interviews to indicate an identification of what
Walby (1989) theorizes as a patriarchal culture. These include male hierar-
chies and a belief in equitable practices without systematic reviews: mar-
ginalizing and ignoring senior women, criteria for promotion emphasizing
attributes that men are more likely to possess; unfriendly working practices
and informal networks based on patronage. Whilst the first seven case studies
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described here illustrate aspects of patriarchal practice, the final case study
reveals a situation where many of these issues appear to have been addressed
successfully.

Personal Narratives

Respondent 1

This respondent was aware, on taking up her first post in this university, that
she was entering a male-dominated department and would face stress as a
result of this. She described the predominant managerial style of the university
as 'fairly aggressive, macho, competitive and top-down'. She saw the power
structure being set by what was described as a team, but was really a group of
competing individual men. In her experience,

it is a real problem that there's a very narrow conception of who a
good senior manager is . . . there is a tendency to undervalue what I
would call the soft management skills of listening and noticing if staff
have got problems beyond the institution which could impinge on
their performance . . . financial management and systems planning
are more valued . . . this goes over and above research and teaching
performance as criteria for promotion.

This woman was aware of the stated policies on equal opportunities, but
added: 'senior management think they're great, but they don't understand the
implications of how they're worked through in practice. It's rhetoric.' Her
clear perception was that 'everything is framed in such a way that women have
to change their behaviour to do better in the organization, when it should be
looking critically at its own practices'. As a senior woman in the institution she
`sometimes sees [herself ] not as successful but as surviving day to day' and is
strained, overloaded and despairing. She has found the overall institutional
culture of the university unhelpful. More generally, she identified factors
which bar women's progress in academia:

Style prevents women from being promoted in the first place because
they don't display the qualities which are seen to be valued, and it
also prevents women from wanting to be involved in that, because
they see it as antithetical to their own ideologies and it makes women
feel marginalized. . . . Women are less willing to play the careerist
games that men do, they are much more critical of their own per-
formance. Women are more used to rationalizing non-success and
non-achievement . . . also they can see the isolation and vulnerablilty
of the women who do make it.
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Recognizing this, her analysis is that most of the barriers to women in
academia are attitudinal; this can be insidious because 'you can say there are
equal opportunities for women in structural terms but in real terms there
aren't'.

Respondent 2

This woman identifies her university's distinct managerial style:

Yes, it's Thatcherite. The dominant managerial style at the top of the
university is a financial and accounting type approach following re-
structuring, with a very managerialist thrust and ethos.

There were conflicting pressures leading to criteria for being worthy of promo-
tion: 'the three key ones are administration, teaching and research. [She's] not
sure which is the key to success . . . bringing money in is an important feature.'
She feels 'the university is skirting round the equal opportunities issue, there's
some awareness but not a lot of positive feelings'. She thinks that she has been
successful partly because she is good at her job, in terms of knowledge of her
subject 'and also putting work first'. There is a lower than average representa-
tion of women at all levels in this university:

It hit me what a male organization it was when I started. There
are lots of older men who have been here for years and years and
women who are well-qualified but have moved around come here
and are faced with an organization that appears to reward (with
promotion and status) its long-serving men and it's difficult for
women to fit in.

The message has come across to this respondent that she has to queue up
behind the senior men for promotion. This is a silent but explicit indication
from those whom she referred to as male gatekeepers. This raised clear fears

that there has been a tradition of women doing a lot of unseen work
for years and years and getting no reward. I explicitly said that I am
not the Marge Proops of [subject area]. On the other hand I take my
job seriously and work very hard and pull more than my weight,
being continually concerned that there will be no reward (in terms of
promotion or acknowledgment).

Finally she argued that though there are barriers facing all women in
being successful in an academic career, these were most evident close to the
top of university hierarchies:
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It's a gentleman's club, academic life, because there's so much that's
unwritten, intangible . . . men occupy most of the senior positions,
they are gatekeepers and the rules of the game aren't clear . . . to get
anywhere, women have to be eliciting the support of the male gate-
keepers. Women get appointed on merit, it does count, but more at
the lower levels. The problems occur at the higher levels, it's within
the organization.

Respondent 3

Respondent 3 saw that the management style of the university was in a state of
change. There has been a shift away from democracy to the decision-making
process being contained within the directorate who

make decisions in meetings every Monday morning; the main power
is within the directorate, so much so that they don't fully understand
that there is widespread disillusionment with them, especially around
the process of restructuring.

An indicator of fitness for promotion is academic productivity in the form of
publications, judging from the allocation of professorships, although innova-
tion and academic leadership are gaining prominence. Equal opportunities
policies are not stated clearly enough. As a senior woman in the university,
she feels as though she is used as a token and 'wheeled out on every public
occasion'. Her position means she gets asked to sit on a lot of interview panels,
and she feels that decisions made over appointments reflect an attitude to
women:

They can't recognize that women can lead from behind, not pushing
forward, nurturing rather than aggressive and this is less valued. This
is becoming part of the ethos of the institution and is bad news for
women; either you flatter or cajole or boost egos and this is a subor-
dinate and subjugating thing.

Generally, she feels that there are barriers to women in pursuing an
academic career: 'You'd think more would get through than do'. She thinks a
lot of it is to do with the 'cloning principle' at recruitment where there is a
narrow, male definition of a good management style without sufficient regard
to 'track records . . . and insensitivity to personal interaction'.

Respondent 4

This academic had witnessed a concerted effort within her department to be
non-hierarchical and there is a lot of emphasis on discussion. However, the
university was run
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by long-established men . . . the senate has a notion of being demo-
cratic but distant . . . the departments are autonomous except for
budgets . . . the faculty boards are all-powerful; committees mediate
between the departments and the hierarchy.

Administration, teaching and research were the criteria for promotion
but the passage to senior lecturer

is a threshold that most women don't cross . . . administration is seen
as less important than research or having got money for research (as
opposed to publications).

Respondent 4 found life in this university alienating and was beginning to
feel embittered because she

doesn't feel part of it, it's like a men's club and may be worse than
most because of its science base. Any general meeting you go to is
full of elderly, boring-looking men; this is a problem.

Altogether, she was 'not surprised at where women are'. She knows a lot
of women she admires who have just decided that they've had enough and
they haven't really 'slotted in' to the career structure. Her assessment is that
`women are more interested in staying put and avoiding promotion with all the
associated administrative tasks'. Her belief was that women did more pastoral
work than men and this was not recognized as valuable. She thought barriers
to women are largely attitudinal and that the university was

dominated by men, it's staffed and run by men, most of the courses
are disciplines that men have traditionally dominated. There is a very
low representation of women in some departments and gender issues
just don't come into the curriculum.

Respondent 5

This academic worked within an identifiable managerial style which is

hierarchical, white-male-dominated . . . the advert for the new [sen-
ior management role] says they want an authoritative, decisive,
forceful team leader. It's a sort of contradiction of equal opportuni-
ties because since incorporation the sector has moved into a top-
down managerial style.

Policy, power and decision-making were centralized. There appeared to be
definite criteria for promotion. One was 'having research but if women have
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research records I don't think it helps them it's useful for men'. She sees this
as part of the general discounting and decompetencing of women. The other
factor is being on committees; the allocation of course leaderships is 'all done
by who you know . . . the idea is beginning to grow of progression planning but
as a rationalization of current practice'. There is a clear statement of intent for
equal opportunities and other codes are being developed. Her view was that
all senior women in the university were in the support or 'soft' areas. She felt
she had no formal power and was often ignored or misrepresented. In her
experience, she has met considerable hindrances during her academic career;
including 'long-term periods of not being recognized, validated or supported'.
As the only woman at this level in the university this respondent argued:

it's a very hostile environment for things like mixing with senior
management women are invisible like other women in the univer-
sity I find a conspiracy of silence.

In general, her perception was that women fail to proceed with academic
careers because of

an interplay of factors. We've all got the idea that what we do is
fair . . . it's threatening to some people to suggest they need to exam-
ine their own practices . . . there's also complacency.

Her strong belief was that the greatest barriers to women in academia are
attitudinal: to do with self-guilt (thinking one should have been able to do it
better), marginalization, getting ideas stolen or hijacked and being ignored.

Respondent 6

Respondent 6 felt that there was more than one style and culture operating in
the university, but that it was very much the professoriat that held the power.
Until recently there were two women professors, now there were four out of
a total of over seventy. Research and publications were the most important
criteria for promotion; that is

clear and unequivocal, it overrides everything else including manage-
rial knowledge. Networks certainly operate across the institution . . .

the crucial thing is whether or not you feel comfortable operating in
that set-up.

The statement of equal opportunities extended to four lines contained
within the statutes which were changed recently: the focus was on merit,
although they 'never specify what merit is, but say that nothing irrelevant
should count'. She felt that the reasons for her success were her track record
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of research and the 'grounding' she has had in other universities. However, she
considered herself as still very much an outsider, both within her department
and within the institution. Quite explicitly, this respondent argues that the key
to women's underrepresentation in academia generally can be ascribed to

discrimination overt and covert . . . if you want to track it back,
track it back to the discrimination in the recruitment of students pre
1975 . . . there were fewer women coming through. Having said that,
there's discrimination all through the system, which although it's
shifted a bit is still there along with all the standard difficulties
women have in relation to their lives.

Taking the analysis further, from her perception it was possible to identify
barriers to women's progression, both practical and attitudinal. The hours of
work are too long and exclude women with children:

You won't get along if you've got caring responsibilities . . . there's
also a closure around networking and patronage which excludes
women from the exchange. It's the informal feature of networking
that's an inherent feature of academic life that's such a problem.

There were a few male academics in the university who thought that having
so few women around was a problem, but the majority thought they were so
meritocratic that it was not an issue for concern. The respondent considered
that the university

has a dominant group which disproportionately represents a male
view of the world, and that is central to the personnel and the hierar-
chy. Also, as an intellectual institution, it represents the intellectual
ideas of men which are therefore overemphasized.

Respondent 7

Respondent 7 identified a clear and explicit management style and institu-
tional culture which focused on the concept of 'quality'. Ultimately, the direc-
tor had the last say and his personal preference defined the culture. While she
described the director as 'reasonably accommodating, kindly and pragmatic',
the four male assistant directors were 'more strongly masculine' and operated
a hierarchy of access which leads to 'an all-male culture'. The respondent
identified a `Thatcherite' power culture focusing on budgetary control which
was permeating the institution via devolution. Academic productivity (publi-
cations) and managerial style both acted as criteria for promotion but 'they're
not harmonious'. She described being rejected at interview on grounds that
were not featured in the person specification (one reason was that she had not
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been there long enough). Since then she has had a few articles published and
said that 'it's been huge for me, the cost benefit has been out of all proportion
from the outlay'. There was no equal opportunities policy at that time, but one
was in preparation. This was significant for her, because such issues

were not on the agenda three years ago but are becoming clearer . . .

my background has given me a lot of skills to correlate with the
current management style and climate, so I can do things in the same
way.

Respondent 7 was very aware, however, of being a woman. This aware-
ness was 'prompted by the behaviour of others such as older traditional men'.
Her feeling was that she has been 'outspoken, innovative, successful' within
her department but states that getting noticed was purely a matter of chance.
Her unequivocal assertion was that women

have to adopt a style to get on . . . I feel strongly about what's not
valued such as caring roles, and this is the choice of the male manage-
ment structure . . . it's fitting in with male-defined ways of working
and ditching natural tendencies, fitting in and going the cost-effective
route . . . it's not the way I would choose it but I hope I can influence
change.

Generally she feels so few woman get through

because they don't know how to go about it in that they are not
motivated to aspire to seniority . . . are lacking in the skills to negoti-
ate the system and don't have that element of time of be committed.

She was adamant that she was not being presumptuous; rather it was the male
definitions of what is valid that women do not know about and cannot gain
access to.

Overt discrimination is manifested by one-off comments . . . the defi-
nitions of criteria by men exclude women's strengths . . . it's about
being tough and not displaying emotion, and women are socialized
into thinking it's OK to display emotions. You can take each aspect
of a woman's work here and find areas where she's hampered by
male structures.

Respondent 8

This professor considered that the managerial style of her university had
changed in the last few years. The atmosphere was of a 'large business'. It was
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not that people had become unfriendly, but that the working day now ex-
tended from 7.00 a.m. to 7.00 p.m. The committee structure was very hierar-
chical and it was the deans who had the power. The culture was hierarchical,
though not macho. Although research, publications and administrative ability
had traditionally been criteria for promotion, teaching ability was gaining in
prominence and teaching professorships had now been established. There was
an equal opportunities committee and the policies were very well-stated.

There's a great deal of awareness, the provost (and the last one) keep
in mind the proportion of men and women at lecturer grade and try
to keep that higher up and whenever possible, improve. If only men
are shortlisted, they are asked to go back and review all the applica-
tions from women, to ensure rejection can be justified.

Respondent 8 felt that the university is a 'very woman-friendly place'.
While she believed that part of her success had been down to luck (suggesting
a tendency to undervalue her achievements), 'also the Provost . . . is good at
recognizing good points and ignoring weak ones and this boosted my confi-
dence a great deal'. It was accepted that the university had a 'great pride in
being non-denominational and whoever you are, you can make your way up'.
This attracted her and made joining a very positive choice. Women have a
reasonable profile with about 25 per cent of professors being female. For
herself, she 'was unambitious for a long time, but if you don't fight for yourself
no-one else will'. She has been hindered by one or two uncooperative male
colleagues, and she was interested to learn why women fall behind generally
and has done some research within her discipline, in which 75 per cent of
undergraduates are women. Her observation was that

It is at the post-graduate stage that women drop out . . . they change
jobs following partners . . . they tend to do more inside the depart-
ment, allowing little time for university-wide recognition . . . it is im-
portant to release them to take on college or university jobs. Women
are less concerned with status, and value different qualities and men
heads of department take advantage of women, where there are
things to organize involving complicated negotiations with people as
their skills are better.

It was her firm belief that the barriers to women are largely attitudinal and
that even if there was commitment from the top, there could be problems.
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This is what women colleagues say. Men go drinking in the common
room after 5.30 p.m. This excludes women with caring responsibili-
ties, but a lot of women say they feel excluded from that type of life
and it's not decisions being taken but people get to know each other
and think, oh this is a good chap. Women don't get a look in.
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Overall she felt somewhat cushioned as her department and faculty had a
lot of women spread through the ranks, but she acknowledged that younger
women may have a very different perspective. It was a better experience for
her in this university than in others she is familiar with.

Explanations and Observations

The experiences and perceptions of these women suggest that barriers to
women academics are shaped more by cultural factors than by practical con-
straints. It is significant that five out of eight of the respondents have no
childcare responsibilities. For while it is acknowledged that women with family
commitments still carry a double burden of responsibility, the fact that women
who are free of this practical constraint are still disadvantaged would speak
against operational and structural explanations in favour of cultural indicators.
There is a common theme whereby each respondent considers her university
to be deeply hierarchical; where criteria for promotion are weighted in favour
of men; where aggressive management promotes unfriendly working practices,
where informal networking goes hand in hand with a devaluation of what are
considered to be feminine attributes. The unquestioning emphasis on merit,
and failure to reflect and review existing working patterns, leads respondents
to consider that equal opportunities polices by themselves are tokenistic and
shallow.

The universities described appear to display and reflect a series of atti-
tudes and cultures which, when taken as a whole, act as invisible but stalwart
barriers to the career progression of women academics. The respondents
supplement Bagilhole's (1994) research in a single institution, where evidence
suggests that senior women academics are less confident in their abilities and
experience greater social isolation, feeling that their scholarship is more likely
to be trivialized and discredited.

While it is relatively straightforward for a woman to embark on an aca-
demic career, the case studies provide details of the way in which gender is a
significant organizing principle in universities, and the ways in which women
give meaning to their experiences. These women feel uncomfortable or ill at
ease with the values and behaviours surrounding them. Although Edwards
(1994) suggests that many women academics may not see themselves as want-
ing to challenge prevailing ideas, and may need to be alerted to the fact that
they are working in male-dominated institutions, the respondents described in
this chapter show no evidence of the 'Queen Bee' syndrome (those strongly
individual women who deny the existence of disadvantage). Rather, they show
a level of reflexivity and ambivalence, acknowledging that participating more
fully involves engaging with the existing unwritten rules and procedures, and
all that this implies (Gray, 1994).

The culture of individual institutions is crucial to the success or failure of
initiatives to enhance women's progress. While it might be claimed that ulti-
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mately it is merely insensitivity, or even business-like behaviour, the results of
current common practices and behaviours are to exclude, marginalize and
undervalue women. Many equal opportunities policies operate quite comfort-
ably in those organizations which reflect the male way of operation as standard
and deny rewards to those groups whose behaviour or characteristics do not
conform. The very subtlety of the operation of attitudes and cultures inhibits
the power of most policies to redress inequalities. There can be, however,
facility for change within existing structures. The experience of Respondent 8
reflects this. This university has been singled out for praise for its efforts to
enhance women's progress and this is borne out not only by the location of
women in the overall hierarchy (women's representation at all levels is signifi-
cantly greater than the national average), but also by the perceptions that
there is commitment at the most senior level to breaking down historical and
structural patterns of gender inequality.

Conclusion

It has been suggested that equality of opportunity at work remains a myth in
the university sector (Hilton, 1991). I would assert that those elements of equal
opportunities policies focusing on gender have been concerned to try and
increase women's representation within existing hierarchies without question-
ing or changing those hierarchies. Changing structures and cultures which
give authority to a very particular type of person are not likely to be impacted
upon by merit-based equal opportunities strategies, where seniority may in
fact only give the illusion of power. A genuine desire to enable women to
progress requires a thorough review of professional practices. As Franzway
et al. insist,

Reform is not just a matter of changing personnel at the top. It is a
matter of unpicking a complex texture of institutional arrangements
which intersect with the construction of masculinity and femininity.
(Franzway et al., 1989, p. 31)

Equal opportunities policies must shift their focus from procedures and
processes to culture and attitudes before barriers can be thoroughly chal-
lenged. Fine words are not enough, even when put in place with a formalized
equal opportunities statement and structure. Deeply embedded ideologies in
management, combined with casual interchange and spurious judgmental
value positions, still serve to undermine women who seek to move to the top
in higher education. That reform or change is possible and achievable has been
illustrated by Respondent 8: the prevailing culture of her institution has been
undermined and weakened by practical commitment from senior manage-
ment. Likewise, evidence from this case study suggests that senior women are
aware of the key issues identified by Willcocks (1994): personal, structural and
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particularly cultural, whereby an antithetical, patriarchal organizational ethos
may be faced and challenged.
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Chapter 5

Deaf Women Academics in Higher Education

Ruth-Elaine Gibson

When invited to submit a paper on issues concerning deafness in higher
education, I pondered over the undertaking. Originally, I had considered
discussing issues concerning my experiences as a deaf woman student in higher
education which is worthy of a paper in its own right. As I have recently taken
the tentative steps of realizing my ambition to be a lecturer, my (hearing)
academic colleagues, quite amazed at my madness, seem to have difficulty
understanding my teaching enthusiasm. The aim of this paper is firstly to offer
an insight into the rationale behind this ambition, and secondly, to share the
experiences of four other deaf women academics employed in universities
across the UK. They are either full/part-time lecturers or researchers.

I Can Hear When I Want To

I have never liked being deaf and in May, 1995 I was fortunate to have a
cochlea implant. Since having surgery I now feel that I have such an advantage.
I can simply 'switch off' when noise becomes horrible and stressful, unlike
hearing people, who unfortunately have to cope and bear its burden unless
you are able to purchase ear plugs! The aim of having surgery was to provide
a mechanism which would 'improve the quality of my life', which I suppose
means that it brings me closer to being like hearing people. The issue of
`quality of life' is interesting and implies the acceptance by the hearing
community that deaf people have had a raw deal in their world, and although
this is certainly the case, it is necessary to stress that in my view there is nothing
`wrong' in being deaf.

Deafness as 'wrong' occurs through placing a burden upon deaf people
generally of what hearing people have perceived to be their fear of being
without hearing. What are the grounds for these fears? Hearing is more than
just hearing sounds, it also involves the interpretation of smell, vibrations and
sight. This fear concept has been generated over hundreds of years, by the
power and influence of the hearing majority, such as the medical, teaching and
social professions who have been wrapped together in a constricting ribbon
of politics, adamant to create a society based on their ideas of normality.
Matthews (1994) and Oliver (1990) support this and the view that the exclu-
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sion of disabled people from society has reinforced the oppression experi-
enced by disabled people and has been the main cause for the negative
segregative stigma that has been attached to disability. It is in this sense that
disabled people have been viewed as 'patients, special needs, and clients'
`cared for' by bodies of professionals who have taken away, or through the
process of 'special' education have eliminated the disabled individual's per-
sonal and natural ability to make decisions (good and bad) for themselves, live
independently, be accepted by and have access to the same provision of 'public
services' available to non-disabled people: 'The failure of . . . , all other profes-
sions to involve disabled people in a meaningful way . . . has not just trapped
professionals within the medical approach but has had oppressive conse-
quences for disabled people' (Oliver, 1990, p. 5).

For the reader, it is important to be clear about the use of terminology.
The image of the word 'deaf' itself raises the ugly adage 'deaf, dumb and
stupid,' which of course is not true. This paper will not dwell on the stereotypi-
cal models of deafness and deaf women. Their personal experiences and
anecdotes that are related throughout this document seem to reverse the
adage. It is hearing people that are generally 'deaf, dumb and stupid' on deaf
matters. This is a bold statement that by no means implies insult or disrespect
on any individual. However, deaf people's lives have been blighted by stigma
at this belief.

For this discussion, it is important to define and understand how the word
`deaf' has been used. There are vast differences in the levels of deafness, which
can occur at any time in life through accident, illness or simply through genetic
profile. It is commonly assumed that usually deafness can be corrected by the
wearing of a hearing aid or indeed (in the deaf community) by a cochlea
implant. This is a complete myth. Nonetheless, more recently there has been
an increasing awareness that deaf people belong to a minority group, as it has
its own language, culture and society:

There is a growing awareness of Deaf people as a linguistic minority
group. A discrete cultural group who use sign language and identify
themselves as members of the Deaf Community. It is increasingly
common to use an upper case 'D' to indicate those Deaf people who
identify themselves in this way. (Padden and Humphries, 1988)

Deaf Women Don't Need Equal Rights!

Despite the impact of the feminist movement of the 1960s and 1970s for equal
rights to education, employment and public services, deaf women who were
hidden from the eyes of society at the time were 'naturally' excluded in this
drive for full recognition. Indeed it has only been in the last decade that there
has been a growing movement of groups of disabled people, mainly con-
structed of disabled men, who have demanded and fought for the same rights
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that the women's and black movements fought for all those years ago
(Matthews, 1994). The strange thing is that it has only been in very recent
times that I have not only been accepted as being a deaf person and a member
of the public, but also as a deaf woman who (surprise surprise) has a gender
and experiences all the situations of a hearing person of my sex (yes, deaf
women do menstruate, have sex, get married and have children). Being deaf
and being a woman shows the double discrimination that deaf women experi-
ence and, as Matthews states, the disability movement has failed to identify the
extent to which disabled women experience increased discrimination by virtue
of their sex, or indeed their ethnic origin.

A Right to Education?

Oliver's suggestion quoted above describes how the failure to include disabled
people in the consultation processes thus generating the medical labelling
and the subsequent approach to providing services for disabled people has
created a trap. The education of a deaf child traditionally within a deaf school
would therefore be understandably geared towards an approach deemed ac-
ceptable by hearing society. My own scholarly life certainly seemed to have
been in this direction; towards what I can hear, not what I can do. With one
known grammar school specifically for deaf children in the UK, the standard
and quality of education varies widely. When I was conducting research for
this chapter, some respondents to the questionnaire had attended an 'oral'
school which discouraged sign language:

I attended a special oral day school for the deaf until 13 then went to
Grammar School until 18. First language English and second BSL

(British Sign Language) in the toilets and out of sight of the teach-
ers! (Respondent)

Some respondents educated in this type of environment faced hardship, fear,
punishment and extreme stress, as success in subjects was dependent on their
ability to lip-read. Others attended a 'total communication' school that is a
school that encouraged learning through both oral methods and sign language.
Why was the level of learning different? By the very nature of deafness:
vocabulary, reading and mathematics were taught through what may be seen
to be a process of 'force-feeding'. Indeed, through my own involvement with
deaf people , it seems that very few actually read and enjoy books; most rely
heavily on the 'community grapevine' and television for news. It is clear from
respondents' comments that education had been based on the social concepts
of life. Mathematics, English language and science faded into insignificance as
art and craft-based education dominated. Girls seemingly were discouraged to
learn and were taught home-based social skills, while boys were encouraged
to seek apprenticeships in industrial-based crafts. I have made an attempt to
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compare the general education pattern of deaf respondents to that which was
generally found in mainstream schools. By obtaining school timetables it was
clear that children in deaf schools were being taught a seemingly social-based
learning structure, aimed to provide a level of education geared towards
survival in society (see Table 5.1).

It appears that education in the deaf school, particularly of deaf girls,
seemed geared to basic learning and social technical skills, as opposed to the
more formalized mainstream school. Indeed, from my own experience of
being educated within a deaf school, children approaching leaving age were
given very little encouragement to pursue a worthwhile occupation, never
mind a career.

Careers!! People Like You Can't Be Like Us

In the 1970s the provision of support for deaf students in higher education was
piecemeal and scarce, mainly based on the goodwill of the college to accept
deaf students, rather than being seen as a potential market area for develop-
ment. A statement issued by the British Deaf Association in 1976 brings home
the full impact of provision for deaf young people wishing to further their
education at that time:

It would indeed be the kindest way to say that in Britain there is no
provision for secondary further education or vocational training for
any deaf pupil other than those so gifted or fortunate as be to able to

Table 5.1 Typical generic curriculum in deaf schools and mainstream schools, 1970-
1989

Children educated in deaf schools Hearing children in mainstream schools

Boys Girls Boys Girls

Art Art Art Art
Drama Drama Drama Cookery/
Woodwork Needlework Music Needlework
Metalwork Cookery Woodwork/Metalwork Games
Technical drawing Games Technical drawing Geography
Games Mathematics Geography History
General science General science History Physics
English language English language Physics Science
Mathematics Community studies Science English language
Community Studies Languages Languages

English language Mathematics
Mathematics Community Studies
Community Studies
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take part in the normal education provision for the hearing. (BDA,
1976)

Prior to 1990 organised support services for deaf students were only
available at one or two institutions. (Daniels and Corlett, 1990)

This implies that as recently as a decade ago respondents had very limited
access to further and/or higher education after school. As the occupational
status of deaf women links with educational experiences, a number of re-
spondents faced additional barriers to reaching comparable educational levels
with their hearing peers. Indeed a comment from one respondent captures
this:

Had one day release to attend local technical college for Chemistry
and Maths but not given any support. Sit in the front and copy the
notes from the person next to you . . . no I do not have any notes for
you . . . if you cannot follow you should not be here. Had to give up
this course and tried a correspondence course but this took up too
much time and I wanted to socialize after five years in residential
school. (Respondent)

Because of the restricted formal education, career guidance and further edu-
cation was therefore limited, as training for employment is very much based on
past educational experiences, much to my consternation and that of many
respondents. One said:

As a school girl, I wanted to be a teacher for the deaf but was told you
can't because you are deaf and it was like the blind leading the blind.
(Respondent)

For me, the careers that were deemed appropriate for deaf young women
at that time were in the areas of clerical and administration work, catering,
hairdressing and nursery nursing. As such, career advice was based on repress-
ing deaf people, women in particular, to a level that was acceptable to the
hearing world. When asked about which career they would have liked to
pursue, the majority of respondents had wanted to become teachers or teach-
ers of the deaf; however, career advisors and admission policies in the majority
of HE institutions barred the way to realizing these ambitions.

I'm Deaf Not Stupid

My experiences in higher education were very different from further educa-
tion. Basically the level of support in further education college was equivalent
to that in school. This was perhaps due to the very close contacts each college
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had with school. In my experience, many of the tutors were paid to provide
additional one-to-one tutorials in the evening hence the dissemination and
cascade of information about the education of deaf students to other lecturers
and staff within the colleges. Also, as the majority of deaf students resided at
the deaf school, education support was there in terms of staff and fellow peers.
In higher education, however, experiences were very different. Gone was the
level of communication and professional support, there was no peer help
either. Academic achievement of deaf students depended on personal support
levels, and their ability to understand language on a higher scale. As I was the
only deaf student at this institution, tutors and lecturers met me with a mixed
reaction, i.e. that they would help me as much as possible but if I couldn't
keep up with the others then I would be asked to leave. Other lecturers viewed
me with quiet reservation and seemed to keep a wide berth, to the extent of
clearly avoiding me, preventing any discussions, and being very reluctant to
part with any of their notes. So, not only did deaf women have personal
difficulties in being accepted and integrated in mainstream higher educational
life; tutors themselves were not trained, informed or equipped to work with
deaf students, as found from respondents:

There was usually no time for tutorials so we were promised one
later. Then the module tutor would be travelling all over the country.
Unfortunately I didn't have a single tutorial so after a week with the
group had heavy discussions, then I felt isolated when I went back
home because there was no follow-up and twice I didn't hand in my
work before the deadline because my motivation wore off. Also at
university I was given too much allowance by the tutor saying I could
hand in my work months after the deadline this happened twice!
(Respondent)

It is remarks like this that indicate that educational standards were difficult to
achieve because they were simply not accessible physically and psychologi-
cally. Schooling did not prepare deaf young people for life amongst hearing
people.

I indicated to the university that no support was necessary. After four
terrible weeks at the start of my course, I knew this was wrong. I
could not understand many of the lectures and was unable to cope
with group work. It took several months to organise the appropriate
help for me. (Nottingham Trent University, 1995)

The very culture and traditions held by universities render them as being
completely different from further education. In school, deaf children are
taught by teachers who have received additional teacher training specific for
deaf children, the arm of this level of teaching reaching as far as further
education. Lecturers in higher education had not received such formal training
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or basic information on working with deaf students. Indeed the appointment
of many lecturers to the academic profession today may generally be based on
their higher-level qualifications and technical knowledge, having received very
little or no formal training in basic teaching practices. It may be argued that
the techniques of good presentation styles and classroom protocol are lacking
in the higher education environment. From my own experiences, many emi-
nent and respected academics can become their own worst enemies when
delivering lectures. The way in which they have been allowed to teach over the
years may neither have changed nor have been challenged. A lecturer may
react strongly when confronted with a profoundly deaf student who simply
asks her/him to, for example, stand still. This request may have deep psy-
chological effects on their well-being, if such pacing of the classroom floor is
habitual. It may even result in downright hostility. My past work with deaf
women academics showed that one of the essential skills a deaf student must
have is good lip-reading abilities. It is, however, not possible to lip-read and
take notes at the same time, from behind an overhead projector, in a darkened
room or from film narration. Indeed, lip-reading skills were voted by respond-
ents to be more important than the use of sign language interpreters. It
was found that although we (including respondents) had some access to sign
language interpreters, this was fraught with difficulties. The very nature and
specialism of the course meant that interpreters themselves had no knowledge
of the subject, so sign language was monotonous. As high-level language was
spoken, very often this was not contained within the concept of sign language
and the interpreter had no alternative but to resort to finger spelling. Meanings
underlying connotations in the spoken word, and expressions, were lost in the
race for the interpreter to keep track with the lecturer. If you consider that in
the UK support services to deaf and hearing-impaired students in many uni-
versities and higher education establishments are generally less than five years
old, it may be appreciated that the barriers faced not only encompass indi-
vidual support services but also surround issues of community integration and
acceptance by hearing peers. In my experience, my hearing peers often found
themselves unwitting, and sometimes unwilling, key players in providing sup-
port in the form of photocopying their notes or simply by using carbon copy
paper. Indeed being able to speak well and not hear was very difficult for my
peers to understand, and help was very often refused in the light of comments
such as 'you only hear when you want to':

I didn't get on with other hearing students very well because they
could not understand why I could speak properly yet not hear. But
that did not matter because as a mature student I had very good
relations with tutors. My group had become very competitive, work-
ing hard to achieve the best marks. I liked that as I love a good
challenge, we really were high achievers. I managed to get one-to-
one tuition from my course tutor, who asked if I knew why my group
was so competitive. He explained very sensitively that it was because
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I was in the group that they wanted to prove to themselves and others
that they were not the lowest group of the course. (Respondent)

The late 1970s saw the development of communication services for deaf
students in further education, the late 1980s and 1990s for higher education. A
combination of assistance is now available for deaf students in higher educa-
tion if only limited. The problem does not only lie with the provision of
trained sign language interpreters, but with the skill of such assistance in the
higher education environment. Generally, interpreters have no knowledge of
specialist subjects, and sign language does not readily contain high-level tech-
nical/academic jargon. This emphasizes the view that in order to be successful,
fluent levels of speech and communication are essential. However, this offers
a perception that sign language itself is inferior. Despite the fact that for some
respondents sign language is their first language within the deaf community, a
spoken language becomes their first language at university/work. This presents
a dual problem of recognition and belonging. Good speech and lip-reading has
been seen to be sufficient reason to be excluded from the deaf community, yet
being deaf means exclusion from the hearing world.

Can You Pay for Support?

Despite recent changes to the student grant systems, in 1990 the Disabled
Students Allowance (DSA) was introduced, which provided additional
financial support to disabled students. Students eligible for a mandatory grant
are able to apply to their local authority for the allowance. Because of its
limited amount, it may be true that the level of service available depends on
the student's ability to pay. However, a growing number of universities are
developing their own support service. Research undertaken by the Notting-
ham Trent University (1995), provides brief details: 'Durham, Derby, Bristol,
Wolverhampton and Central Lancashire, were generally the only institutions
with the flexibility to offer support to those students not in receipt of DSA.'

For our respondents, support mainly came from two sources: from class-
room colleagues, and the ability to obtain additional support from individual
tutorials. All respondents had difficulty utilizing interpreting support, due to
lack of high-level language in sign language, and because generally interpret-
ers had no basic understanding of the subjects.

Realizing the Dream

So what has driven deaf women academics to realize their ambition? Luck and
coincidence? Recognition by very rare hearing professionals that we can do
more thari just type letters and peel potatoes? The fact that by tradition,
hearing professionals have attempted to control and determine the pattern of
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our lives has provided the burning fuel 'to prove them wrong', to break out of
the stereotypical and medical models of the simple, placid, home-based deaf,
woman? The driving force has been individual ability, strength and motivation

perhaps generated by experiences of past discrimination to realize our
ambitions. Although all respondents stressed that support and encouragement
mainly came from families and partners, it is clear that respondents who
pursued higher education did so knowing the barriers to expect. What is clear
is that deaf women academics have had an inner drive to work with both
hearing students and staff on combating negative images of deaf matters. The
impetus has been in developing and improving understanding, attitudes and
behaviour of staff and students through their own specialist fields particu-
larly since many students will become future managers and specialist profes-
sionals. As role models for both hearing and deaf communities, respondents
have a very crucial function as catalysts for change.
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Appendix

This chapter has made reference to a number of different support services
which are clarified below:

Interpreters

Interpreters translate what is said by the lecturer or other students into British
Sign Language (BSL) or Sign Supported English (SSE), and will provide a
voice-over for the deaf students' contributions when required. BSL is a lan-
guage in its own right, with its own grammar, idioms and characteristics. SSE
is a form of signed English Language using the signs of BSL.

Registered interpreters are highly trained professionals, who undertake
registered professional training courses validated by the Council for the Ad-
vancement of Communication with Deaf People (CACDP).

Communication Support Workers

As there is a shortage of trained professional sign language interpreters,
particularly in the higher education sector, this has partly resulted in the
development of Communication Support Workers. These professionals are
expected to facilitate communication between deaf students and others in a
number of ways:

sign language

lipspeaking

notetaking

video transcriptions

liaison with lecturers regarding notes and handouts

advice to lecturers regarding issues such as good communications practices.
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Notetakers

Because it is not possible to lip-read/follow an interpreter and take notes at the
same time, professional notetakers will attempt to record as detailed as pos-
sible a synopsis of the lecture being more detailed and accurate than the
average student's notes.

Lipspeakers

A lipspeaker simply repeats the words of the speaker without using any voice.

English Language Tutorials

Some deaf students will require additional support in the reading, preparation
and presentation of assignment, work and dissertations, particularly under-
standing new vocabulary and concepts.

Technical Tutorials

The technical tutor provides a one-to-one tutorial which aims to reinforce the
student's understanding of technical/professional areas/fields. This is particu-
larly useful where individual project work, assignments and dissertations are
required.

Note

Information has been derived from the 1995 report, Access and Communica-
tion Support for Deaf and Hearing Impaired Students in Higher Education, by
the Student Care Services of Nottingham Trent University.
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Chapter 6

Women in Management Education:
The Token Topic?

Pat Hornby and Sue Shaw

As practitioners with the primary responsibility for the coordination of human
activity in organizations it can be argued that managers' most significant
contribution ought to be their ability to inform and be informed by multiple
perspectives and to employ that information to guide appropriate action. As
management educators we are constantly reminded of the need to facilitate
managers' development of the skills necessary to deal strategically with highly
complex 'soft' organizational problems. At the heart of this perspective of
management education is a recognition that organizations are, and deal with,
environments that are made up of multiple stakeholders with a variety of
needs, values and expectations. Systems and contingency models of organiza-
tion have long since moved management education from prescriptive, one-
best-way approaches to organization. We encourage managers to reflect on
the ramifications their decisions have beyond their immediate concerns and to
adopt a systemic approach to decision-making, taking account of environ-
ments beyond and sub-systems within the organization. It is surprising then
that the curricula associated with management courses fail, by and large, to
address explicitly a major source of difference between the management
population and the populations with which it interacts, i.e. gender. Indeed, as
we have experienced the treatment of women in management as a topic on a
management education programme, we have been struck by the similarities
between the treatment of the topic and the experiences associated with women
working in management positions in organizations. One of the ways in which
this similarity between the topic and its subject-matter manifests itself is via
the process of marginalization. Our perception is that as an option the topic is
too easily consigned to the margins and is further prone to be treated in this
way via its association with a marginalized group.

Marginalizing Women in Management

The marginalization of the topic, women in management, in management
education, has an obvious parallel in organizations themselves. The use of
male norms and the identification of managerial sex-typing (Schein, 1973,
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1975) has not only contributed to the marginalization of women, but by defi-
nition rendered women inferior. Recent research by Schein (1994) suggests
that despite women's increasing representation in management, managerial
sex-typing continues, at least amongst men, and constitutes a major barrier to
women's progression into senior management. It is here that marginalization
is most in evidence. As Handley (1994) says, Tor women reaching the top in
organizations or entering the (traditionally male) professions, marginality is a
key issue.' Hearn and Parkin (1988) have described women's marginality in
organizational leadership in spatial terms. They argue that 'Leadership roles
can be conceptualised as part of the centre or core of organizational activity
while other roles can be seen as part of the periphery as boundary roles'
(Hearn and Parkin, 1988, p. 19). They go on to suggest that this spatial distance
between the centre and the periphery tends to run along gender lines with
women relegated to the boundary roles.

Marshall's (1995a) account of the experiences of sixteen female middle
and senior managers reinforces the view that women are still not widely
accepted as equals when they reach senior positions. She recounts the tensions
for women seeking to legitimize their position and suggests that recognizing,
appreciating and living with marginality can be an alternative to embracing
male patterns of management. We believe we have experienced these same
tensions in relation to the teaching of the topic of women in management. In
a recent review of gender research (Marshall, 1995b) it is observed that many
mainstream management and organizational theorists (e.g. in areas such as
leadership and culture) appear to conduct and report their work in a gender-
free vacuum, seemingly unaware of the gender-related critiques of their areas.
Although referring specifically to research, we recognize corresponding weak-
nesses in the teaching of these mainstream topics, i.e. the lack of reference to
gender-related critiques. The absence of gender critique in the core modules
forces examination (if it is to take place at all) to take place in isolation from
core modules and therefore from mainstream topics, thus ensuring the contin-
ued marginalization of the subject-matter. Teachers delivering mainstream
modules can effectively wash their hands of any attempt to provide a gender-
related critique of their subject-matter, on the grounds that it is dealt with
elsewhere on the course.

Marshall's (1984) re-interpretation of Kanter's (1977) analysis of relative
number' provides a useful framework for examining how our experience of
one women in management option is perceived and delivered. The option, in
a sense, represents the token woman in Kanter's skewed group. It is perceived
by some staff and students as being different from the other options. Its
novelty value was particularly evident in the early years of its delivery. What
is more, it has been suggested that it is a soft option compared to others; not
a 'real' option like marketing or small business. Recent informal canvassing
by the authors of the opinions of students not selecting the option revealed
some students' suspicions that the option is neither 'business-like' (i.e. consid-
ering issues of importance for organizational effectiveness and efficiency) nor
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academic (i.e. addressing an academic literature) in its approach but is, rather,
process-oriented and a forum for women to 'bemoan their lot'. Though these
notions of business and academicism are themselves part of the problem in the
sense that they are often used in management education as uncontested terms
when they are in fact open to a great deal of interpretation, we would argue
that students find the topic at least as 'business-like' and 'academic' as others
on the course. In fact we feel that, in practice, we have conformed almost too
rigidly to a formal, content-oriented approach to the teaching of women in
management. We suspect that our primary motivation for doing so stems from
our suspicion that a topic that is different on one major dimension (i.e. with
respect to its content) cannot perhaps afford to be different on too many other
dimensions (e.g. delivery and assessment) rather like female managers
power-dressing, perhaps. Marshall (1984) has described the way token women
are perceived by the dominant group members in terms of visibility, polariza-
tion and assimilation. Tokens stand out and have a high degree of visibility
because they are rare. Whilst there are positive aspects to this, Kanter's
research has suggested that negative aspects and secondary considerations
receive the most attention. She reports that a common reaction in this situa-
tion by women is both to overachieve and to attempt to limit visibility by
avoiding public events.

The parallels are striking. In the early years of the women in management
option both the institution at large and the department's management were
keen to promote 'the product' and the developer of 'the product' externally
and within. Encouragement was given to present the development not only as
innovative and exciting but also as evidence of commitment to equal opportu-
nity issues in the curriculum. Colleagues were curious about the early progress
and success of the module. How would it 'go down' with students? Would it be
academically rigorous and of sufficiently high quality to meet the standards set
by the rest of the course? Certainly the terms 'quality' and 'rigour' are value-
laden and we have surprised ourselves at our own willingness to accept and
indeed embrace, on occasions, the terms as defined by the dominant group.
Martin (1994) describes the way in which black and white female managers in
her study succeeded in transcending the 'taken-for-granted' interpretations of
the dominant group by drawing attention to and engaging in discourse with
those very interpretations. By focusing on and questioning the partiality of the
regime of truth (Foucault, 1980) subscribed to by the dominant group, black
and white female managers were able to assert the legitimacy of their own
interpretations. One feminist perspective of power in organization emphazises
the agency to stand up for alternative values and interpretations (Konek
1994). This is a power 'to' rather than a power 'over' which can be used to
reinforce or to change the status quo. Like women managers, we have felt
great pressure to conform to the dominant view in our teaching; to beat them
at their own game rather than to question the rules. Another response has
been to downplay the module and even dismiss it at times within our own
portfolio of teaching. We are conscious of the extent to which we manipulate
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the priority and centrality of the area in relation to our other 'academic'
concerns depending on the context. Contextual factors which seem to effect
our own willingness to fully `own' women in management' include the audi-
ence, the forum and our own current feelings of security and status. It would
seem that we constantly feel the need to re-evaluate our relationship with the
subject, at times distancing, at times embracing, and experience discomfort at
constantly feeling the need to do so.

The existence of a token woman has the effect of encouraging dominant
members to exaggerate the differences between the two social types, leading
to polarization. Anecdotal evidence from the students suggests that certainly
in some years and amongst some of the groups, people who take the option are
perceived to be 'unusual'. We are aware in at least one case that pressure was
put on an individual to elect something more creditable and she swapped
options. Linked to this is the fact that the module tends to be seen as one which
is taught by women and for women. Marshall makes the point that the process
of polarization and the process by which dominant members exaggerate differ-
ence, rather than moderating the dominant group's culture, actually strength-
ens it by making the majority more aware of their commonalties. In this way,
the perpetuation of the programme in its existing format, with gender
marginalized and optional, is ensured. It legitimates the subject being left as a
marginal subject. Interestingly enough, and consistent with the idea that the
token woman may be under considerably more pressure to identify with the
dominant norms, is the suggestion made by other members of the course team
that perhaps the time is now ripe to widen the option out to 'managing
diversity' or 'gender and management'.

One final point on the issue of marginality. The tone so far suggests that
to be marginalized is disadvantageous. In some respects, we have fallen into
the trap of approaching this from a male perspective, seeing women as the
problem. Several writers have argued for the value of marginality when it is
chosen to designate difference or to signify resistance as opposed to being that
which is imposed by oppressive structures (hooks, 1990; Feral, 1985; Stenstead,
1988). Konek (1994) suggests that,

when the analysis becomes woman centred, rather than organization
centred . . . the possibility arises that career women may expe-
rience empowerment incidentally, relationally, and expressively,
as functions of their own self-definition. They may experience
empowerment holistically, in ways that transcend career specific or
organizationally defined limitations. (Konek, 1994, p. 221)

Linda Martin describes this process of empowerment in the black and white
women managers in her study. She points out that empowered women have
derived a 'sense of self' from 'consciously constructed positive identities', the
outcome of which were more 'innovative, enabling, collaborative and account-
able managers' (Martin, 1994, p. 114). Having a different interpretation or
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perspective can be a positive experience as long as it is expressed and
developed.

Curriculum Decisions in Relation to Women in Management
and Gender

A detailed consideration of the content of the curriculum on postgraduate
business and management programmes is beyond the scope of this chapter.
However, what is relevant here is the specific question of the place of gender
issues. Foreman and Leeming (1994) in their study of top women managers,
found that 81 per cent of their respondents felt that management should
contain courses on gender issues for women and men together: women-only
courses were not advocated. The issue of what women want is part of the wider
question of just how relevant management education is for women. Leeming
(1994) suggests that the education providers share some of the responsibility
for failing to attract an increasing number of women onto the MBA pro-
grammes. She argues that the key issues are not around image, scheduling or
fees, but rather more deep-seated factors of management education, such as
content and style. She questions whether this will actually change until there
are more academics willing and able to directly address the relevance of
management education for women.

At a formal level the need for change in management education has been
recognized, and, more specifically, concerns about the representation of
women on courses and of gender issues on curricula have been identified.
The recent higher education charter includes a declaration that higher edu-
cation providers should outline and take steps to improve numbers of
underrepresented groups on appropriate courses. In Australia, a recent in-
dustry task force on leadership and management skills identified a need for
improvements in university management courses (Smith and Hutchinson,
1994). Of the six core curriculum units they commissioned at MBA level,
one was 'Effective Organizations: Gender Issues in Management'. How-
ever, Still (1993) argues that in Australia the topic of women in manage-
ment, despite being an academic research field in its own right, has failed to
infiltrate the mainstream. 'As a result, the legacy of the traditional male
managerial model has meant that gender issues are rarely acknowledged
as a core element in management reading and electives on the topic are
usually avoided by men' (Still, 1993, p. 30). She reports that those academics
who are willing to confront gender issues in their research frequently face
overt and/or covert hostility from peers and students since the topic is rarely
seen as a strategic business issue. It is clear that academic institutions have
a vital role to play in ensuring that women in management is placed high on
their own academic and business agenda. Such support must be seen to come
from the very top of institutions if it is to be afforded any credibility at the
level of the student. Our experience in this country reflects that described by
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Still. Despite some formal attempts at change, the status quo in management
education persists.

Central themes in the discussion of the process of arriving at a manage-
ment curriculum are the questions of what constitutes a valid, discrete topic in
management education, which criteria are employed to arrive at that decision
and who is involved and how. Clearly there are a number of levels of classifi-
cation of topics. Here we acknowledge the level of course module (i.e. a set of
interconnected sub-topics delivered over a number of sessions, for the dura-
tion of a term or more) and the level of module sub-topic which would form
the basis for one or two sessions in a module. We also refer to the degree of
centrality and student discretion to select (i.e. a topic may be 'core' and an
essential requirement of the course or optional/elective). The 'module' classi-
fication indicates size and status of topic and could be seen as a way of
organizing interrelated topics in a simplified cognitive framework. It also says
something about the relative importance attached to the subject by the design-
ers of the programme. In our experience the inclusion of women in manage-
ment or indeed gender at the level of sub-topic and especially at the level of
module is rare. Rarer still is the placing of these topics at the core of manage-
ment programmes, thereby ensuring that all management students consider
the issues they raise. This outcome enables managers and management educa-
tors effectively to ignore gender issues if they so choose. Only those who
already express a concern for gender issues in relation to management need
ever be troubled by such inquiry. Those who are not interested (and therefore,
we would argue, who are in most need) may never be exposed to views on the
subject contrary to their own.

A clearer understanding of how this state of affairs has developed may
emerge if we consider the process via which we currently arrive at a course
design consisting of a set of optional and core module topics and sub-topics.
What criteria are applied and how has the tradition of management education
been established? By a process of induction one could produce a 'rational'
model of the criteria for selection of management topics which may include:

practical relevance to the general population of managers

potential effect on the 'bottom line' of organizational performance

reflection of some major functional or project management domain within
organization

contributing to either 'content' issues or 'process' issues

reflection of academic interest as evidenced via the academic literature.

Most topics could not meet all of these criteria, but all would have to meet
some. A typical, and indeed topical, example is the area of organizational
strategy. It could be argued that this topic observes both the academic and a
number of the more practical criteria outlined in the list above. Strategy is a
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highly fertile area of academic interest with prestigious journals dedicated to
the topic and with an apparent consensus among management students and
managers in general of the importance of adopting a strategic approach to the
problems of organization. However, it is not associated with a traditional,
functional, area of organization (unlike, for instance, marketing or finance).
There is also an element of 'fashion' in the selection of topics. For instance,
total quality management (TQM), stress and innovation are sub-topics within
the broad remit of organization and behaviour, which have all had their
moment and may reappear in various 'guises' in curricula and managerial
practice. However, despite the changing nature of the priority accorded them,
in their heyday there was little debate about their importance and centrality to
course design.

So what of women in management? Certainly there is a good deal of
literature and recent years have seen the introduction of a number of academic
journals dedicated, in some respects at least, to the study of gender issues in
the organizational context (e.g. Gender, Work and Organization, Women in
Management Review, Sex Roles, and Gender and Education). We would also
argue that, based on our own experience of teaching it, the topic is an ideal
vehicle for the introduction of a more critical approach to management theo-
ries and practices. It can facilitate students' critical inquiry into the more
traditional topics found elsewhere on the course. It can provide a means of
focusing critical thought as well as a link between seemingly unrelated, dis-
crete traditional topics, thereby encouraging students to see relationships and
disparities otherwise hidden from them. From a practical perspective, the
topic instils an orientation to reflect and question, skills associated with a
strategic approach to organizational decision-making. Despite the academic
interest evidenced by the publications mentioned above, and the educational
and practical strengths outlined here, we are disappointed to have to echo
Leonie Still's (1993) concerns based on the Australian system (see above). We
can only conclude that the supposedly 'rational' framework proposed here
(and indeed any other similarly rational framework) cannot be used to justify
the exclusion of women in management from management curricula. It is an
inadequate framework for justifying inclusion and exclusion of topics on man-
agement programmes.

We argue that one must resort to a more 'irrational' and social model of
the process to explain the exclusion. We would also point out that a crucial
factor appears to be the support proffered the topic by 'powerful' academics
and practitioners. Such support, we argue, is derived not on the basis of
explicit, objective criteria, but via a social and cultural process which allocates
meaning and priority to management concepts. It allows the most dominant
group members to establish a code of understanding which dictates subjective
and implicit criteria and effectively ignores all other meanings. A number of
authors in the area of strategic decision-making have proposed that the shar-
ing of cognition is central to the decision-making process and that that process
is a social one (e.g. Daniels et al., 1994; Dunn and Ginsberg, 1986; Reger and
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Huff, 1993; Thomas and Venkatraman, 1988). IM]anagerial cognitions are
influenced by the social and cultural environment of managers' (Daniels et al.,
1994, p. S22). They argue that this can result in shared beliefs, assumptions
or paradigms within a function, organization or even industry. Similarly,
Hutchins (1991) has proposed a model of distributed cognition in which he
describes the social processes via which individuals engage to arrive at a
shared understanding of problem situations. He explores some of the potential
sources of error in such processes and concludes that one of the major prob-
lems is the locking out of diversity of view. As individuals struggle to arrive at
common views and understandings the process is at once assisted, as simplifi-
cation and shared views (sometimes referred to as heuristics or stereotypes)
facilitate efficient (though not necessarily effective) action, and hindered, as
diversity of perspective is increasingly reduced. Hornby and Lewis (1994) have
recently attempted to synthesize these writings with the work of Ibarra (1992)
and others who are concerned with analysing the social networks of people in
organizations, to arrive at a model for understanding the relationship between
social networks, management decision-making and gender. They propose that
the exclusion of women from the most dominant (and male) coalitions in
organizations places a virtually insurmountable cognitive barrier between
women in organization and the dominant coalition. This analysis suggests that
the process via which shared understanding of what constitutes management
education is arrived at and practised may, for the sake of efficiency, undermine
alternative interpretations, regardless of their validity. Apart, of course, from
the cognitive constraints on the decision-making process one must also con-
sider the power relations involved. When the most senior representatives in
the decision process are also members of the most closely linked network and
form a homogeneous gender grouping, then the decision outcomes produced
are likely to be subject to very little alternative scrutiny. Challenging such
decisions is likely to prove difficult and dangerous. We are concerned that the
formulation of management curricula falls into the category of decision proc-
ess and outcome described here.

Although there is always the possibility that a less powerful group will be
allowed to inform the decision-making process in specific instances (e.g. to
address criticism of the course made by an enlightened stakeholder group),
unless the dominant cognition is properly challenged, what is likely to occur is
a very partial and temporary recognition of a marginal view. We may draw an
analogy with Piagetian concepts in the area of children's cognitive develop-
ment. From this perspective children move from assimilation, in which new
concepts and knowledge are simply 'tagged on' to their current schemas for
understanding the world. Errors in children's performance may still occur as
they operate outdated schemata. However, the contradiction becomes clearer
to the child in relation to the assimilated knowledge. Eventually children will
move to accommodation in which the new knowledge is fully integrated with
their perceptual schema and is allowed to affect their understanding, such that
they are prepared to redefine the perceptual schema they currently operate
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(Piaget, 1952). A real change in the traditional approach to management
education, allowing gender issues to inform all other aspects of the area rather
than simply be bolted on, can only occur when the dominant perspective
recognizes the contradiction between itself and feminist perspectives and
moves to accommodate them, bringing about a transformation of the 'tradi-
tional' approach. The real issue for women in management is how we move
from assimilation to accommodation: an accommodation which leads to a
redefinition of the current, dominant and traditional view of management
education and not simply a distortion of the alternative to enable it to live
alongside the traditional without changing it.

Conclusion

We have argued that the position of the topic of women in management as it
relates to traditional management course curricula is analogous to that of
women managers in organizations. Both are subject to marginalization and
tokenism. We propose that the process via which decision-makers arrive at
shared cognitions and the power relations in the decision process serve to
thwart attempts to move gender considerations to a more central position on
management course curricula. For women in management to become a core
subject would necessitate a fundamental change in the nature of management
education. As long as it refuses to allow women in management to inform it
and change it the topic is confined to a 'bolt-on' status at the periphery of the
curriculum.

The story so far may sound rather depressing. We believe, however, that
our analysis contains its own way forward. By examining some of the ideas
associated with women's strategies for survival in management one is able
to identify some means of progressing the topic of women in management.
Deborah Sheppard has identified two broad coping strategies used by female
managers for dealing with the 'profound ambivalence' they encounter in
feeling at once successful and accomplished at having 'arrived in a world of
male status and power' and at the same time uncomfortable and cautious
about the prospect of having to constantly 'perform', of not having arrived
because of one's own ability and of not having a safety net in case of adversity
(Sheppard, 1989). 'Blending in' is a strategy characterized as conforming to the
prevailing expectations of male co-workers. By blending in the female man-
ager is, in our terms, coping with her 'assimilated' status. The second strategy
identified by Sheppard is referred to as 'taking a rightful place'. In taking a
rightful place, the female manager accepts organizational goals 'but with an
articulated critique of the male dominance'. Here it could be argued that the
female manager is making moves to be properly accommodated in the main-
stream management role (i.e. forcing change in the nature of the role in
general via an articulated critique). Of course, some women elect to fulfil their
career goals outside the mainstream and could be said to have adopted a third
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strategy; perhaps 'taking a different place' would be a good way of character-
izing it.

With respect to the topic of women in management we suggest that for
full accommodation to occur a strategy akin to 'taking a rightful place' must be
adopted. In particular, we are advocating the need for articulated critique. The
relationship between women in management and the topic is a complex one.
Like the proverbial chicken and egg it is hard to see which comes first, change
in management practice or change in management education. However, the
analysis we offer places a great deal of responsibility on educators. As part of
the remit of education is critique, it follows that management educators should
be critiquing as a matter of duty. Similarly, research in the area of women in
management must be able and willing to critique the mainstream academic
management literature. As teachers and researchers we must confess to disap-
pointment with regard to some of the literature in the area of women in
management. Here we would concur with Martin (1994) that the notions of
`women's management style' and 'male organizational culture' as they are
discussed in essentialist theories of gender and organization are limited with
regard to their usefulness in considering agency and change in organization.
They can lead women only to assimilation or exclusion (i.e. taking a different
place). Indeed their failure to properly critique the mainstream means that the
research itself either runs parallel to mainstream ideas neither affecting or
being affected, or becomes so much a part of the mainstream that no alterna-
tive analysis is offered at all. Women are characterized as either being differ-
ent or the same. On the basis of the analysis presented here, it is clear that, as
management educators with a concern for gender issues in organization and
management, we must be prepared to engage critically with mainstream views.
If we want the topic to be central and core, then we must articulate its role with
respect to mainstream views of management education. We have to provide a
critique that will render the need for change in the mainstream irresistible.

Note

1 Kanter argues that group dynamics and processes are influenced by
(amongst other things) the gender composition of the group. Her model
identifies four potential group types according to the relative number or
proportion of one gender to another: uniform, balanced, tilted and skewed.
A skewed group has a preponderance of one gender over the other with the
latter being designated 'tokens' (Kanter, 1977).
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Chapter 7

Struggling for Inclusion: Black Women in
Professional and Management Education

Catharine Ross

It is often argued that black women' experience a 'dual disadvantage' in
relation to education as a result of their position as women in a sexist, male-
dominated society and as black people in a racist, white-dominated society
(Taylor, 1993, p. 438; Benokraitis and Feagin, 1986, p. 127). This chapter seeks
to explore the disadvantaging faced by black women in seeking inclusion in
professional and management education, and the strategies which they have
adopted to overcome it.2

Most people follow professional and management education in order to
further their careers in those occupational areas, and this chapter therefore
starts by examining the participation of black women in professions and
management, and the relationship between inclusion in professional and man-
agement education and participation in those occupations. The 1991 Popula-
tion Census (Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, 1993) reveals the
cumulative effects of gender and racio-ethnic origin on participation in pro-
fessions and management (cf. Cox, 1990, p. 6). While racio-ethnic origin has a
clear effect upon the proportions of working people in professional occupa-
tions for example both Indian men and women are more likely to be
employed in professional occupations than men and women from any other
groups, and African-Caribbean men and women less likely the proportion of
working women in professional work is consistently lower than that of men
from the same ethnic group (Office of Population Censuses and Surveys,
1993). Thus 4.5 per cent of Indian women are working as professionals com-
pared with 12.4 per cent of Indian men; 3.6 per cent of Pakistani women
compared with 6.6 per cent of Pakistani men; 1.9 per cent of white women
compared with 7.1 per cent of white men, and 1.6 per cent of African-
Caribbean women compared with 4.7 per cent of African-Caribbean men. It is
also noticeable that the proportion of Indian working women who are profes-
sionals (the highest proportion for women) is still smaller than that of African-
Caribbean working men (the lowest proportion for men). In management
occupations, too, women are consistently underrepresented by comparison
with men from the same ratio ethnic group. However, this time Indian, Paki-
stani and African-Caribbean women and men are all underrepresented by
comparison with white people of the same gender.
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Human capital theorists such as Becker (1975) have argued that educa-
tion is a crucial determinant of occupational status, differential position in the
labour market and differences in income being related to investment in educa-
tion. Neo-Weberian theorists such as Johnson (1972), Collins (1975), Murphy
(1984), Crompton (1987) and Witz (1992) also highlight the importance of
educational credentials in effecting social closure and exclusion. However, as
Collins argues, that education is not neutral but favours the inclusion of a
particular group, that group 'setting up job requirements in its own favour and
discriminating against those who do not use its vocabulary' (Collins, 1975,
p. 87), while Murphy (1984) argues that 'the market dominated by property
classes determines the necessity, value, and nature of the credentials required
for positions and in that way structures the very nature of credential groups'
(Murphy, 1984, p. 551).

Certainly, entry to many professions is controlled at least overtly
through the requirement that members possess professional qualifications
(Crompton, 1987). According to neo-Weberian approaches to the study of the
professions, a profession is not an occupation with particular characteristics, as
earlier theorists had argued (see for example Carr-Saunders and Wilson, 1964;
Millerson, 1964), but 'a means of controlling an occupation' (Johnson, 1972, p.
45), and credentialization assists this process by limiting access to those who
have pursued the professional body's educational programme. Excluding peo-
ple from professional education, therefore, is one way of excluding them from
the profession itself. Witz (1988) describes how, although the 1958 Medical
Act did not explicitly exclude women, its requirement that doctors possess a
university medical degree or membership of one of the medical corporations
resulted in women's exclusion, because women were not admitted to the
necessary medical courses. Aspiring female doctors therefore adopted 'an
equal rights tactic of credentialism' (Witz, 1988, p. 79), trying to gain access to
the professional courses and qualifications in order to gain entry to the profes-
sion itself.

The linkage between management education and attainment of mana-
gerial status is less clear than that between professional education and pro-
fessional status. Managerial qualifications are rarely considered essential for
recruitment to an organization, although they may be important in allocating
promotions. A 1987 report on management education stated that most new
managers-to-be would receive no formal training in management, and one-
third would still have received no training by the time they were in mid-career
(National Economic Development Office et al., 1987). The 1992 Labour Force
Survey indicated that only 24.7 per cent of managers and administrators had
had any form of higher education; 15.3 per cent had no qualifications of any
kind (Employment Department, 1992). Exclusion from or inclusion in man-
agement is therefore at the discretion of existing managers, who may or may
not choose to use management credentials as the basis for that inclusion.

The distinction between professions and management, however, is not
clear-cut. The recent growth of managerialism in many areas of professional
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activity has resulted in the increasing incorporation of traditionally independ-
ent professions, such as the medical profession, into management activities
and culture (Harrison and Pollitt, 1994). Moreover, many professions, such as
the personnel profession, discussed below, have always operated within other
employing organizations, and have never been independent of the man-
agement of those organizations. Access to such organizational professions,
Crompton (1987) argues, is therefore not only dependent upon the possession
of professional credentials but also upon the culture and rules of the employ-
ing organization. A woman with professional qualifications may therefore find
herself appointed at a lower level than a man, even though they have the same
qualifications (ibid.).

In fact, professional qualifications are often not necessary for entry to
junior positions in many organizational professions, and as a result many
people only start to study for them part-time after they have obtained their first
post. This enables their managers to influence who will possess the profes-
sional qualification by awarding and refusing support for part-time education.
Greed (1991) reveals that many surveyors are sent to study for further quali-
fications after, rather than before, they are appointed to professional positions
(Greed, 1991, p. 31), indicating that credentialization may be being used to
legitimate past appointments, rather than to determine new ones, and
Collinson et al. (1990) argue that one reason why women are under-
represented in senior positions in the insurance industry is that they are less
likely than men to be sent on the in-house training and external professional
courses necessary for promotion.

Brown (1992) argues that this absence of clearly defined entry criteria in
the form of credentials increases the potential for discrimination, and that this
is why the proportion of black people has not grown as strongly in manage-
ment as in professional occupations (the data Brown draws upon, and also the
census data cited above, categorize most organizational professions as man-
agement occupations). Although there is evidence that senior members of
professions which do have profession-wide entry credentials are still able to
discriminate against women and ethnic minority staff (see for example King
et al., 1990, a study of solicitors), Brown argues that it is still easier for ethnic
minorities to gain inclusion in these professions because access to them is more
dependent upon individual study and achievement of qualifications than ac-
cess to other occupations. This might partly explain the higher proportion of
Indian and Pakistani women than white women in professional posts and the
lower proportion in management positions, outlined above.

Black women, it is therefore suggested, may find it more difficult to gain
inclusion in organizational professions and management than in more inde-
pendent professions because individual managers in the former have greater
control over access to posts, both directly, by determining recruitment criteria,
and indirectly, by controlling access to valuable education. The following
section explores this further, focusing on the example of professional person-
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nel management education and examining the different forms of exclusion
perceived by black women, and the ways in which they have fought them.

Exclusion from Professional Personnel Management Education

The personnel management profession is interesting in this context for two
reasons. In the first place, it is an organizational profession, operating within
other employing organizations and largely subject to their cultures and rules.
Although it has a professional association and process of credentialization, the
association's own careers literature makes clear that no particular qualifica-
tions are necessary to embark on a career in personnel (Institute of Personnel
Management, 1993). Armstrong finds that hierarchies within personnel man-
agement in industry are 'unrelated to the formal hierarchy of the profegsion'
(Armstrong, 1984, p. 113), and Watson (1977) argues that the most important
point of reference for individual personnel practitioners is not the professional
association, but the management of the employing organization.

Although there are some full-time programmes leading to professional
status, the majority of personnel students study on a part-time basis (Institute
of Personnel Management, 1994) and interviews with lecturers as part of this
research indicate that most of these part-time programmes are targeted at
people already employed in personnel.' Initial access to professional person-
nel education is therefore controlled to a large degree by the student's man-
ager, and to a lesser degree by educational establishments or the professional
association itself. The manager also determines at which levels in his or her
department, if any, professional qualifications are necessary. Although profes-
sional qualifications are not usually necessary for entry to junior personnel
positions, managers are becoming increasingly dependent upon them as a way
of controlling access to more senior posts (Long, 1984). In order to attain a
senior personnel post, therefore, it is usually necessary to have been appointed
to a more junior post in a personnel department, and then sent on the profes-
sional education scheme access to both being controlled predominantly by
individual managers.

The second aspect of personnel management which makes it interesting
in this context is the fact that it is a predominantly female profession. Data for
1994 from the Institute of Personnel Management one of two professional
associations which merged in July 1994 to form the Institute of Personnel and
Development indicated that 63.2 per cent of Institute of Personnel Manage-
ment members were women, and monitoring of the Institute of Personnel
Management's part-time education indicated that 80 per cent of those starting
the education programme in 1993 were women (Institute of Personnel Man-
agement, 1994). The explanation for this overrepresentation has been traced
back to the occupation's origins in industrial welfare work, which was re-
garded as women's work (Niven, 1967).
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Black women, however, are underrepresented in the professional body.
The 1993 statistics for the Institute of Personnel Management indicate that
only 1.9 per cent of women members were of African-Caribbean origins, and
1.2 per cent of Asian origin. Although figures for the representation of black
women on Institute of Personnel Management courses are not available, only
2 per cent of men and women offered places on the courses were of non-
European origin (this figure must be treated with caution, due to a low re-
sponse rate) (Institute of Personnel Management, 1994). Possible reasons
for the underrepresentation of black women on these predominantly female
courses are explored below.

Research Methodology

In order to identify the barriers perceived by black personnel practitioners, a
detailed questionnaire survey of black personnel practitioners was conducted
in late 1993 and early 1994. Given the small number of black personnel
practitioners, a purposive sampling technique was used to ensure that the
personnel practitioners surveyed met the requirements of the survey in terms
of racio-ethnic background and industry.4 In total, forty-one black personnel
practitioners were surveyed. Around three-quarters of respondents were fe-
male. Of these, almost two-thirds (61.3 per cent) were of African-Caribbean
origin; 25.8 per cent of Indian origin; 6.5 per cent of Pakistani origin, and 6.4
per cent of other origins. There were no responses from women of Bangla-
deshi origin.

The small sample size means that these experiences cannot be taken to be
representative of all black female personnel practitioners, but are rather indi-
cators of the range of experiences which black women perceive, the interpre-
tations which they put on them, and how they respond to them. Additionally,
it must be noted that the survey is to some degree a survey of the 'winners', as
all those surveyed have obtained access to personnel work, and so are some
way towards achieving inclusion in their chosen profession.

Research Findings

The questionnaire has identified several barriers which black women perceive
as contributing to their exclusion from part-time personnel education. As
almost all part-time personnel students are already employed in personnel
(see above), underrepresentation in personnel posts was one of the most
frequently cited barriers. Some respondents argued that this under-
representation was partly due to black people's lack of interest in or aware-
ness of personnel work. However, a greater proportion cited discrimination
by employers as contributing to the low proportion of black women in per-
sonnel work and hence on professional courses. 'Ethnic minorities are
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underrepresented in most professional areas of work', one black woman com-
mented; 'There are a number of factors including discrimination during re-
cruitment and selection for jobs and training'. Another black woman reported
being asked in interview: 'How are you going to get on with white managers?
How are you going to get on with white male managers?'. Others reported
experiences such as: 'In three instances it was obvious from the secretary's face
when she/they directed me from reception that they did not realize I was black.
The interviews consequently were short or not informative enough'; 'I felt that
I had been discriminated against [in] a post which I had applied for. By far
was the best qualified, most experienced, and had special knowledge. In the
end a white person got it as usual,' and 'At interviews, [I] received clear
indication of who they were looking for preferably white male'.

Another barrier perceived by some was lack of managerial support both
in terms of finance and time to undertake part-time education. Although
some of the black women had funded themselves, the cost was felt to exclude
many who are not yet employed in personnel, or not sponsored by their
employers. One respondent thus felt that the Institute of Personnel Manage-
ment (as it was then) should 'provide sponsorship for IPM studies for those
who cannot get employer assistance or first job in HR [Human Resources]'.
The day release required by many courses was perceived to present additional
barriers for students not supported by their manager.

Some black women felt that their employers were reluctant to send them
on the professional education scheme, even though they were working in
personnel positions. One black woman of Pakistani origin argued that 'I have
had to put myself forward for any training. Further education has not been
available'. Another woman of African-Caribbean origin reported that when
she initially asked to be sent on the professional education scheme she was
turned down, and was finally sent when a male colleague (of Pakistani origin)
finished the course he was on at the time and also asked to go on the profes-
sional education scheme: 'They refused me the first time, which I was ag-
grieved about, because when finished his [course] . . . he wanted to do the
IPM . . so they couldn't let him go and not let me go'. These women, however,
were in the minority. Most of the respondents felt that exclusion from person-
nel jobs was the greatest barrier to their inclusion in professional education,
and found that once they had obtained personnel positions they were able to
gain entry to education with little difficulty. Indeed, one black woman felt that
her ethnic origin had helped her to gain access to education programmes,
pointing to 'efforts made by senior management to provide opportunities to
me as a black manager to train'.

Not all of the perceived exclusion was operated by employers, however.
Some respondents perceived that they had been excluded from appropriate
taught courses by the professional body's entry requirements. (Clearly, the
aim of entry requirements is precisely to exclude people judged by the profes-
sion to be inappropriate for the course. The issue here is therefore whether the
entry requirements exclude black women who would otherwise be appropri-
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ate.) Students who do not have the academic qualifications or length of man-
agement experience required for entry to the professional education scheme
have to first undertake a certificate programme an additional year's training.
One black woman (of African-Caribbean origin) who had considerable expe-
rience in equal opportunities work, but no qualifications beyond '0' levels,
thus found that she 'had to present strong arguments to get onto course [sic].
Informed all other students had some years of experience in management and
personnel. I was directed towards the Certificate in Personnel Practice.' Na-
tional Vocational Qualifications in personnel, not available at the time of the
research, might help to reduce this form of exclusion.

However, exclusion from participation in the courses was not the only
exclusion perceived. Some of the black women surveyed felt that their exclu-
sion continued after enrolment, because the curriculum did not reflect their
experiences or values, or because other course members excluded them from
discussions and activities.' Some felt isolated because they were the only black
person in their class; one black woman, who had successfully completed the
professional education scheme, had nonetheless 'never attended any local
IPM branches, as I feel I wouldn't fit in'. Another was concerned at the
attitudes of her fellow students and lecturers towards equal opportunities,
finding that they were mainly concerned with the minimum legal require-
ments, and how those could be avoided.

Struggles for Inclusion

Many of the black women surveyed perceived that they had had to struggle to
overcome exclusion, by applying continually for personnel posts; fighting to
have entry requirements to professional education waived; paying for person-
nel management education themselves; doing the course in their own time
(perhaps making use of flexi-time arrangements); pressuring employers to
send them onto the programme; and becoming involved in the development of
curricula. These are strategies of `inclusionary usurpation', to use Murphy's
(1984) classification, in which the women struggled to gain inclusion to profes-
sional education, and hence to the profession, on its terms and on an individual
basis, rather than by changing the profession (`revolutionary usurpation'). The
structures which excluded them therefore continue to exclude other black
women.

The continued existence of exclusionary structures, however, should not
be taken as evidence that the black women's inclusionary strategies are inad-
equate. The success of the strategies must be measured against the aims which
they were designed to fulfil, and there is no indication that any of the black
women surveyed had aimed to radically 'open up' professional education to
outsiders; rather, they had aimed to become one of the exclusive group of
those on professional courses themselves, and in this they had often been
successful. (It must be remembered that the survey included only those
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women who had obtained personnel posts, and therefore had already over-
come one of the major barriers to inclusion in personnel education.)

The aim against which the success of the black women's strategies should
be measured, however, is that of achieving inclusion in more senior personnel
posts. As argued at the start of this chapter, most people follow part-time
professional and management education in order to further their careers, and
the black women personnel professionals surveyed were no different. 'Wanted
the professional qualification to help further my career'; 'Wanted to operate at
a professional level'; and to 'increase my employment marketability', were
some of the reasons the black women gave for undertaking professional per-
sonnel management education.

The research indicated, however, that this goal was not always met. Sev-
eral of the black women had found that personnel education did not further
their careers as they had hoped. One reported that:

Before I got married and was trying to obtain a post as a person-
nel officer (to progress from secretary), out of eighty applications I
received one or two interviews. After marrying, it was not obvious
what my ethnic origin was, but, whilst I got more interviews, some
recruiters focused on my not having a degree rather than my experi-
ence and IPM qualifications.

Another commented that: 'I have my IPM qualifications, yet do not feel
that they are taken into consideration when I apply for posts'. On one occasion
she had been passed over for promotion in favour of a white, junior colleague

in spite of the fact that she was professionally qualified and the junior
colleague was not. The white colleague was then sponsored to take the profes-
sional qualification, reflecting Greed's argument that qualifications may be
used to legitimize positions that have already been achieved (Greed, 1991, p.
31). Like the female surveyors in Greed's study, the black women felt that
`every time they work out and achieve what is required in terms of qualifica-
tions or experience, the men move the goal posts and change the rules' (ibid.).

A possible explanation for this, and the explanation put forward by
Greed, is that while educational criteria are ostensibly used to exclude those
who do not have the required knowledge, their more important function is to
exclude those who do not 'fit' into the subculture of the profession or occupa-
tion. Thus even if black women achieve inclusion in personnel education, they
may be unable to translate that into promotions in the workplace because they
remain different, or are perceived to be different, from that subculture. This
suggests another reason why non-organizational professions, with their profes-
sion-wide entry criteria, may be easier for black people to access than organi-
zational professions or management (see discussion of Brown, 1992, above).
Johnson (1972) argues that the single educational routes into the former serve
to socialize entrants into the subculture of the profession, ensuring that they
do 'fit', and it is possible that this reduces the need for further exclusionary
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mechanisms. In organizational professions and management, by contrast, the
potential for such socialization is limited by multiple entry routes and the
part-time format of much of the education, and thus a higher proportion of
applicants may not conform.

Achieving inclusion in professional personnel education, therefore, does
not necessarily lead to the career progression for which the black women
aimed it merely means that their rejection can no longer be justified on the
grounds of their lack of professional qualification. In this organizational pro-
fession, professional membership is just one of many criteria which managers
may draw upon to select candidates. Long's 1984 survey of personnel workers
found that personnel management lacked a 'defined career structure', and had
`a hidden structure of requirements' for career success (Long, 1984, p. 142),
and this ambiguity makes it relatively simple for managers to justify the
rejection of black women applicants. Sending black women onto professional
education schemes may satisfy managers' desire to appear committed to equal
opportunities, without actually committing them to any changes in the ethnic
and gender composition of senior personnel positions.

Indeed, it is worth noting that while white women comprise the vast
majority of professional students and have little difficulty in gaining access to
the first few levels of the profession, even they are underrepresented in the top
levels. In 1993 only 15 per cent of Companions of the Institute of Personnel
Management (the top level in the profession, awarded by invitation only) were
women. Moreover, black women's perception that routes into personnel man-
agement allow more scope for discrimination than those into some other
professions may discourage them from seeking inclusion in personnel work in
the first place. As one black personnel manager argued, 'Black people have to
be more careful in choosing a career. . . . Personnel is probably perceived to be
too vague and therefore too risky'.

Conclusion

The black female personnel staff surveyed perceived that the greatest barriers
to inclusion in professional personnel education operated at the level of the
employer, and only to a lesser degree at the levels of the professional body and
educational establishments.6 The findings thus support Brown's (1992) argu-
ment that black people may be more likely to gain inclusion in those profes-
sions to which access is controlled in the first instance by educational
establishments, than to posts which rely more upon the support and sponsor-
ship of existing managers, not only because of greater discrimination in the
latter, but also the reduced opportunities for socialization, and black people's
own assessments of the risk of discrimination.

Managers' control over recruitment and promotion, and their power to
impose or waive educational requirements, questions the effectiveness of in-
clusion in professional and management education as a strategy for inclusion
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in senior managerial and organizational professional positions. Such a strategy
assumes that closure from these positions is based upon educational creden-
tials, which, following Murphy (1984), this chapter suggests is only partially the
case. Rather, it suggests that educational credentials are just one of several
criteria which can be used to justify the exclusion from senior positions of
those who are perceived not to 'fit'. Black women who struggle to gain inclu-
sion in such professional and management education may therefore find that
they are still excluded from senior positions because of their double disadvan-
tage: they are women, and they are black.

Notes

1 Throughout the paper, the term 'black' is used to refer to people of South
Asian, African and Caribbean racio-ethnic origins (see Cox, 1990, p. 6), who
are identifiably different from the ethnic majority (Dadzie, 1993, p. x). The
use of this single term is not intended to imply that 'black' people form
a homogeneous group, but rather to recognize their shared experience of
racism. Additionally, it is acknowledged that not all people who are in-
cluded in this definition of 'black' would define themselves as black.

2 The chapter is therefore predominantly concerned with external factors
affecting inclusion in education (cf. Taylor, 1993) such as different oppor-
tunities and discrimination rather than internal factors such as level of
motivation and career aspirations. However, as will become apparent later
in the chapter, the distinction between the two is not always clear-cut:
aspirations may be influenced by earlier differential treatment (cf. Mirza,
1992; Taylor, 1993) or by perceptions of probable discrimination.

3 The merger of the Institute of Personnel Management with the Institute of
Training and Development in July 1994 (forming the Institute of Personnel
and Development), and the ongoing development of National Vocational
Qualifications, have increased the range of routes into the professional
personnel association since the research described below was undertaken.
However, if anything, National Vocational Qualifications are likely to be
even more limited to existing personnel staff than the taught educational
programmes.

4 The sample was drawn from two sources. In the first place, twenty-seven
existing contacts were approached directly. In total, nineteen responses
were received from this sample. In order to generate responses from a wider
range of personnel staff, and to ascertain whether responses from existing
contacts were systematically biased, a semi-structured sample of fifty private
companies, local authorities and health authorities in areas with relatively
high proportions of black people in the local population was contacted.
Personnel managers in these organizations were asked to circulate copies
of the questionnaire to black staff within their personnel departments.
Twenty-two responses were received from eleven organizations through this
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means. Many of the organizations were unable to assist with the survey
because there were no black personnel practitioners in the organization.

5 Benokraitis and Feagin note that 'when they move into educational settings,
minority women face some real barriers to the achievement of their aspira-
tions' (1986, p. 127) and cite research by Kendall and Feagin (1983) which
reveals the expectation that female ethnic minority medical students should
adapt to white, male norms.

6 It must be noted that the research was conducted at a time when part-time
students were in demand from educational establishments.
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Chapter 8

Equal Opportunities and Higher Education

Maggie Humm

British universities have been under a great deal of public scrutiny during the
last decades. Issues of status and access, combined with funding crises of
various kinds, have made dramatic changes both to educational culture and
quality. There has been, predictably, little scrutiny of the culture or quality of
equal opportunities in higher education. For example, the last Commission for
Racial Equality (CRE) report on policy, Words or Deeds?: A Review of Equal
Opportunity Policies in Higher Education, concluded 'that a tone of moral
superiority or complacency plus ignorance of the issues was pervasive'
(Williams et al., 1989, p. 24). Nor has there been very much recognition of the
special contributions made by women staff, academic and non-academic, since
the literature on women in higher education is sparse (Humm, 1991).

If the unequal power relations which clearly underpin all academic prac-
tices have not been systematically addressed in gender terms, they are cur-
rently the focus of attention by government bodies. There is a high level of
institutional interest in a large-scale reorganization of education, signalled
by the redesignation of the former polytechnics as (new) universities. Just as
school-teaching practices are constantly being challenged by National Curricu-
lum changes on the basis of social productivity, that is, of matching curricula to
perceived personnel changes, so, too, university autonomy is a target of assault
on the basis of more accurately identifying 'customers and satisfying their
needs' (CVCP, 1993, p. 5).

A key player in higher education policy-making is the Committee of
Vice Chancellors and Principals of the Universities of the United Kingdom
(CVCP), which since 1992 has represented both old and new universities.
Currently, the CVCP is involved in extensive educational policy research and
this has resulted in the production of a 'blueprint' strategy, Promoting People,
which expresses the kind of 'core management tasks of universities' needed to
revolutionize university organization by the millennium, specifically by reor-
ganizing academic pay and conditions.

In Britain, academic salaries are negotiated nationally (with local differ-
ences) in scales appropriate to each different grade (lecturer, senior lecturer,
professor etc.) with (small) annual increments. However, unlike America and
some European countries, promotion between grades is not measured by
universal peer standards, but frequently occurs in internal competition in
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which academics compete against each other for an ever decreasing number of
promotions. Not surprisingly, men dominate full-time academic posts, both in
number men are 78 per cent of full-time academics and in status women
are 73.9 per cent of lecturers and only 5 per cent of professors (Universities
Funding Council, 1993).

Promoting People examines this problem of educational stasis and status
in British higher education, not in gender terms, but by considering the rela-
tionship between overall staffing practices, pay differentials and organiza-
tional change. Part of a broad movement called Total Quality Management,
Promoting People is a fundamentally more radical proposal than others to
date, because it deliberately refuses the traditional liberal approach, which
concentrates on removing barriers within existing frameworks, and argues that
all existing salary structures should be replaced. It is important to understand
that the CVCP's determination to break with the past is part of a long-term
conservative/technocratic political context which has witnessed a wholesale
centralization of power in public sector provision. For example, the Further
and Higher Education Act (1992) enabled 'the attachment of any condition to
the payment of funds to any group of universities by the Government' (CVCP,
1993, p. 28).

Promoting People is an important document because it highlights in mi-
crocosm the university scenario of the 1990s and beyond 2000: proactive
conservative personnel policies and a resulting reduction of academic profes-
sional autonomy. The study takes the form of a brief, very highly selective,
examination of international case studies of personnel, pay and organizational
structures, with the objective of clarifying what pay systems and institutional
structures best encourage staff and institutions to bring about educational
changes.

Promoting People attempts to uncover what it perceives to be the under-
lying issues which shaped higher education in the 1980s and early 1990s and
what might be the key to change. There is, the report claims, an indissoluble
link between pay structures and the culture of education, which has not been
addressed by universities in Britain. Changes in educational culture, the report
argues, can be manipulated (or 'encouraged') by differential pay and benefits.
The report's researchers looked at public sector initiatives: the Citizens' Char-
ter, the Civil Service 'Next Steps' Agencies and commercial organizations such
as British Petroleum and Power Gen, as well as universities in the Netherlands
and the USA. The report's overall conclusion is that higher education needs to
move away from individual rewards to team awards with a pay structure which
can mirror that shift, and introduce a 'single integrated pay structure' (CVCP,
1993, p. 6). Rather than the existing kind of university hierarchic management
structures, the report recommends that new departmental teams are to make
flexible decisions about, for example, whether staff recruit more students and
take a direct pay rise, rather than increasing staffing or have fringe benefits and
no pay rise. Promoting People proposes that universities introduce a basic
(low) salary scale 'X' with additional 'Y' elements to be added to staff salaries,
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depending on the financial health of institutions. 'Y' elements could be freely
chosen by staff teams. Only in this way, the report claims, can there be a real
strengthening of 'human resource management' to allow institutions to reach
their full capacity.

The report rightly questions the nostalgic, cosy and mythical image of
universities as places of quiet reflection and serious research and moves be-
hind this facade to examine the harsher reality. Promoting People asks how the
academic profession can respond to a period of recession and the need for
innovations in the market place. Certainly it is clear that the current hostile
economic climate is a major contribution to the report's choice of themes but
this cannot obscure the fact that the system of higher education was not
equitable nor innovative in the first place. Yet Promoting People has many
contradictory elements and there are huge and glaring absences in its work.
Promoting People's pay = culture is, I feel, too superficial and ignores the
deeper structural factors that account for the static quality of higher education,
as well as offering an inadequate trigger to encourage innovations by both
men and women. In addition, the report does not attempt to deal with the key
factors which do inhibit change which are discriminations and stereotypical
conceptions of race and gender. For example, the report praises any move

from to

limited competition more intense competition
standardized work flexibility
jobs for life less security

as well as from to

old culture open culture
analysis action
fear of mistakes calculated risk-taking.

(CVCP, 1993, p. 10)

The second group of qualities are traditionally associated with masculinity,
even if such qualities are not shared by all men (Stanley and Wise, 1983).
Women staff will not be empowered by further privileging these qualities, but
only by challenging the universality of artificial masculine qualities as criteria
for successful educational management.

Yet it is the contradictions in Promoting People which are initially
more glaring. The first is the conclusion drawn from an analysis of the in-
tensely individualistic academic pay structures of both the Netherlands and
the USA, that this world shows 'a movement away from individuals in hierar-
chies towards teams and collaboration' (p. 15). Similarly, the report argues
against a Pay Review Body, because such a body would not be 'appropriate
for a diverse group of employees', yet these employees can suddenly, and
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magically, produce effective teams choosing performance-related 'Y' pay-
ments. In addition, non-pay benefits (job title, professional development, sup-
port for teaching/research/administration, study leave and so on) are not
quantified in the proposed pay model which is to be constructed from income
derived from admissions/retention rates. Yet most academics would argue that
these 'fringe' benefits are not fringe but central to their perception of educa-
tional culture.

The key to all these contradictions and absences, I think, lies in a reveal-
ingly simple rhetorical shift. Equal opportunities has been supplanted by
`equal value' (p. 16). The economic force of 'value' is not at all the ethic of
`opportunity'. I would argue that it is not the present pay structure which
inhibits change and equity, but an intransigent culture which will not be
altered merely by pay or 'value' differentials.

Promoting People begins from the assumption that culture is quantitative
and that it is operational. In general, the report assumes these operations
involve adding a bolt of financial inducement here or a door handle of neces-
sary resources there. University culture will resemble a Ford car, a welded
object, probably already obsolete and certainly a pollutant. In this way the
report seems to believe that a 'functional' university culture can turn out
graduates who did not fail and may even one day come to own a Ford car, but
who clearly cannot be said to have succeeded.

I believe that educational culture involves understanding and celebrating
differences, for example, differences of race and gender, not organizational
similarities. This is why a simple functionalist model of higher education,
allowing teams to eliminate some inequalities, will not do. For example, it is
precisely the illusory team/peer liberalism of higher education that allows
gender divisions to be maintained and renewed. Women staff experience the
misogyny of management both epistemically (in the sexist discourses of an
institution) and procedurally (in its sexist practices). Feminists have demon-
strated that the knowledge hierarchies of higher education its denigration of
`soft' female-identified subjects favour the concerns and interests of males
(Smith, 1992; Spender and Sarah, 1980). In general, feminist approaches of the
1980s were directed towards eradicating sexism through either 'equal oppor-
tunity' or `anti- sexist' initiatives (Burchell and Millman, 1989). Where equal
opportunities opts for awareness-raising, for example asking for in-service
training, anti-sexist approaches aim to transform the patriarchal and ethno-
centric nature of educational work in separate agendas like women's studies.
Although vital, equal value clauses leave embedded epistemic structures in-
tact. The equal right to sit on management committees is not often accompa-
nied by the conditions for equal participation, so that, not surprisingly, I think
that the creation of gender appropriate processes, which I will summarize
below, is at least as important as cost-effective pay scales. In any case, such
scales attend only to surplus value, without looking at other categories of
economic value, for example 'use value'.
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Higher education does not actively discriminate against women, rather
through its inculcation of particular processes it makes it very difficult for
women to succeed (Acker and Warren Piper, 1985). So what are the current
strategics which Promoting People should have addressed? Higher education
has several features.

First, there are the gender dynamics of institutions where women function
as two kinds of bodies the objectification of academic staff and the obsessive
body-counting of undergraduate numbers (the majority currently female).
Despite some gains in the last decade, women are grossly and T.-represented in
senior positions. The report suggests that pay-rewarded team work will amel-
iorate this through a peer appraisal system, but appraisal is a good example of
objectification.

For example, a male team member whose previous intellectual highlight
was a study of intermediate technology does not constitute a serious appraiser
for a woman who specializes in feminist theory and its application to issues
of sexual violence. Appraisal here is of very dubious function. To expect that
women staff will readily reveal their 'personal objectives' to a male academic,
even when told appraisal is in a context of 'equal value', grossly underesti-
mates the sexual politics that structure academic institutions, even though
these politics may not be 'actively' visible (De Lyon and Widdowson
Migniuolo, 1989).

Second, there is the institutionalization of recession planning. Manage-
ment actually spend more on appraisal schemes and validation committees
while cutting library budgets. The report makes no mention of this crucial
feature and also ignores the commodification of education in cheap, standard-
ized units and the relation between this and educational culture.

Third, there is an uneasy but extremely clever balance proposed in the
report between centralization and apparent local autonomy, what Japanese car
manufacturers operate as the kanban system. Here the core, or central manag-
ers, control resources and more importantly control the timing of resources.
As Julia Kristeva argues so well in `Women's Time', 'a psychoanalyst would
call this "obsessional time", recognizing in the mastery of time the true struc-
ture of the slave' (Kristeva, 1992, p. 217). Managers operate in an 'obsessional'
linear time excessively protracted if it is a case of equal opportunities, and
excessively swift if it involves resources, for example, inviting staff to apply
for research assistants two days into the Christmas vacation with a one-week
deadline. Also, as the editors suggested to me, managers also operate a politics
of non-decision-making. Simultaneously staff will be turned into local mini-
managers, or peripheral workers, having to spend an increasing amount of
time collecting cost-benefit data for management rather than, as the report
hopes, making local 'flexible decisions'.

Fourth, the report makes no mention of daily university events: sharp
attacks on the vulnerable (mainly women): the firing of catering staff, misuse
of part-tiniers, the isolation of senior women faculty, as well as the more
obvious examples of sexist 'discourse' a lack of campus security and routine
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sexual harassment, all of which are central issues of educational culture, at
least for women staff.

Fifth, the report provides no solution for already excessive over-
recruitment, even in a period of government capping. For example, I found out
on the first day of a new academic year that my first-year women's studies
class, usually of twenty-five to thirty, and for which I had prepared handouts/
booklets for that number in a room seating only thirty, was now to have eighty-
five students.

So what are the alternatives? First, I think we need to understand, when
constructing positive alternatives, that the educational cultures these alterna-
tives will address are themselves constructions (Harding, 1992). We also need
to understand that staff are living currently not only in houses with negative
equity, but in an intellectual atmosphere of negative equity and low morale.
Promoting People does not address the needs of a gender-appropriate educa-
tional environment, which I will outline below. Such a question involves a
complex analysis of institutional functions. But the first step would be to assess
how women's underrepresentation at management levels reduces women's
influence and power over policy initiatives in the first place.

Second, the report makes no mention of pay issues which are important
to women academics, for example the problem of the career break. Career
development for women does not involve an easy linear progression, and
teams are even less likely than benign managers to support 'absence'.

Third, reinforcing a market economy in higher education, increasing com-
petition between institutions for numbers, and encouraging local teams to
act as financial managers, does not provide an encouraging environment for
women who are traditionally less willing to ask for performance awards/
promotion (Acker and Warren Piper, 1985). Many studies show how women's
choices and opportunities in educational management include dealing not only
with issues of sex-stereotyping and discrimination but also with the percep-
tions women themselves have about their own development (Kramarae and
Spender, 1993).

Promoting People also makes no mention of the symbolic order of higher
education, which is a rich source of gender messages, from the timing of
meetings late in the day to process-led documentation. The development of
management planning in higher education increases the likelihood of an asso-
ciation between organizational roles and masculinity. Promoting People is
technicist, that is to say, the report describes cultural problems of staff relations
as technical and open to rational planning. Nor does the report mention the
value of working, even briefly, in single-gender or ethnically segregated
groups, which provide support and are frequently an effective stimulus for
change. Other issues not mentioned include newly qualified staff, disability,
and anti-racist and anti-sexist work.

The report's advocacy of a different educational management seems close
in style to those characteristics typically, if essentialistically, associated with
women notably collaboration and cooperation. However, the translation of
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this worthwhile ethic into process ignores the existing status and power held by
men in universities. The report acknowledges the powerful potential of team
work, but I am also painfully aware that women's current potentials have yet
to be fully realized by institutions.

One key device to introduce would be obligatory training programmes
which specifically count as a pay gain. Currently, most training is ad hoc and
unsystematic and even when training is acquired in the currently fashionable
postgraduate certificates in teaching and learning, this is not recognized in pay
differentials. Women's lack of training in management skills has a long history
and the report needs to address the whole gendered culture that has therefore
historically shaped management planning. For example, some women (and
some men) are not so interested in 'risk-taking'. The 'new culture of calculated
risk-taking' may be unappealing to women, who often prefer to promote a
systematic approach to research and development (Turk le and Papert, 1990).
The issue here is not that one style is necessarily better than another, but
rather that Promoting People gives preference only to one, traditionally if
artificially characterized as a male-centred approach, putting women staff at a
disadvantage. Pay benefits are distant and precisely not visible. To encourage
those new to management (currently ethnic minorities/women) significant and
frequent rewards are crucial, not invisible earnings. We do not need perform-
ance-related pay, but we do need performance-related affirmative action
what the State University of New York in the 1970s called 'bonus lines' extra
resources for departments hiring more minority staff. We need to carefully
differentiate between short-term and long-term goals with clear agendas for
each. For example, President Clinton's Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices, Donna Shalala, when she was appointed Chancellor of the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, instituted mandatory ethnic and women's studies, gender
and race orientation programmes for all staff and students, and a woman of
colour as Vice-Chancellor in charge of affirmative action planning.

Although I have limited my analysis to key and potentially realizable aims
of equal opportunities in British higher education, a more fundamental theme
must be urgently addressed in any analysis of equal opportunities for the
millennium, which is the need for a whole new ethics of higher education. For
example, Promoting People largely describes new operating values and norms
in process terms. Ethical issues of accountability to others, involving an ethics
of affiliation and respect for others over measurable, linear objectives, are not
addressed.

Finally, as Evelyn Fox Keller argued long ago about science, if current
management practices continue we will see an even deeper educational reces-
sion at the end of the 1990s than we do at the beginning (Keller, 1992). We are
at a crossroads. The old familiar forms of higher educatioh are being replaced.
As women academics and scholars we need to have a say in shaping the future
form of any educational culture. Unfortunately, Promoting People does not
include our voices. Neither does it include equity or justice.
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Chapter 9

Irish Women in Higher Education in England:
From Invisibility to Recognition

Breda Gray and Louise Ryan

Ireland was one of the English empire's first and nearest colonies; Irish immi-
grants have settled in England and contributed to English society in a number
of ways for over two hundred years; Northern Ireland is directly ruled from
Westminster and the possibility of a peaceful future there is a central concern
of both the English and Irish governments at present. The colonized in Ireland
were largely white and, unlike most colonies, Ireland is located geographically
within Western Europe. Irish people are currently the largest ethnic minority
group in England. In view of these facts, how can Irish affairs and Irish
women's experiences not be relevant to understanding Englishness, English
affairs and English feminisms?

This chapter addresses the many levels of absence and invisibility of Irish
women in higher education in England) Our combined experience of working/
studying in higher education in England amounts to eight years. In addition to
our teaching experiences (in three different institutions), we have also been
actively involved in English academia through our research, attending confer-
ences and seminars, and giving papers.

We begin the chapter with some examples of our own experiences of
Irish women's invisibility within course content. We discuss why it is important
that issues relating to Ireland and Irish women in particular need to be inte-
grated within the English higher education system.' We explore the possible
ways in which Irish women might address their current invisibility and finally,
we attempt to theorize the social relations which inhibit the development of
Irish women's power/knowledge positions within the higher education system
in England.

As an Irish woman in higher education in England one is clearly an
outsider, a foreigner, but none the less usually white and English-speaking.
This leads to a very difficult dilemma does one simply shut up and play the
game or does one continually remind people one is Irish and call attention to
the invisibility of Irish women in higher education in this country? Challenging
invisibility can be a lonely and isolating experience. The response is often one
of resistance from colleagues and students who question the relevance of Irish
women's experiences. In the next section of the chapter, we describe some of
our experiences of exclusion, invisibility and homogenization under the term
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`Irish'. In order to maintain the personal nature of our different experiences
we describe them in the first person, speaking from the specificity of our
individual experiences rather than attempting to speak for the entire social
category of Irish women.

Personal Experiences

[I]f critical social theory has taught us anything in the last two dec-
ades it is that power relations are tied to the most mundane of
everyday performances . . . that discourses of the everyday are the
realms in which subordination is exercised and legitimated and that
whole social systems are reproduced in the unthinking moments of
the quotidian. (Keith, 1991, p. 189)

The difficulties that many Irish people experience in England are most often
associated with discrimination in relation to employment, housing, anti-Irish
jokes and negative stereotypes (Curtis, 1984). However, within higher educa-
tion, it is most often the ongoing, persistent and subtle incidents that have the
effect of excluding Irish issues or rendering them invisible. Drawing attention
to such instances often seems petty, like making a big deal out of something
trivial. It is for this reason that we often find ourselves questioning our ex-
periences, noting the more discriminatory behaviour that other groups en-
counter, and decide against speaking out. Yet it is this process of silencing
oneself that adds to the power of these ongoing low-level experiences to define
Irishness as absent or present in particular ways.

Our first example relates to a recurring experience we have both had
within higher education and in other settings in England. Whenever a conver-
sation turns to our being Irish, invariably women, mainly of other Western
nationalities, comment on Ireland as being a particularly oppressive country
for women. Such comments always make us feel uneasy. This is because they
position us as being a product of a particularly patriarchal and backward
society. By doing this the speaker is positioning herself as being from a more
liberated and enlightened country. However, our experiences of patriarchal
oppression in Ireland and England have been different and not necessarily
comparable along a continuum. It is important to acknowledge the diverse
workings of patriarchies in different contexts. It is also necessary to recognize
the ways in which existing hierarchical conceptions of nationalities and
feminisms can be reinforced. A more fruitful focus for discussion may be the
relationships between Irish and English patriarchies and feminisms.

Another example relates to one of our experiences of seeking funding
for postgraduate research in English universities. Despite having lived and
worked in England for seven years at the time of applying to do postgraduate
research, it was suggested in one instance that I should seek funding for my
research from Ireland. The implication seemed to be that work by any Irish
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woman on Irish-related issues would be more appropriately funded by an Irish
institution. Why is the study of Irish women's identities and migration to
England (which is the subject of my research) seen as outside the realm and
responsibilities of both funding sources and institutions for higher education in
England? I encountered the same response when I sought funding to give a
joint paper with a colleague on gender and Irish national identity at an
international conference. In this case the conference organizer felt that I
should look to Irish funding agencies for support, despite the fact that I am
studying at an English university and contributing to research production in
England.

In a context of tight financial resources, Irish students studying Irish-
related topics are not seen as a totally legitimate part of the responsibilities
of the English higher education system. However, successful Irish academics
living and working in English institutions of higher education (such as Seamus
Heaney' or Anthony Clare) are seen as legitimate members of the English
academic world.

The following example relates to one of our experiences of teaching
which involved an unhelpful incident with a student. During my lecture, which
focused on the experiences of women in Ireland, one student appeared unin-
terested and even resentful of the subject-matter. At the end of the session I
challenged this behaviour which I found rude and distracting. The student
immediately retaliated by accusing me of having a problem. She accused me of
being over-sensitive in relation to all matters to do with Ireland and Irishness.4
When I mentioned that Irish women were rarely if ever dealt with in course
material, she accused me of having 'a chip on my shoulder'. In this way my
professional and academic credentials were being cast aside and I was being
labelled a 'crank'. The student excused her rude behaviour by projecting the
`problem' on to me. I was Irish and so clearly over-sensitive and obsessed with
my subject-matter.

A further example is still painful to recall. At an evening social event for
students, one of us made a silly error and approached the buffet table from the
wrong end and almost collided with a student. She smiled at me and said 'Oh
well, you are Irish'. I was shocked. I was totally unprepared for this 'racist'
statement. With one word this student had reduced me to a racial stereotype
which denied me any individuality. It also quickly defined me as in some way
inferior to her. The assumed power relationship between student and staff was
immediately reversed.

In conversations with students and colleagues, even little words like 'we'
or `us' or 'our' can make all the difference. Are they including me in that
construction of 'we English' and so denying my different nationality/citizen-
ship/identity? Or are they excluding me in a construction of `us' and 'them'?
Very often I find that students and colleagues tend, at least in the beginning,
to include me personally in `us' or 'we English' but tend to exclude Ireland
and Irish people more generally from all focus and discussion merely by
rendering it and them invisible. These verbal encounters are important
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because language constructs and reflects our experiences, helping to shape our
sense of identity.

Invisibility within Course Content

In this section we point to selected omissions within the curricular areas of
feminism/women's studies, sociology, history, race and ethnic studies.

Feminism/Women's Studies

The virtual invisibility of Irish women in feminist theory and women's studies
courses in England needs to be understood within the wider context of ethno-
centrism. Feminism in England, with a few notable exceptions, has a major
difficulty when it comes to addressing Irish women. On the one hand, there is
a tendency among all of English academia to co-opt successful Irish people
George Bernard Shaw, Samuel Beckett, Oscar Wilde, etc. and appropriate
them into the English canon. This is equally true of successful Irish women like
Eva Gore-Booth and Anna Wheeler, whose Irishness is either not mentioned
or who are actually labelled British. In Dale Spender's book Women of Ideas,
the Irish feminist Anna Wheeler appears under the large bold heading
GREAT BRITAIN. Throughout the chapter British women are referred to
including Wheeler in that broad category. Only six pages into the chapter are
we told that Wheeler actually came from Ireland but thereafter she is still
referred to as British (Spender, 1983, p. 390). In another recent book, Valerie
Bryson, while discussing the contribution made to early feminism by Anna
Wheeler, completely neglects to mention that Wheeler was Irish (Bryson,
1992). On the other hand, there is a tendency to avoid or to ignore more
controversial or complex characters, especially when it comes to nationalists.
When giving lectures on women's history/suffrage history to women's studies
students at both BA and MA levels, I am continually shocked by the numbers
who do not know that Irishwoman Countess Markievicz was the first woman
elected to Westminster. The fact that she was serving a prison sentence for
nationalist activities at the time of her election may have something to do with
her invisibility in feminist history in England.

In recent years many feminists from Asia and Africa have written about
the ethnocentricity of European feminism (Bhavnani and Coulson, 1994;
Brah, 1993). Antoinette Burton (1990) argues that feminism in England must
be understood within the context of colonialism. English feminism of the
nineteenth century was deeply influenced by the Empire and this is quite clear
in feminist attitudes to India and other distant parts of the Empire. In our
view, this is equally true of nearer parts of the Empire perhaps even more so.
English feminists have been ambivalent in their attitudes to Irish feminists;
either including them as just like 'us', and thus denying differences, or ignoring
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them completely and thus rendering them invisible. For example, English
feminists of the late nineteenth century treated Ireland to some extent as their
own backyard and Irish feminists repeatedly complained that British women
were insensitive to the realities of life in Ireland (see Irish Citizen newspaper
1912-1920). In the Irish Citizen of 9 August 1913, Dora Me llone of the Irish
Women's Suffrage Federation claimed that she was surprised on coming to
London to discover how little English suffragists knew about Ireland and how
many misconceptions abounded. This legacy of colonialism continues to influ-
ence attitudes to Ireland and to Irish feminists among feminists in England
(Hickman and Walter, 1995; Smyth, 1994; Coulter, 1993).

Sociology

Mainstream sociological literature in England rarely mentions Ireland when
studying comparisons between Britain and other countries within Europe.
Ireland as 'a European country' is rarely addressed. In our experience, stu-
dents are often very confused about which parts of Ireland are in the UK, and
some are unaware that any part of Ireland is independent. They think that it is
like Wales or Scotland, or being surrounded by water perhaps of similar status
and size to Jersey or the Isle of Man.'

A recent research project carried out by an Irish academic, Professor
James O'Connell, at Bradford University (reported in the Guardian of 21
October 1994) found that 13 per cent of his respondents described Irish
people as 'not quite the same as us but not foreigners either', compared with
a large majority who felt a closer affinity with Irish people than with continen-
tal Europeans or Americans. While acknowledging some of the commonalities
between us, these views obscure the many real differences between Irish
people and English people. They include Irish people in some sort of union
with British people in potential opposition to other 'outsiders'. These issues
have begun to be addressed since the mid 1980s following the establishment of
Irish Studies Centres in English Universities (Hazelkorn, 1990; Greenslade,
1991; Kells, 1995).

In addition, there is the question about why social structures and relations
in Ireland have not featured more widely in sociological studies. One clear
reason is that as an English colony Ireland did not fit the picture of a European
industrial sovereign nation-state. The roots of sociology are located in a
Franco-German tradition which focused on the larger countries in Western
Europe Britain, France, Germany. The main concerns were class conflict,
science, rationality, state power, education, social change. All of these were
grounded in assumptions about industrial development. Since Ireland was
alone in Western Europe in not experiencing an industrial revolution, it was
not included in sociological studies. Similarly, Ireland's status as an English
colony until 1922 denied it a separate existence. This contributed to it being
overlooked in sociological investigations. Nowadays, although Ireland poses a
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very interesting example of an economy largely dependent on multi-national
corporations, and while many important studies have been carried out by Irish
sociologists (Bell, 1988, 1993; Clancy et al., 1992; Curtin et al., 1987; Gibbons,
1988; O'Connor and Cronin, 1993; Tovey, 1992; Walsh, 1991, 1993), to our
knowledge these are largely absent from most sociology courses within higher
education in England.

History

Perhaps more than any other subject, history addresses issues relating to
Ireland, but this tends to be solely Anglo/Irish relations focusing on govern-
ment and armed conflicts. The role of women is usually absent. In Ireland, as
in many other countries, women have not featured strongly in history texts
until very recently (Ward, 1991). However, the work which has been done by
Irish women on Irish women over the last ten to twenty years is rarely avail-
able in English university libraries (which raises the issue of resourcing) and so
recent input is often absent from English history courses on Ireland.

Race and Ethnic Studies

Race and ethnic studies courses may provide a good opportunity to address
the question of Irish people in England. This has been made easier by the
publication of a number of reports which supply ample statistics which are
useful teaching aids (Hazelkorn, 1990; Greenslade, 1991). In our experience
some white students are deeply resistant to the inclusion of the subject of
Irishness and Irish experiences within such courses and seem very uncomfort-
able discussing Irish people as an ethnic minority. There are a number of
reasons for this: the input on Irish ethnicity may be small, a token gesture
tagged on to the end of a unit. The students read this as a sign of its relative
unimportance. Secondly, some white students may find studying a white eth-
nicity challenging to their preconceived ideas about their own ethnicity.

Resourcing

Because Irish women have been invisible for so long in English higher educa-
tion, there tends to be an absence of any literature on Irish women in libraries.
This means that including a section on Irish women in a course unit may
mean ordering a significant quantity of books and reports. This involves long-
term planning and cannot be done at short notice. The absence of resources
is also off-putting to students, so they tend to shy away from pursuing
research in this area. In a context of 'issue overload', seemingly endless 'iden-
tity politics' and ever increasing expectations of lecturers and students, the
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issue of Irish women may be seen as just another one to add to an already
long list.

Why Should Irishness and Irish Women's Issues Be Addressed
within Higher Education in England?

We want to suggest that Irishness and Irish women's issues are relevant to
teaching practice, staff relations and curriculum development in higher educa-
tion in England. One of the ways of rendering Irish women marginal in higher
education is to construct us as a marginal case without much to offer to
mainstream knowledge. While women are already defined in terms of 'special
interest', Irishness makes us doubly marginal. During Jesse Jackson's cam-
paign for the Democratic nomination to run for President of the USA, he was
considered within the Democratic Party to be 'not genuinely representative
because he was the spokesperson of "special interests "' (Radhakrishnan,
1987, p. 215). Radhakrishnan suggests that 'If Jackson's interests are "special
interests", the implication is that certain interests are "natural", "general",
"representative" and ideologically neutral and value free' (ibid.). The same
is surely true when it comes to including issues of Irish identity within
the English higher education system. Irish women's issues are, like Jesse
Jackson's, seen as based on 'race' or nationality. The 'special interests' argu-
ment is one of the strongest resistant. arguments against hearing what Irish
women have to say. As Gayatri Spivak points out, 'the putative centre wel-
comes selective inhabitants of the margin in order better to exclude the mar-
gin' (Spivak, 1987, p. 107).

Irish women's perspectives, experiences and politics have much to con-
tribute to a range of disciplines in English higher education. Their structural
positions within Ireland, their experiences of migration to England and life in
England as a white ethnic minority may help to illuminate the workings of
patriarchal English society. They also have much to contribute to a critique of
categories of universalisms such as Western feminisms, capitalism, imperial-
ism, colonization, nationalism, migration, and much more. An engagement
with Irish women's perspectives, because Ireland is located within Europe and
the so-called 'West', might contribute to feminist efforts to challenge colonial
patriarchal academic ideas about knowledge and a unified view of 'the West'.

Dilemmas for Irish Women Lecturers and Students in English
Institutions of Higher Education

We do not speak only and always as Irish women; we have some choice and
agency in relation to our subject positions and responses to social structures
and relations. Gayatri Spivak asserts that she will not allow herself 'to occupy
the place of the marginal that you would like to see me in, because then that
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allows you to feel that you have an other to speak to' (1990, p. 122). In this way
she defies being positioned and challenges the ways in which difference is
already constructed for her to occupy. Yet, when an Irish woman lecturer or
student is faced with the options of how she might challenge the stereotypes of
Irish women, transgress these or attempt not to occupy the place of the
marginal, her options are limited. Whatever behavioural options we might
choose, they all fall into some stereotype of Irishness. Whether one is strident,
quiet, diplomatic, assertive or easy-going, there are a range of stereotypes that
can be applied such as argumentative, temperamental, stroppy, eloquent,
warm, friendly, fighting, asexual, moralistic (Catholic) and so on. One option
seems to be inverting the stereotypes, emphasizing them and playing with
them. This course of action requires a confidence, ingenuity and lots of extra
effort which may not be easy to achieve.

Language, accents and humour shape the lived reality of daily experi-
ences in both the class room and the staff room, intentionally or unintention-
ally operating in powerful ways to marginalize and ridicule. The Irish person
who challenges these may be labelled humourless and defensive. A conscious-
ness of our difference, or our difficulty in being understood, may lead to a
change in accent, an accommodation to the norms. Phrases, ways of expressing
ourselves are lost or forgotten as we cease to use them. Alternatively, we
develop a way of talking which is very different from how we behave at home.
As bell hooks puts it, I 'talk the right kinda talk' in the academic environment
and keep my vernacular for 'private spaces of my life' (hooks, 1991, p. 90). This
may lead to feelings that one is taking the 'easy option' and trying to fit in as
best one can, and this may lead in turn to a sense of guilt that one is not being
true to oneself. On the other hand, one may adopt a different strategy, taking
the option of challenging and confronting prejudice and ignorance. To quote
bell hooks again:

There is another more difficult and less acceptable choice, that is to
decide to maintain values and traditions . . . while incorporating
meaningful knowledge gained in other locations, even in those hier-
archical spaces of privilege. This choice makes a lot of people uncom-
fortable. It makes it hard for them to put you in a neat little category
and keep you there. (hooks, 1991, p. 90)

In our view these two choices are not always mutually exclusive. In different
situations we make choices, sometimes consciously, sometimes unconsciously,
depending on how comfortable or confident we are feeling in that context. All
of this may mean that we frequently feel uncomfortable and ill at ease as we
size up a situation and decide how to react. Even in conversations with col-
leagues or students we often have to decide whether to challenge them on
something they have just said or whether to let it go. For example, phrases like
`the British mainland' illustrate how Britain has constructed itself in relation to
Ireland. When English colleagues use this phrase in conversation it becomes
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important to point out the irony of a small island such as Britain constructing
itself as a 'mainland'.

While it is hard to transcend the stereotypes of Irishness, it is also difficult
to find a discourse or language to speak about our experiences as Irish women
that does not have other resonances. For example, to speak of anti-Irish racism
invokes anti-racist discourses that focus on colour. Although Irish people
constitute the largest ethnic minority in Britain, it is only recently that we are
officially becoming known as an ethnic minority. Yet the terms 'ethnic minor-
ity', 'Irish in Britain' or 'Irish communities' all have particular associations and
assume homogeneity within these categories. None of these discourses ad-
equately represents or names the experiences or identifications of Irish women
in England. As Carole Boyce Davies (1994, p. 5) points out in relation to black
women, each of the terms we use to name ourselves 'represents an original
misnaming and the simultaneous constant striving of the dispossessed for full
representation'. If we are to attempt to step outside of 'the narrow terms of the
discourses in which we are inscribed' (ibid.), terms such as 'anti-Irish racism'
will have to be used provisionally and constantly subjected to new analysis and
questions.

In addition to dealing with stereotypes of how Irish women in higher
education in England should behave, we also experience dilemmas in relation
to assumed expertise. By this we mean that colleagues and students tend to
assume that simply because one is Irish one is an expert on all matters relating
to Ireland and Irish people in England as well as in Ireland. This has a
number of implications in terms of resources it places expectations upon us
that we can provide all sorts of useful materials to colleagues. In terms of
teaching, it is also expected that if anything is to be done in relation to Ireland
we are the obvious people to teach it. This has the effect not only of increasing
our workload but also of 'passing the buck', so to speak, of placing the onus of
responsibility onto us and not onto students or staff to develop an awareness
of these issues. This tends to occur especially when we raise issues about the
invisibility of Irish women/Irish people/Ireland in course content. If we point
out these gaps then we should be prepared to fill them also. Obviously there is
a paradox here for us. On the one hand, we want the invisibility of Irish women
to be addressed and challenged. However, on the other hand, we do not feel
that it is always appropriate for us to have to teach everything relating to
Ireland and Irish women. One fear would be that, were we to leave our present
institutions, the material on Irish women would cease to be taught because,
after all, we were the only ones who could do it.

The Processes of Exclusion, Inclusion and Rendering Invisible
of Irish Women in the English Higher Education System

Joan Scott (1992) suggests that by making 'visible the experience of a "differ-
ent" group' as we tried to do at the beginning of this chapter, it is possible to
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expose 'the existence of repressive mechanisms, but not their inner workings
or logics,' (Scott, 1992, p. 25). We attempt to expose the inner workings of how
Irishness is constructed within the English higher education system by focus-
ing on the ways in which cultural differences are articulated (Bhabha, 1994)
and what Gayatri Spivak (1987) calls 'the mechanics of the constitution of the
Other'. Cultural difference is employed sometimes to construct Irish women
as the same as dominant constructions of white English, and at other times to
construct us as outsiders and different from white middle-class English.

Differences are not all just differences, neither are relations of difference
all the same. All relations of difference contain historical and political signifi-
cance. They involve gender, neo-colonialism, 'race' and many other relations
that are grounded in inequality. Why, for example, in certain circumstances in
English higher education, is Irish represented as 'different' while middle-class
white English is not? Cairns and Richards (1988) point out that the principle
of difference is founded upon maintaining a distance which separates two
identities. Polarization and the operation of dichotomies therefore tend to
emphasize a difference which represents a distance between each identity.
However, it is Snot just difference that we want to explore, but how difference
is represented and acted upon in social relations which convert 'difference into
oppression' (Maynard, 1994).

As colour difference and nationality become dominant signifiers of differ-
ence in England, the distance between Irish and English is lessened (see
Hickman and Walter, 1995). Differences identified in terms of polarities and
dichotomies such as black/white are more easily acknowledged and recognized
than those that are less dichotomized. Because they are more easily recog-
nized these differences are easily used to underpin inequality and oppressive
social relations.

Unequal and oppressive social relations can also arise in cases where
difference is not so polarized. Because most Irish people in England are white,
their difference from dominant constructions of 'white English' is less defined
than that of black people. This sometimes allows for Irish people to be in-
cluded within dominant constructions of white English. This is often colluded
with by many Irish people as it may coincide with their interests. However,
others may feel that such inclusion renders them invisible and denies their
identity and experiences. Irishness is constructed by the English media and
state as really different when related to the violent nationalism of the IRA and
when any transgressive acts are committed by Irish people. In such cases the
boundaries between English and Irish are closely guarded and the civilized/
uncivilized dichotomy is employed to maintain these boundaries.

When Irish people themselves assert their difference, the distance be-
tween white Englishness and white Irishness comes into question. The domi-
nant myth of a unified whiteness is challenged and feelings of discomfort arise.
The neutrality of whiteness and relations between Irish and English identities
have to be confronted. In order to avoid the interrogation of whiteness and to
maintain the myth of a unified white gaze, differences between Irish women
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and English women are either denied or heightened by strategies of inclusion
and exclusion.

Attempting to Go Beyond the Inclusion/Exclusion Dichotomy

Inclusion can mean assimilation, a denial of difference, tokenism and dis-
empowerment. In this section we discuss the possibilities of an 'inclusion' that
recognizes difference and seeks to be proactive, challenging and empowering.
There are problems with trying to merely add Irish women into the existing
course structures. As we indicated earlier in relation to history and women's
studies, this is not always possible or desirable because the existing ethos is so
exclusive. To simply include a lecture on Irish women here or there does not
work. It is not only tokenistic but also of little use to students. In the remainder
of this section, one of us gives an account of her experiences of integrating
Irish issues and Irish feminist activism into a range of courses. In a women's
studies unit, I introduced the issue of Irish women in a fundamental way by
examining the relationships between English feminism and Irish feminism.
Because of the nature of this unit it lent itself quite well to such an innovation.
By placing the relationship within the context of nationalism and imperialism,
students were able to explore some of the key disagreements between the Irish
and English suffragists. This session thus served the purpose not only of
addressing Irish women and rendering them visible, but also of highlighting
the ethnocentric nature of British feminism and of many recent feminist
histories of the period. The students reacted positively to this move and many
chose to do essays on this issue. Again resources proved a problem and I had
to lend some of my own material to students. I also endeavoured to rectify the
situation by ordering the relevant books and resources.

In another unit I changed my input to highlight the ways in which nation-
alism and imperialism have impacted on feminism. Here I use a comparison
between the Irish and Indian suffrage movements to raise fundamental ques-
tions about Western feminists' critique of nationalism. Using these two case
studies I attempt to show how feminists operating in a colonial context have
engaged with nationalism. I use this study to illustrate how a Eurocentric focus
on feminist activism leads to a narrow exclusivism and a misunderstanding
of 'Third World' concerns. Highlighting the experiences of Irish women can
pose interesting questions which confront students with new/alternative
possibilities.

Concluding Thoughts

By speaking of our particular experiences, Irish women are seen as creating
difference where none to speak of exists. Yet in other circumstances, as in the
example of seeking funding, our difference is defined for us. Irish women's
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difference, then, is acceptable or unacceptable depending on who is defining it.
Simple dichotomies of same/different, black/white, insider/outsider, maintain
dominant constructions of white middle-class Englishness and the ideologies
that underpin this identity within the higher education system in England.
There is a need for more exchange of ideas and dialogue between English and
Irish women within higher education in England. However, there are barriers
to dialogue. These barriers include the terms of the dialogue itself (Gabriel,
1986), and the socio-historical context within which the dialogue takes place
makes equal communication difficult. It is important to recognize that 'neutral
dialogue' may be difficult to achieve. Gayatri Spivak (1990, p. 72) points out
that the 'idea of neutral dialogue . . . denies history, denies structure, denies
the positioning of subjects'. Spivak's view promises little hope as it seems to
lock people into particular subject positions (colonizer and colonized, oppres-
sor and victim) and does not account easily for changing contexts.

Our overall aim is to 'challenge the regulative mechanisms' (i.e. the pro-
cesses by which difference is articulated and inclusion and exclusion take
place) inherent in English higher education by finding ways of facilitating the
development of Irish women's 'power knowledge' positions within higher
education in England. This involves challenging colonial meanings and talking
to our English women colleagues about the social relations that construct and
maintain the inequalities between us.

Notes

We would like to thank Rosemary Deem, Wendy Langford and Bev Skeggs
for helpful comments on earlier drafts of this chapter. However, we are re-
sponsible for all the views expressed here.
1 We focus on higher education in England because we have no experience of

higher education in other parts of Britain.
2 In the past fifteen years Irish Studies Centres have been established within

some higher education institutions in Britain. Until the late 1970s there were
few courses with 'Irish' in the title (Hickman, 1990). Instead, according to
Hickman (1990) the study of Ireland was taking place but rendered invisible
by inclusion of Irish literature and history within broader English literature
and British history courses. By the mid 1990s there were large Irish Studies
Centres within at least three different institutions of higher education in
England and the British Association for Irish Studies had been established
to encourage the development of Irish studies at all levels within the educa-
tion system. These are very important developments in making Ireland and
Irish issues visible within higher education. However, their existence may
also mean that other institutions and departments do not take responsibility
for this area of study.

3 Seamus Heaney publicly protested at being included in an anthology of
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British poets and objected in particular to his appropriation by the British
establishment.

4 We acknowledge that Irishness and Englishness are not homogenous iden-
tities. We recognize that both are multifaceted and vary by class, gender,
race political affiliation and other factors. However, in the context of this
chapter we are looking at the ways in which Irishness is socially constructed
within higher education in England.

5 In the absence of Irish Studies Centres these issues would remain largely
invisible and unaddressed within higher education in England.
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Chapter 10

Interrogating Patriarchy: The Challenges of
Feminist Research

Louise Morley

This chapter critically examines developments in feminist research and raises
questions about the problematic relationship between gender, power, method
and epistemology. As assertions of 'knowledge' frequently both produce and
guarantee domination and power, there is a problem as to how feminism can
legitimately claim to be a site of knowledge about the oppression of women,
without reproducing the power relations it questions. This produces tensions
for feminist researchers. Participation in the social research industry can re-
quire a certain amount of collusion with the values that traditionally underpin
it. In the market economy of the academy, this also involves a tacit acceptance
of the juxtaposition of the economic with the aesthetic and intellectual. As a
feminist academic, I share Fine's anxiety about 'how best to unleash ourselves
from our central contradiction being researchers and being active feminists'
(1994, p. 13).

Perceptions of Feminist Research

Atkinson et al. (1993, p. 17) identify seven approaches that have been used in
British educational qualitative research: symbolic interactionism, anthropol-
ogy, sociolinguistics, ethnomethodology, qualitative evaluation, neo-Marxist
ethnography and feminism.' A noticeable feature of their work is the ex-
tent to which feminism is dismissed in two paragraphs (compared to four
for symbolic interactionism, and five for sociolinguistics). Whilst not a
sociolinguist myself, I was able to detect the judgmentalism encapsulated in
the use of the terms 'extreme', and 'exaggerated claims' (p. 25) when discuss-
ing feminist research. This reminded me of a research seminar I attended.
My colleagues included a vicar researching Christian church services, maths
teachers researching maths in the National Curriculum, and several others
who followed their professional and ideological beliefs in their inquiries. Yet,
I, as a feminist researcher researching the micropolitics of feminism, was the
only member of the group pounced on for bias. I was told that there was
danger of collusion and over-identification, even manipulation of my inform-
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ants. Embedded in this interaction was the hidden discourse of purity and
danger, with feminists perceived as pollutants of the otherwise hygienic
research process. This strand has been theorized by several feminists. For
example, Harding (1991, p. 114) highlighted how 'The social structure of the
sciences remains hostile to women scientists, especially to researchers engaged
in learning more about women and gender in ways directed by antisexist
assumptions.'

Rose (1994, p. 67) points out how feminist researchers find out that their
cultural capital is devalued when it comes to competing for academic posts. I
have been asked, on many occasions, if I am able to write on subjects other
than women. The implication is that I am so overwhelmed and distressed by
my own grievances against patriarchy that my research is a kind of manic
revenge, rather than legitimate academic inquiry. Mc Robbie (1982, p. 46)
predicted this cultural response when she argued how the 'urgency and the
polemics of politics . . . are . . . at odds with_the traditional requirements of the
scholarly mode'. Referring to feminist researchers, Fine (1992, p. 230) ob-
serves: 'Because we acknowledge that politics saturates all research but are
usually the only ones who "come clean", we run the risk of being portrayed as
distinctly "biased" and thus discounted.'

Social sciences cannot be value-neutral, according to Rosser (1988),
because society is not neutral on issues such as gender, 'race' or sexual pre-
ference. Dubois (1983, p. 108) coined the term 'passionate scholarship' to
describe the politically engaged premise of feminist research, a premise that
breaches the academic rule of disembodiment. Fine (1992, p. 214) highlighted
how researchers 'pronounce "truths" while whiting out their own authority, so
as to be unlocatable and irresponsible'.

Braidotti developed de Beauvoir's earlier claims that the world is
masculine but coded as universal. The result is the tendency to conflate 'the
masculine viewpoint with the general "human" standpoint and the confine-
ment of the feminine to the structural position of "other" '. Therefore the
mark of sexual difference falls on women, 'marking them off as the second
sex .. . whereas men are marked by the imperative of carrying the universal'
(Braidotti, 1992, p. 26). This point is exemplified by Bhavnani (1993) who
describes how, as a black feminist, her research on youth cultures was
particularized, while influential ethnographies such as those undertaken
by Willis (1978) became markers for universalistic insight. In social research,
it seems as if only counter-hegemonic discourses such as feminism are
described as standpoint theories. Standpoint theory involves the attribution
of epistemic privilege to socially marginalized groups, enabling those who
have otherwise been objectified to enter the research process as knowledge-
makers (Harding, 1991). Standpoint theorists build in analysis of power
relations and argue that 'science is part of a social order' (Henwood and
Pidgeon, 1995, p. 14). But postmodernism, with its emphasis on pluralism,
problematizes standpoint theory for its liberalist assumption that there is a
unitary subject.
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Feminist Critiques of Social Research

Feminist critiques of social research have shifted over the past two decades.
Central to the debate has been the ongoing question of whether research
can confront and act upon oppressive structures such as patriarchy, racism,
the social class system, and if so, what this means for notions of validity,
research relations, and possibilities for change (Gitlin, 1994; Holland and
Ramazanoglu, 1995). Early thinking focused on androcentric approaches and
the absence of subordinate groups both as researched and researchers. The
concern was that even when power inequalities such as social class and youth
culture were researched (Willis, 1978), other forms of inequality were omitted,
like 'race', gender and sexuality. Oakley (1974) argued that this practice not
only focuses attention on some areas of the social world, it also focuses
attention away from others. She summarized this as 'a way of seeing is a way
of not seeing' (p. 27). Interest in repressed knowledges meant that feminists
wanted to discover the existence of voices of those who had been silenced or
subordinated by or excluded from dominant discourses. 'The most simple and
in many ways the most powerful criticism made of theory and practice within
the social sciences is that, by and large, they omit or distort the experiences of
women' (Stanley and Wise, 1993, p. 27).

Two decades ago, Stanley undertook a content analysis of three major
British sociology journals (Stanley, 1974). She discovered that work reported
generally focused on men and boys. In 1975, Chetwynd carried out a similar
exercise, observing articles in psychology journals. She also found that psy-
chology journals contained fewer females than males, generalized from male
experience to the whole population, and also treated women as `non-men'.
This meant that the male experience was taken as the norm and that female
experience fell at the other end of the bipolar scale, and so females are
characterized as underachievers, because males are typified as achievers.

One remedy was an additive approach, with women appended to un-
reconstructed studies, with little attention paid to the need to think differently
about women. Research methods and identities of researchers remained
the same, but the research sample would contain women. This caused more
feminist concern and Reinharz (1979) used the term 'rape research' to describ
what she perceived as exploitation, intrusiveness and objectification involved
in patriarchal research, with researchers invading women's lives for purposes
of their own career development, and with no thought for the impact of the
research process on the participants. The debate became increasingly complex
in the 1980s, when questions were asked about oppressive practices embedded
in the research process itself (Stanley and Wise, 1983). Should research be on,
by, for, or with members of subordinate groups? Were qualitative methods
inherently more liberatory' then quantitative approaches? Does research
automatically objectify the researched and privilege the researcher, who has
the power to name, describe and frame questions and experiences?
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So, including underrepresented groups was not in itself giberatory', if
their inclusion was based on problematization and pathology. The insensitive
application of inappropriate research methods meant that female, black and
working-class people were researched in relation to the dominant group, and
socially positioned as 'other'. As Neal (1995) illustrates, there has been a
persistency of the sociology of deviance in the development of a research
problem. For example, research on the alleged underachievement of black
children in British schools made the issue of 'race' more visible in education,
but its deficit perspective was felt to contribute to stereotyping and the nega-
tive social construction of a subordinate group. Theorists on policy archaeol-
ogy have also inquired why certain issues come under the gaze of social
researchers at particular political and historical moments, and they argue that
social problems are social constructions (Scheurich, 1994).

Mc Robbie observed that 'No research is carried out in a vacuum. The
very questions we ask are always informed by the historical moments we
inhabit' (1982, p. 48). Sexist bias is reflected in how questions are phrased, the
absence of categories and concepts that tap women's experiences, or inatten-
tion to variations in women's experiences by time and place (Billson, 1991).
Feminist sociologist Smith (1987) drew attention to the 'peopling' of subordi-
nate groups, and how generalization about a single society were made without
sufficient differentiation on the grounds of 'race' and gender. A good example
of this practice has been the sociological focus on the family, as the smallest
social unit, with women's differentiated experiences submerged. Dubois
(1983, p. 107) argues that this submergence rendered women not only un-
known but, crucially, unknowable. Billson (1991) points out that insofar as
women are isolated, marginal and dependent, it is inevitable that others
will speak for them. Fonow and Cook (1991), Stanley and Wise (1993), and
Patricia Hill Collins (1990) have all drawn attention to the issue of homogene-
ity, that is, the treatment of a marginalized group as one category of analysis,
without attention to difference and diversity. Examples include studies on
women which assume all women are heterosexual, or white, or mothers, or
non-disabled. Thus, the practice of white, middle-class, heterosexual women
retaining hegemonic control of the knowledge-producing process is steadily
being challenged (Siraj-Blatchford, 1995).

Concern with power relations and democratization in the research proc-
ess has not been confined to feminists. Harding (1991, p. viii) comments on
`the rising tide of critical analysis of the mental life and social relations of the
modern, androcentric, imperial, bourgeois West'. While feminism has tradi-
tionally favoured collectivism and collaboration, rather than competition and
hierarchies, other counter-hegemonic theorists raised similar questions about
the notion of participation. Rowan and Reason (1981) contributed to the
problematization of the knower to the known. Their New Paradigm theory
suggested that action and subjectivity are essential elements of social change.
For them cooperative inquiry was preferable, in which all those involved in the
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research contribute to the formation of the research question, choice of meth-
ods, analysis and dissemination.

A central premise in New Paradigm and feminist research has been a
sensitivity to power relations which assumes the researcher has more cultural
capital than the researched, reinforcing a traditional view that research focuses
on disadvantage. Ball (1994), Walford (1994), and Neal (1995) acknowledge
that while there is a paucity of inquiry into the ruling classes, the situation
differs when the research gaze is upwards. When interviewing the elite, Neal
cautions that collaborative research can rapidly degenerate into collusion.
Phoenix (1994, p. 56) analyses the complexity of the reversal of traditional
power relations in research studies when a black woman interviews white
respondents. This subversion of traditional power relations can help make
explicit the power relations within the research situation (Bhavnani, 1990,
quoted in Phoenix, 1994, p. 56). According to Lather (1991, p. 53), research
must produce emancipatory knowledge that will enable the oppressed to
understand and change their own reality. This reading could imply a quasi-
evangelical rescuer/victim relationship, with researchers discursively located
as missionaries and saviours. Siraj-Blatchford (1995, p. 213) draws attention to
the need to raise the consciousness of the oppressors as well as the oppressed
in a researched context.

Tierney (1994, p. 98) argues that 'research is meant to be transformative'.
The question of who or what is to be transformed remains ambiguous. The
relationship between research and social change has long been a thorny issue,
with an abundance of cultural clichés representing the academy's protected
position from social problems. Publication in refereed international journals is
the most prestigious outlet for research findings. Ladwig and Gore (1994,
p. 234) ask 'how is writing a volume to be read by other academics going
to contribute to the overall political concerns of the author?' Thus academic
reflection becomes synonymous with introspection and is conceptualized
in opposition to action. Kelly et al. (1994, p. 29) see this dichotomy as a
`masculinist hierarchy between theory and practice'. This poses challenges for
feminist academics who have attempted to interrelate the two, via praxis, a
concept developed by Gramsci. This can take the form of theoretically in-
formed practice and vice versa, and places 'neither in a position of subser-
vience to the other' (Gramsci, 1971, pp. 334-6). One methodology which
attempts this is action research, a form of research carried out by practitioners
into their own practices (Kemmis, 1993). In the tradition of Lewin (1948), the
strong applied emphasis was perceived as an effective means of embedding
change in the process of knowledge production. Siraj-Blatchford (1995, p. 218)
extends earlier notions of action research, and states that what is needed at the
present time is not simply practitioner action research but rather research
pursued by organic intellectuals. Organic intellectuals,' according to Said
(1993), are actively involved in society, constantly struggling to change minds
and to expand the power and control of the group to which they are com-
mitted. The debate rarely extends to include the groups themselves in the
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research process, whether they are clients or service users. Another question
that arises is whether feminists are automatically organic intellectuals and
feminist research is inherently action research as it is committed to changing
the position of women in society.

A further two questions frequently debated are whether all research
undertaken by feminists is feminist research, and whether one has to be a
feminist, or indeed a woman, to do feminist research. In response to the first
question, I would suggest that there are limited opportunities for triangulation
to verify how feminist the research felt for the researched. I have been inter-
viewed by several self-proclaimed feminist researchers who have acted quite
abusively in research situations, and have shown an alarming ignorance of the
micropolitics of power in interpersonal transactions, by, for example, showing
disrespect for boundaries I had set, and constantly pushing me for more
information, more of my time. I have been asked crass closed questions and
asked to commit to bipolarities not of my making. I have had confidential
information referred to in social situations. I have had tape recorders set up
without my permission, and no reassurances or information about how the
tapes would be used. I have been pushed to reveal painful memories, with no
consideration for the emotional consequences. In other words, I, as a feminist
researcher, alert to power relations, have been left feeling dominated and
angry. Without wishing to sound like superwoman, I have wondered, if I
allowed this to happen to me, what happens to even more vulnerable members
of the community?

The consequences of members of powerful groups researching the less
powerful have preoccupied critics for some time. Skeggs argues that 'men
cannot do feminist research because of the wider social relations they occupy
which give them power to look at women' (1994a, p. 80). In his influential
study of (male) youth culture, Willis (1978) described young women in rela-
tion to young men and described their responses to his questions as unforth-
coming, unwilling to talk, and observed how they retreated, in giggles, into the
background. Willis saw this as a symptom of the young women's social inad-
equacies, rather than a result of his presence as a male researcher.

Siraj-Blatchford (1995, p. 207) problematizes identity issues in relation
to white researchers investigating 'race', recognizing on one hand that their
`oppressors' values' will influence the study. On the other hand, she believes it
erroneous to assume that all black researchers have an anti-racist conscious-
ness. I would go further to suggest that even when there is an anti-racist or
anti-sexist consciousness, there is no guarantee that this miraculously trans-
forms into process-sensitive interactions.

Is There a Feminist Methodology?

A fundamental question is what form feminism should take in textual terms
(Stanley, 1991, p. 216). Smith (1992) maintains that social scientific inquiry
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ordinarily begins from a standpoint in a text-mediated discourse or organi-
zation. It could also be argued that the experience of sexist oppression is a
valuable source of data for theorizing gender, exemplifying a postmodernist
concept that power can be productively linked to knowledge (Giroux, 1983;
Morley, 1995). While Stacey argues that 'there is no uniform canon of feminist
research principles' (1988, p. 21), Stanley (1991) summarizes the basic tenets
of what constitutes feminist research, emphasizing how feminist theory is
derived from experience; the feminist researcher locates herself on the same
critical plane as the researched, and there is a rejection of the dichotomous
myth of subjectivity/objectivity. Stanley suggests that what these premises
signify is actually better described as a feminist epistemology rather than a
methodology. The debate on feminist research has misunderstood that what is
being proposed is a different method or technique, rather than a specifically
feminist theory of knowledge (Stanley, 1991, p. 208). Maynard (1993, p. 327)
concludes that rather than the method per se, it is the questions asked, the way
the researcher locates herself within the questions and the political purpose of
the work which distinguishes feminist from other forms of research. While I
would not argue for researchers taking on the role of counsellor or therapist,
I would add that attention to process and an awareness of the complex inter-
personal and intrapersonal dynamics activated by the research situation
should be included in the taxonomy.

The problem of definition and quality assurance of feminist research has
exercised many theorists. Kelly et al. (1992, p. 149) explored the central contra-
diction they perceived in the feminist rejection of binary oppositions and
accompanying value hierarchies, and the way in which they felt many discus-
sions of feminist methodology reproduced them, albeit reversing the value
hierarchy. It is difficult to discuss feminist research and differentiate it from
non-feminist research without also creating another bipolarity, with feminism
a synonym for good practice. The very concept of good practice is itself
problematic as it entails notions of standards, measurement and competence.
There are competing views of what is good and it is not always clear what is
meant by practice. Harding (1991, p. 113) argued that differentiation between
feminist and non-feminist research is necessary and suggested that it was not
possible simply to add feminism onto established research methodologies,
because 'the two sets of beliefs contain tensions and contradictions'. Haraway
(1988) believes that there are three central questions to pose in relation to
whether research is feminist or not. Firstly, there is the issue of accountability,
not just to the research participants, but to feminism in the wider sense.
Researchers need to ask if the researched are reinscribed into prevailing
notions of powerlessness. Secondly, in relation to sensitivity to the power
relations embedded in the process, researchers should ask themselves if the
micropolitics of the research relationship is discussed. Thirdly, in recognition
that 'woman' is not a unifying category, researchers need to consider how their
studies engage with questions of difference.
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Early debate attempted to make the process more equitable, transpar-
ent, interactive, with emphasis on reciprocity and subjectivity (Finch, 1984;
Roberts, 1981). As Maynard (1994, p. 23) demonstrates,

One of the early driving forces of feminism was to challenge the
passivity, subordination and silencing of women, by encouraging
them to speak about their own condition and in so doing to confront
the experts and dominant males with the limitations of their own
knowledge and comprehension.

Stanley (1991, p. 207) draws attention to one criticism of feminist methodology
that views it as essentialist, because it is 'concerned with an analytic explora-
tion of "women's experiences" ', thereby suggesting that women's experiences
were homogeneous and innately different from those of men. In another
analysis, which could also be described as essentialist in so far as it genders
methods, Carlson (1972) used Bakan's (1966) distinction of `agentic' and
`communal' to describe methodologies used by male and female researchers.
Carlson argued that the agentic male features are 'separating', 'ordering',
`quantifying', 'manipulating', 'controlling', while the communal female fea-
tures 'involve naturalistic observation, sensitivity to intrinsic and qualitative
patterning of phenomena studies, and greater personal participation of the
investigator' (quoted in Farnham, 1987, p. 101). In attempting to define how
feminist research differs from the mainstream, Farnham asks, 'do feminists ask
different questions?'

Skeggs (1994b) summarizes three areas to consider in relation to what
constitutes feminist research: firstly, ontology, that is, what is knowable; sec-
ondly, epistemology, that is, what is knowledge and what is the relationship of
the knower to the known; and thirdly, methodology, that is how we find things
out. Skeggs argues that the ways in which these different questions are an-
swered or ignored in the research process will demonstrate the different
theoretical positions held by researchers. Differentiating feminist from non-
feminist research, Skeggs (1994a, p. 77) claims that in response to the ontologi-
cal question, 'feminist research begins from the premise that the nature of
reality in western society is unequal and hierarchical'. This is not distinctly
feminist, as socialist research could make the same claim, without necessarily
paying attention to gender. Fine and Gordon (1991) believe that feminist
research should involve the study of what is not, by disrupting prevailing
notions of what is inevitable, what is seen to be natural and what is considered
impossible.

Kelly et al. (1992, p. 150) maintain that what makes feminist research is
not so much the method used, but rather how it is used, that is, its application
and purpose. In their discussion of the use of quantitative approaches in a
research project on sexual abuse, they believed that the survey method was
one way of expanding understanding of the dimensions and complexities of
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the issues. They feel that, under certain circumstances, survey methods may be
a preferred technique because they allow the researched anonymity in reveal-
ing distressing experiences. Ethical issues about the role of the researcher in
inquiring into sensitive and difficult topics, such as domestic violence, have
also been raised in relation to the idea of research as catharsis. In this instance,
research can have a quasi-therapeutic effect, encouraging the researched to
access occluded and painful memories, without ensuing support services.

Another example is how the compilation of statistics about the number of
buildings in a city without access facilities for people with disabilities can be
as consciousness-raising as interview data. Somehow, I can accept counting
buildings more readily than incidents of sexual abuse. I felt distinctly uncom-
fortable reading Kelly et al.'s account of their research process. Whilst they
display concern and sensitivity for any distress that might be activated by
completion of the research questionnaires (for example, they produced re-
source sheets for follow-up support services etc.), the issue of entering young
people's lives, opening up painful, and often occluded, memories, and then
departing (albeit leaving them with information sheet in hand), raises numer-
ous questions about the interrogation of human experiences for the purposes
of knowledge production.'

The Anti-Positivism Campaign

Complex debates are frequently reduced to dichotomous preoccupation with
qualitative versus quantitative modes of inquiry, with ethnographic meth-
ods such as interviewing and participant observation perceived as more
liberatory' than surveys and statistics (Reinharz, 1983). This reductivism sug-
gests that Enlightenment binary thinking continues to flourish in the academy.
As Maynard (1993) points out, there is no point hankering after the old
modernist notions such as truth, accuracy or legitimacy because their meaning
is only relative to the form of discourse being used. Lately, critics have ques-
tioned whether there are any inherently liberatory' methods. Furthermore,
liberation itself could be perceived as an Enlightenment concept, based on a
rational linearity between intervention and outcome. There is also another
distillation, suggesting that positivism and quantitative methods are synony-
mous and interchangeable. Hughes (1995, p. 396) explains how positivist views
of science argue that an objective scientific method is powerful enough to
eliminate social and political subjectivity. Feminists, Hughes reminds us, have
argued that there is no objectivity disassociated from the social and economic
politics of the inventors or users of specific scientific methods.

In social research, numbers have traditionally been perceived as the ulti-
mate expression of objectivity. Maynard (1994, p. 13) challenges this view,
stating that 'providing figures involves as much of an act of social construction
as any other research'. Hughes (1995, p. 403) believes that statistical analysis
becomes a powerful tool in constructing the Other, and that 'domination and
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exploitation would be impossible to sustain if difference was not created and
maintained'.

Quantitative approaches have foundationalist origins they rest on
an epistemological position which sees a single unseamed reality
existing 'out there' which the special expertise of science can investi-
gate and explain as it 'really' is, independent of observer effects.
(Stanley and Wise, 1993, p. 6)

The positivistic imperative for 'objectivity' and the banishment of emo-
tion from the research process has been heavily criticized and exposed for its
dishonesty by a range of counter-hegemonic research theorists (Eichler, 1988;
Fine, 1994; Lather, 1991; Rowan and Reason, 1981; Stanley and Wise, 1993).
Harding (1991) and Haraway (1988) argue that objectivity has always been
about a particular and specific embodiment. Therefore there can never be an
unmediated account. Haraway (1991) describes the traditional positivist view
of science as a `God-trick', as it purports to see everything from nowhere.
Haraway (1988) argued that feminist objectivity means quite simply situated
knowledges. She suggests that feminists could view objectivity as a 'particular
and specific embodiment', rather than as a 'false vision promising transcend-
ence of all limits and responsibility' (pp. 581-2). Lather (1994, p. 47), citing
Whitford (1991), observes that 'Embodiment is relegated to the female, free-
ing the phallocentric idea to transcend the material, creating the deadly split
between epistemology and ethics'.

The challenge to the Enlightenment preoccupation with reason and ra-
tionality questions the very notion of how research can provide an objective,
reliable and universal foundation for knowledge. Neutrality, according to Mies
(1983), should be replaced by conscious partiality. Smith (1974) is critical of
the social science norm of objectivity, which implies that subject and object can
effectively be separated via the screen of 'clean' methodology. Identification
with the social reality of the researched leads to allegations of bias. Skeggs
(1994b, p. 78) highlights how 'Many male researchers are normalized in the
process of research; they are able to leave their gender, and its accompanying
institutional power positions, unquestioned'. Feminist research, however, re-
peatedly reminds us of our gender, both in its execution and content.

Feminist Ethnography

Stacey (1988) argues that ethnography appears to be particularly appropriate
to feminist research as it emphasizes the experiential, with a contextual and
interpersonal approach to knowledge. The term ethnography, borrowed from
social anthropology, privileges the method of participant observation, and has
been heavily influenced by the American sociologist Becker (1967). Stacey
cites two major challenges for feminist ethnographers, the research process,
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and the research product, with possibilities for inequality, exploitation, and
even betrayal endemic to ethnography. Her fear is that the intimacy involved
in the ethnographic method ironically exposes subjects to far greater danger
and exploitation than do positivist, abstract methods. This argument alludes to
the notion of the feminist researcher as a kind of double agent, forging inti-
mate relationships in order to acquire information to report back to base.

Stanley (1995, p. 185) describes feminist ethnography as 'critically aware,
reflexively constituted, analytically and epistemologically positioned, aware of
its own knowledge-claims and concerned to give readers as many textual
means as possible of engaging with, disputing, even rejecting, the grounds for
these as well as the claims themselves'. Morgan (1981, pp. 86-7) highlighted
how ethnographic research has its 'own brand of machismo with its image of
the male sociologist bringing back news from the fringes of society, the lower
depths, the mean streets'. Metaphors many male ethnographers use to de-
scribe the process abound with images of danger and frontier-crossing, paro-
died by Ball: 'ethnography involves risk, uncertainty, and discomfort . . .

researchers . . . must go unarmed, with no questionnaires, interview schedules,
or observation protocols to stand between them and the cold winds of the raw
real' (Ball, 1990, p. 157). The implication is that ethnography is not for the
fainthearted or lily-livered. This stance could be in relation to accusations that
qualitative research is 'soft', compared to the 'hardness' of statistics, with
qualitative researchers trying to regain credibility by demonstrating how
`hard' the work is (Gherardi and Turner, 1987). But the issue of fabricating
what can feel like fraudulent social relations in order to gather data and
develop one's career remains problematic.

The Privileging of Experience

Holland and Ramazanoglu (1994, p. 130) believe that 'innovation in method-
ology has been through trying to grasp the parts that experience, emotion and
subjectivity play in the research process, rather than seeing these as weak-
nesses to be controlled'. Whereas early thinking on feminist research insisted
that knowledge claims must be grounded in women's experiences, more re-
cently attention has been drawn to consideration that experience itself is
shaped by social relations (Harding, 1991). Experience is increasingly per-
ceived as partial, exclusionary and situated, with no automatic claims to au-
thority and knowledge. Maynard and Purvis (1994, p. 6) argue that the notion
of experience needs to be problematized, since individuals do not necessarily
possess sufficient knowledge to explain everything in their lives. A popular
view is that theory is the prerogative of the researcher who stands in disci-
plined intellectual tension against a glutinous mass of untheorized, unstruc-
tured experience. Stanley (1991, p. 208) disputes this construction, arguing
that 'people theorize their own experience . . . and so researchers of the social
are faced with an already "first order" theorized material social reality'. Chal-
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lenging the theory/experience dichotomy, Stanley says that experience is not 'a
morass of unformed inchoate sensation: people observe, categorize, analyse,
reach conclusions which is exactly what "theory" is' (ibid.).

Since all experience is mediated by a discourse, describing experience
can culturally and discursively constitute it. Maynard (1993) indicates how the
very act of describing experience involves inscribing it as well. In addition to
uncertainties about interpretation, researchers also have to consider tacit
knowledge, knowledge which is non-discursive. As Skeggs (1994b) indicates,
whenever we speak or write about a reality, the language we use is not the
reality to which we refer. It is questionable whether researchers can ever
access women's experiences fully through verbal interactions, as language
itself is inscribed with gendered power relations. Indeed, even to believe we
can access the 'truth' of women's experiences is reminiscent of an Enlighten-
ment project.

Reflexivity

Stanley and Wise (1991, p. 266) observe how the 'research process appears a
very orderly and coherent process'. They term this absence of personal state-
ments 'hygienic research', or research as described rather than experienced.
Reflexivity demands a type of emotional literacy on the part of the researcher,
who can sensitively engage with the research study while/because s/he is aware
of her/his own responses, values, beliefs, and prejudices (Morley, 1995).
Hammersley and Atkinson (1983, p. 234) believe that reflexivity involves the
`explicit recognition of the fact that the social researcher, and the research act
itself, are part and parcel of the social world under investigation'. Reflexivity
can be part of the research process, with researchers feeding back transcrip-
tions and interpretations to the researched for comment. Stanley (1991, pp.
209-10) talks about 'alienated knowledge', and discusses how traditional
scientistic knowledge hides, through a series of textual means, its labour
process. Reflexivity, she argues, acknowledges that our descriptions are mutu-
ally constitutive. Indexicality of knowledge, she writes, demonstrates that it is
contextually dependent: 'abstract generalized theoretical knowledge is actu-
ally contextually-dependent knowledge which has been stripped, by semantic
and textual means, of its context'.

Holland and Ramazanoglu (1995, p. 281) argue that while feminists can
`aim at reflexivity . . . we cannot break out of the social constraints on our ways
of knowing simply by wanting to'. Henwood and Pidgeon (1995) remind us
that the practice of reflexivity will not automatically strengthen the credibility
of an account, and that the outcomes of feminist research also tend to be
evaluated within a still generally unreflexive discipline.

Reflexivity can also mean hesitancy, uncertainty and caution as a result of
being acquainted with the theoretical complexities of the subject. Cain (1990)
argues that there is a difference between personal and theoretical reflexivity,
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the former being seen as the individualized thoughts, feelings and responses of
the researcher, the latter a theoretical understanding of the site from which
one works. Reflexivity is often discursively located in opposition to the con-
cept of ventriloquy. Ventriloquy, according to Fine (1992) requires a denial of
politics in social research, a refusal to use 'I' and treating subjects as objects
while calling them subjects. A reflexive concern with its own production can
lead to accusations of feminist research being introspective and narcissistic.
Preoccupation with 'I' can reduce the research process to a cathartic exercise
in which the researcher abuses the uninterrupted attention of the text/reader
to 'client' on unresolved personal material.

Grounded Theory

A popular qualitative research methodology is grounded theory (Strauss and
Corbin, 1990). Central to this process is the belief that the researcher starts
with a tabula rasa, and elicits theory from the data. The aim is for theory to
follow data rather than precede it. This approach was developed in opposition
to the positivistic notion of hypothesis testing and deductivism, in which a
predetermined theory was used with the rigidity of a grid on the research data.
Lather (1986) described grounded theory as an attempt to minimize
researcher-imposed definitions, and avoid the problem of conceptual
overdeterminism and theoretical imposition. Reinharz (1983) advocates not
undertaking an extensive literature search before an investigation, in order to
avoid self-fulfilling prophecies. Strauss and Corbin (1990) claim that the re-
search question in grounded theory study is a statement that identifies the
phenomenon to be studied, with insight and understanding increasing with
data interaction. Grounded theoreticians are advised to maintain an attitude
of scepticism as all theoretical explanations should be regarded as provisional.
Everything should be checked out, played against the actual data and never
accepted as fact. Grounded theory, according to Strauss and Corbin (p. 55)
should 'help the analyst to break through biases and assumptions brought to,
and that can develop during, the research process'. The researcher's perspec-
tives are altered by the logic of the data.

At one time, grounded theory was seen as highly compatible with femi-
nism as, firstly, it was concerned to locate theory in participants' worlds and
secondly, it aided the process of breaking out of the confines of androcentric
theory (Henwood and Pidgeon, 1995). Many feminist researchers who initially
rejected deductivism now reject grounded theory, on the basis that no feminist
study can be politically neutral, completely inductive or solely based on
grounded theory, as all work is theoretically grounded (Maynard, 1994). Kelly
et al. (1992, p. 156) believe that 'As feminists we cannot argue that theory
emerges from research, since we start from a theoretical perspective that takes
gender as a fundamental organizer of social life'. Holland and Ramazanoglu
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(1995) argue that we cannot read meaning in texts, allowing them to pose their
own meanings, without also reading into them.

One complexity of data-led theorizing is articulated in the term 'false
consciouness'. Lather (1986, p. 269) points out how 'Sole reliance on the
participants' perceptions of their situation is misguided because, as neo-
Marxists point out, false consciousness and ideological mystification may be
present'. Applying Gramsci's theories of hegemony (Gramsci, 1971), Lather
(1986) emphasizes how most people to some extent identify with and/or accept
ideologies which do not serve their best interests. Smith (1992) argues that
since knowledge is essentially socially organized, it can never be an act or an
attribute of individual consciousness. This poses challenges both for grounded
theory and for the feminist researcher working with non-feminist informants.
If informants deny or exclude discussion of the existence of patriarchal domi-
nance in their lives, does this mean that it does not exist, or that the informant
is suffering from false consciousness, or that the informant is micropolitically
enacting macropolitical power relations?

Interpretation and Artefact

The question of whether an artificial and patriarchal order is being put on the
raw data is a recurring theme in feminist research. Feminists in the 1990s have
argued that there is an inherent fragmentation and fabrication in the research
process as people's lives are dissected according to the researcher's frame of
reference. Maynard (1994, p. 11) indicates how

Only one part of experience is abstracted as the focus for attention
and this is done in both a static and an atemporal fashion. Often the
result of such an approach is a simple matrix of standardized vari-
ables which is unable to convey an in-depth understanding of, or
feeling for, the people under study.

Fine (1994, p. 22) draws attention to how social research invariably involves
`carving out pieces of narrative evidence that we select, edit, and deploy to
border our arguments'. She also indicates how this can mean politicizing
perspectives narrated by people who have tried to represent themselves as
non-political (Fine, 1992, p. 218). A further concern is that feminist research-
ers dissect women's narratives and subject them to an analysis heavily influ-
enced by male theorists of social science. The categorization implies a forced
reading and assignment to the tick boxes of patriarchy. Smith (1989, pp. 35-6)
drew attention to the dangers of feminists turning talk into texts and texts into
sociology. Holland and Ramazanoglu (1995, p. 274) comment that even if the
researcher identifies politically with women, this does not necessarily give us
the methodological tools with which to avoid the conceptual distancing of
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women from their experiences. They highlight how feminists have had to
accept that there is 'no technique of analysis or methodological logic that can
neutralise the social nature of interpretation' (ibid., p. 281). The difference
with feminist research is that it admits it!

Celebrating Women's Diversity

In 1984, Finch asserted that there is an added dimension when women inter-
view women, because 'both parties have a subordinate structural position by
virtue of their gender' (p. 76). Lather (1988, p. 571) asserted that 'to do
feminist research is to put the social construction of gender at the centre of
one's inquiry'. A criticism of this approach has been the exclusion of differ-
ences among women. In the 1990s, this has been challenged, recognizing that
there are hierarchies and hegemonies between women. For example, Patricia
Hill Collins (1990, p. 26) discusses the absence of black women from gendered
research, observing how 'Groups unequal in power are correspondingly un-
equal in their ability to make their standpoint known to themselves and
others'.

There is also widespread rejection of the notion of double or triple disad-
vantage when researching, for example, disabled women. The research can
itself be part of images of disadvantage. Morris (1995) believes that, as far as
disabled women are concerned, research is alienated knowledge, because the
researcher/theorist has not grounded herself as a non-disabled person holding
certain cultural assumptions about disability. Disability and old age, according
to Morris, are identities with which gender is very much entwined but which
have been almost entirely ignored by feminist researchers.

Siraj-Blatchford (1995) believes that researchers need to be reflexive
regarding the representativeness of their data. But Maynard (1994, p. 24)
argues that 'It is not always necessary to include women who are white, black,
working-class, lesbian or disabled in our research to be able to say something
about racism, classism, heterosexism and disableism'. This approach differen-
tiates between the tokenistic practice of adjusting the research sample, and the
need to conceptualize and embed consideration of the structures of inequality
into the research project itself.

Postmodernism

Postmodern theory is also highly critical of social research. Lather (1991)
argued that the tradition of grand narratives with their totalizing and
universalizing theories must be rejected. Tierney (1994, p. 99) maintains that
`The postmodern world . . . is one that rejects the positivist definition of "ob-
jectivity", or that a singular "truth" exists that awaits to be discovered'. He also
highlights how 'postmodernism has shown us the fallacy of the modernist
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belief that science will lead to human perfection' (ibid., p. 112). A feature of
postmodernist thought is the disruption of certainties, and the formerly firm
foundations on which knowledge claims were based (Gipps, 1993). This has
clear implications for knowledge production as it confronts the search for
absolutes and for certainty in our ways of knowing.

Maynard indicates how for postmodern feminism

the social world is pictured as so fragmented, so individualistic, so
totally in a state of flux that any attempt to present a more structured
alternative, which, by its very nature, much social research does, is
regarded as, a priori, mistaken. (Maynard, 1994, p. 22)

One postmodernist view would suggest that research is part of the technology
of regulation. Maynard (1993) questions whether it is possible to develop
research techniques which do not involve the researcher in strategies of con-
trol and surveillance. Foucault suggested that if you want to understand how
power works, you should look at the knowledge, self-understandings, and
struggles of those whom powerful groups have cast off as the other (Best and
Keller, 1991). Social research can contribute to the misinformation about
subordinate groups, which is internalized and reproduced.

So .

As we have seen, feminist theorizing of research has developed in complexity
and sophistication, from early concerns with exclusion and distortion, to cur-
rent debates on epistemology and methodologies. Differentiating feminist
from non-feminist research is part of the evolutionary process, but can col-
lapse into modernist bipolarities. Labelling work feminist research is not like
providing a `kitemark' which ensures particular qualities, as there is a range of
interpretations and interests contained within the term. For three decades,
there has been a lively discussion drawing attention to the need for us to notice
the patriarchal paradigms sedimented in our research practices. There has
been an increasing emphasis on what constitutes knowledge, and how to
access it without further oppressing both researchers and researched. What
surprises me, however, is that while much of the theory is very challenging to
mainstream canons, the debate still takes place within the discourse which
assumes research is a useful exercise. Hence, we have endless deliberations on
how to do it better and less oppressively. Nobody, however, suggests that we
stop the activity altogether!

Notes

1 The emphasis on qualitative approaches in the chapter by Atkinson et al.
excludes discussion of quantitative methods such as the psychometric indus-
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try and the obsession with mathematical measurement which has dominated
educational research.

2 This was a term developed earlier by Gramsci and describes the important
role played by intellectuals in the process of social change.

3 It could also be argued that statistical evidence can be used to influence
public policy and ensuing service provision.
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Chapter 11

Interdisciplinary Ideals and Institutional
Impediments: A Case Study of
Postgraduate Provision

Elizabeth Bird

Origins of the MSc in Gender and Social Policy

In the early 1970s a group of women, some of whom held academic posts at the
Universities of Bristol and Bath, and all of whom were involved in a variety of
groups in the women's movement, began to offer courses in what became
known as women's studies. These courses were provided through the then
Department of Extra-Mural Studies at the University of Bristol and they were
able to grow in strength and number because they proved attractive to stu-
dents and brought new kinds of students into the university. During the 1970s,
the scope of the courses developed both intellectually, as they drew upon a
growing body of published work, and geographically, with courses being estab-
lished in centres beyond Bristol, such as Swindon, Bridgwater, Taunton,
Stroud, and Cheltenham. The courses were all 'beyond the walls' in the sense
of being outside the formal academic curriculum of the University of Bristol,
open to anyone, involving no formal assessment, with the opportunity to
challenge both academic boundaries and the conventional relationships be-
tween teacher and taught. The group of women who had been involved in
teaching the courses were collectively involved in editing the book Half the
Sky: An Introduction to Women's Studies (Bristol Women's Studies Group,
1979). I was a member of the group and was also, from 1976, the academic
responsible for the programme of courses, as I had been appointed Staff Tutor
in Sociology in the Department of Extra-Mural Studies in 1976.

During the 1980s, the original forays outside the walls slowly moved
within the walls. Those women who were on the academic staff of the univer-
sity began to teach courses on 'women' or 'gender' to undergraduates or
postgraduates. They also published in this area and became increasingly rec-
ognized outside the institution if not within. Lack of internal recognition, as
shown through failures to achieve promotion or appointments, led to increas-
ing frustration, with some key women leaving the institution, and relationships
between colleagues were sometimes uneasy. The rewards came from teaching
and a growing number of postgraduates doing research into 'women' or 'gen-
der'. In the late 1980s the Faculty of Social Sciences adopted a policy of
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increasing postgraduate numbers and the then Graduate Studies Officer of the
Faculty invited a group of women academics to develop a postgraduate taught
masters course. The invitation was framed in terms of a market it was felt to
be a popular and fashionable topic and as a way of utilizing some quite well-
known 'experts' who happened to be on the staff of the university. One
of them had been on a government 'think-tank' and had been awarded a
readership.

A group of women members of academic staff got together and drew up
a course programme. From the outset we were fairly clear about certain issues.
We had heard tales about another university, where a women's studies MA
had supposedly run into problems in trying to reconcile the contradictions of
academic curricula and the conventions of student/staff relationships with the
revolutionary and subversive agenda of women's studies as the academic
branch of the women's movement. At the time there was much debate about
whether academic women were betraying or had betrayed their sisters. We
resolved that we would aim for a 'Southern Bradford', comparing ourselves
with the MSc at the University of Bradford, in that we would focus on social
policy and would call it 'gender' because we wanted to look at masculinity as
well. We also thought that women's studies might be too threatening for the
Social Sciences Faculty Board, but our reasons were not primarily pragmatic.

In the event we did not avoid conflict with either staff or students, but that
is not my prime focus in this chapter. Suffice it to say that there were concerted
attacks at all stages of its approval within the Faculty of Social Sciences
resulting in progress through majority votes rather than the norm of consen-
sus. This is in sharp contrast to the progress in the Summer Term of 1994 of an
MSc in Women's Studies which proceeded without any debate. As my focus
in this chapter is on interdisciplinarity, the relationship of the course to the
Department and Faculty is the most relevant aspect of how it was established.
At the time 1988-89 the University of Bristol was in the process of setting
up a system of devolved resource allocation. The Faculty had decided to
allocate ten FTEs (full-time student equivalents) to the new MSc in Gender
and Social Policy. The women involved in planning and teaching the course
were drawn from eight departments, comprising seven budget centres. As we
intended eventually to offer five options, we arrived at what seemed like a
sensible solution of allocating the student numbers pro rata to the departments
in which the women teaching the option were located, on the basis of each
option equalling 20 per cent of student numbers. Heads of Departments,
whose approval was felt to be needed, agreed to academic staff being involved,
although the necessity for the approval of the Head of Department was
somewhat vague. This was all before the days of Quality Assurance and
systems of scrutiny for new courses. The course outlines did not require
departmental approval as they were presented direct to the Faculty's Gradu-
ate Studies Committee, the chair of which had been responsible for suggesting
the new MSc. As eight departments were involved, including two which were
not even in the Faculty of Social Sciences (one in Medicine and one in Law),
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it was decided that the course would be 'faculty-wide'. Interdisciplinarity was
being promoted as a 'good thing' and we secured a grant of £500 from a new
central university committee which was given 'top-sliced' money to distribute
to departments for innovation in teaching.

Problems in Administration

After the course had finally been approved we had to start by recruiting
students. This required resources/money to pay for advertising, printing
leaflets, postage etc. There was no money, as the devolved budget did not
come into effect until year one plus one, and, as the course was not located
in a department, there were no departmental resources. The faculty had no
budget but somehow we managed to get leaflets printed internally and charge
it to some account. This problem was more acute because we had no depart-
mental account, but when the Sociology Department started a new MSc in
sociology two years later, they also had difficulties in obtaining any allocation
for start-up and the costs of publicity and printing were actually met by the
other higher education institution which was a partner in the MSc. We had
the £500 from the Teaching Committee, and an invaluable friend and ally in
the Clerk to the Faculty of Social Sciences who was very good at finding ways
and means.

The problems of start-up were symptomatic of the difficulties to come in
relation to budgets. Throughout the whole first six years of the MSc, i.e. from
1988 to 1994, the problem of identifying a budget was never resolved. Had we
known this when we started we might never have had sufficient resolve. The
reasons for the problems are complex and lie in three separate but interrelated
factors: the supremacy of the individual department in terms of how the
university works; the withdrawal of the original system of devolved budgeting;
and the relative powerlessness of the women involved in teaching on the MSc
programme. Before the time when the student load income was to have been
accredited to the participating departments, i.e. year one plus one, the de-
volved budget system was withdrawn, due to internal reorganization following
an unexpected institutional deficit of £4 million.' In the aftermath of this
reorganization, departments returned to historical resource allocations, where
academic staff salaries were paid for centrally but other costs such as postage,
photocopying or additional teaching fell on departmental budgets.

As our MSc had no departmental home we had no budget. We did need
money however, for advertising and recruitment and for student bursaries.
Departments were told they could award bursaries to reduce the fee the
student had to pay if they wished. Under the devolved budget system this was
worth it as the income per student more than met the cost of a 50 per cent fee
reduction, but when devolved budgets disappeared, departments found that
they were charged for the bursaries but received no income as the central
finance office kept all income related to students.
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In the case of bursaries awarded to our MSc students, there was no-one to
charge. When charges were made on the participating departments along the
same lines as the student income had been allocated, Heads of Department
realized that rather than the net income which they had been promised when
Gender and Social Policy was begun, they were actually having to pay out
money to the central administration. By this time the course had been running
successfully for two years and had exceeded its target of ten full-time equiva-
lent students. The heads of the departments in which the women were based
began to question whether they should be allowed to continue to teach on the
programme. Moreover, because the Registry had to register the student num-
bers in a single department, that department found that its postgraduate
student numbers were distorted and it was being charged for expenditure on
advertising.

The problems eased for a period of three years during which a supporter
of the MSc became Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences and under his
Deanship, together with the supportive Clerk of the Faculty, the dean placed
the so-called faculty-wide course on his minimal and nominal budget and
found enough money for a limited number of bursaries and to pay the adver-
tising bills. That dean was succeeded by another in the triennial rotation and
the Clerk moved on to another post, and as fees to external examiners have
now been placed on departmental budgets, the external examiner had to wait
over six months before anyone could agree who was able to authorize for her
to be paid.

This extended washing of dirty linen in public is not intended to scan-
dalize, nor do I wish to apportion blame, but rather to demonstrate the gulf
between the theory of interdisciplinarity and the reality of institutional prac-
tice. The nub of the problem as far as the University of Bristol is concerned is
departmental autonomy and the power of Heads of Department. That having
been said, no Head of Department could be said to have abused his/her power
and no member of the Gender and Social Policy teaching staff has been
prevented from teaching on the course. Because postgraduate courses are
examined at faculty level, there are no problems with assessment and the
course runs itself by means of a Staff/Student Academic Committee. The
students find the lack of a departmental home a disadvantage when it comes to
common-room facilities and other such resource issues, but an advantage in
that they 'own' the course in ways which they would not do if it were based in
a Department. This also has advantages for the teaching staff, as they are able
to run the course in a fairly autonomous way. The disadvantages are that the
work is often not recognized by Heads of Department either as part of teach-
ing loads or for promotion purposes.

Given the composition of the promotion committees in the past, it is
possible that success in either teaching or researching gender, specifically
women, would not have counted for a great deal even if the Heads of Depart-
ment had been aware of it. The position for some of the staff teaching on the
course is not that different from ten years ago they may be well-known
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outside the institution but feel ignored and unrecognized within their depart-
ments. The questions of recognition and academic worth raise much broader
issues about both interdisciplinary work and feminist scholarship which I
discuss below. Before leaving the institutional impediments of the University
of Bristol it would be interesting to know how common these are. I suspect
that departmental autonomy is the predominant model in most of the 'old'
universities, leaving aside collegiate institutions such as Oxford and Cam-
bridge which have their own complications. In 'new' universities, Deans and
Faculties have more power, and modular frameworks and degree 'pathways'
are well established, as they are also in the United States of America. Under-
graduate, as opposed to postgraduate, programmes in women's studies are
also better established in UK 'new' universities and are almost universal in the
USA.' A modular framework for undergraduate degrees has now been intro-
duced at the University of Bristol and a new devolved budgeting system
(Resource Allocation Mechanism) has been introduced. The specific problems
of the MSc in Gender and Social Policy have been resolved by locating it
within the Department for Continuing Education. As from 1994, both student
registrations and student fee income are being credited to the Department for
Continuing Education. As head of the department I can both authorize ex-
penditure and have an income out of which to meet expenditure. The new MSc
in Women's Studies is attempting to work with the new resource allocation
framework and it will be interesting to see whether that is a model which can
cope with cross-departmental teaching and expenditure.

HEFCE Quality Assurance and Research Selectivity

The Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) (together with
the Scottish and Welsh equivalents) has established two methods of quality
control, the Research Assessment Exercise and the Teaching Quality Assess-
ment, which affect funding. That of research selectivity has existed for several
years and has had a direct and significant effect on funding; that of teaching
quality assessment is relatively recent and its effect on funding is not yet
known. Both have implications for interdisciplinary work and their impact on
women's studies is yet to be established. Teaching quality assessments are
taking place on a rolling programme. Academic subjects are inspected which
means that departments are the focus, and quality assurance mechanisms,
linked to both the HEFCE teaching assessments and the Higher Education
Quality Council (HEQC) quality assessment, are based on departmental au-
dits. All courses have to belong to departments and when the various auditors
do their inspections, they inspect departments. Ultimately, it will become
almost impossible for courses not to be based in a department, which, at the
University of Bristol and elsewhere, means based in a discipline. What then
happens to interdisciplinary work? Does this mean that in order for women's
studies or gender studies to be studied, they must become subjects/disciplines/
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academic departments? Many North American universities now have depart-
ments of women's studies. In the United Kingdom, such departments are rare
although they do exist, at York and Roehampton for example. Controversy
erupted when Mary Evans had to fight for the title of Professor of Women's
Studies when the University of Kent awarded her a personal chair in 19913 but
since then five other Professors of Women's Studies have been appointed at
UK institutions of higher education. Most of these are 'personal' chairs, i.e.
they are attached to the individual, and do not indicate the establishment of a
department of women's studies. If we do have departments of women's studies
where do they belong? In what faculty? What subject?

The Research Assessment Exercise throws up similar questions. The
consultation process for the next round in 1996 is still taking place and the list
of Units of Assessment have been published. This contained the curious
recommendation that women's studies and gender studies be assessed as part
of the Politics and International Studies Unit of Assessment.4 Thanks to
interventions by the Women's Studies Network (UK) Association and other
parties this was subsequently changed and there is now to be a sub-panel on
women's studies whose assessments will be submitted to the main Sociology
panel. The consequences of research selectivity are considerable for the fund-
ing of institutions and thus of departments. A high rating last time round of 4
or 5 resulted in more resources for the institution as compared to those with
lower scores and some of this resource may be allocated to high-scoring
departments. Research productivity, measured by publications which are in
turn given differential weight depending on where they are published, has
become the measure of academic worth. The implications for feminist re-
search are considerable and are discussed further below. The research selectiv-
ity consultation document admits that interdisciplinary work raises problems
but is not clear about how these can be solved.5

Discussion and Conclusion

I wrote this chapter as a descriptive case study and delivered it as such at the
WHEN conference in 1994. In revising it for publication I shall attempt to add
a more analytic and reflective conclusion. I feel better equipped to do this now
than when I originally gave the paper, as in the interim I participated in an
evaluation commissioned by the DG XXII of the European Commission. This
involved writing a national report on the state of women's studies in higher
education in the UK and working in collaboration with colleagues represent-
ing all the member states of the European Union and other European coun-
tries participating in the Erasmus Programme. I have written a comparative
analysis (Bird, 1996) and will draw on this in my discussion. It is never possible
to make any claims for representativeness on the part of a single case study,
but the Bristol example can usefully be discussed in relationship to innovation
and change within the academy, the position of women's studies and gen-
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der studies within academic subjects or disciplines, and what is meant by
interdisciplinarity.

Within the United Kingdom, one of the most significant changes in higher
education in the last fifteen years has been the rapid expansion in undergradu-
ate and postgraduate numbers, without a commensurate growth in resources.
This has been accompanied by an increase in managerialism, linked to the
perceived need for both efficiency and savings, as prescribed for the 'old'
university sector by the Jarratt Report (CVCP, 1985). More recently, the
Further and Higher Education Act of 1992 resulted in the abolition of the
`binary line' and the creation of 'new' universities out of the former polytech-
nics. As others have noted (Adkins and Leonard, 1992; Rose, 1994), one result
of expansion was the need to recruit more students and it has been claimed
that the growth in women's studies courses is a direct result of their popularity
in the market place. The HMI report on Women's Studies courses in seven
institutions in the then public sector opens its summary thus: Women's Stud-
ies courses are popular with students' (HMI, 1993).

It is not so long ago that student popularity would never have been seen
as a recommendation but this is a reflection of another shift (well documented
in recent theorizing about pedagogy in higher education see Bocock and
Watson, 1994), from teaching to learning, from staff to student. As we have
seen, the motives for establishing the Bristol MSc were connected to the
market as, although Bristol has yet to experience any difficulties in recruiting
at the undergraduate level, historically its postgraduate numbers have been
comparatively low for a research institution.

Market demand is not however a sufficient explanation for the overall
growth in students studying women's studies and gender studies, which is a
world-wide phenomenon. A recent study of seventeen countries across the
world showed that women's studies had been established in universities in all
except two of those countries (Stiver Lie et al., 1994), and the European
evaluation project showed that all European Erasmus universities had wom-
en's studies programmes (Bird, 1996; Van der Steen and Levin, 1993). Most
commentators agree that the rise in women's studies stems out of the women's
movement, but the connections between grass roots activism and academic
research is by no means straightforward. Some have argued that in being
assimilated into the academy women's studies, or specifically feminism, loses
its political force and is diluted or taken over and the change of name from
women's to gender studies may signify this dilution (Richardson and
Robinson, 1994).

In countries where curricula and institutions are more determined by the
local or national state than in the UK, there has been direct political interven-
tion to establish women's studies teaching and research (Rose, 1994; Bird,
1996). Curricular innovation in higher education has not been the subject of
much research (Squires, 1990). One exception is the work of Becher, who
identifies several ways in which academics defend their disciplines (Becher,
1989) and, drawing on the work of Elzinga (1987), he cites peace and conflict
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research, environmental research and women's studies as examples of 'new
fields of investigation crystallising around . . . ideological discourse in society'
(Becher, 1989, p. 141). Becher argues that new disciplines face rivalry, jealousy
and suspicion, but that these may be lessened in times of expansion.

In terms of British higher education, a previous period of expansion saw
the creation of seven 'new' universities. A special number of the Higher
Education Quarterly was published in 1991 to celebrate twenty-five years since
their founding and contributors to that volume reflected on the influence of
the American model of California in leading the new universities of the 1960s
to abandon subject-based departments in favour of multidisciplinary schools
(Briggs, 1991; Scott, 1991). The first research centres in Women's Studies in
the United Kingdom were all located in these old-new universities (York,
Kent, Lancaster, Warwick). The rapid growth in undergraduate programmes
in Women's Studies in both the USA and the new-new universities of the
United Kingdom may be due as much to a system of higher education which
is flexible and modular as to grass roots political activism.

I should like to conclude by reflecting on just what I mean by 'interdisci-
plinary ideals' in my title. I suspect this is mainly an alliterative attraction, as
I do not think I really know what these 'ideals' might be. There is little
agreement on what constitutes interdisciplinarity as opposed to multi-
disciplinarity or intradisciplinarity. Within women's studies the question has
been linked to the question of integration, i.e. studying within an established
discipline, versus autonomy, i.e. women's studies as a separate subject or
discipline. While some recent commentators suggest that women's studies has
moved into the `malestream' (Aaron and Walby, 1991) from the margins,
others argue that it should be established as an autonomous discipline, particu-
larly in respect of research funding (Evans et al., 1994; Rose, 1994). The
contributors to the European evaluation project were divided on this question,
some viewing a separate women's studies discipline as a dangerous ghetto
(Bird, 1996). In terms of career advancement within the academy for women
academics teaching or researching women's studies, there is mixed evidence
(Morley, 1995; Davies and Holloway, 1995; Brown Packer, 1995; Rose, 1994).
Undoubtedly, having to allocate women's studies to a single category for the
HEFCE Research Assessment Exercise may make it difficult for women's
studies research to be properly evaluated. Against this, there are some subject
panels (e.g. French, Sociology) on which active feminist researchers are well-
represented.

I think that what we in Bristol meant by interdisciplinary ideals was the
opportunity to recruit students from a variety of subject backgrounds and to
work together as a team without undue interference from our colleagues and
heads of department. We have undoubtedly achieved this ideal despite the
institutional impediments. Whether because of a strong institutional policy on
equal opportunities (see West and Lyon, 1995), or the belated recognition of
academic excellence, the situation at Bristol in 1996 is very different from that
prevailing in 1987 when we began planning our MSc. Then, only one member
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of the nine original staff had been promoted to a readership; now, four of the
course team are professors, one is a head of department, and three others are
senior lecturers. Life certainly seems less embattled, though this sounds too
complacent. The absence of conflict surrounding the new MSc in Women's
Studies may in itself be a reflection of the removal of debate from academic
institutions as observed by Evans (1995). The opportunities for recruiting
students and for publishing work in women's studies are still immeasurably
better than for those working in less innovative fields of academic endeavour,
and everyone involved in women's studies or feminist research is now part of
a world-wide community of scholars and students.

Notes

The opinions and account are those of the author. They have not been agreed
by other staff involved in the programme, nor do they represent the views of
the University of Bristol.

1 University of Bristol, 'Report of the Sub-Committee on Financial Controls',
adopted by Council 22 February 1991. An external report by Coopers
Lybrand Deloitte was presented in May 1991.

2 An article in the Independent on Sunday (23 October 1994) stated that there
were twelve BA programmes in the UK, with a total of ninety courses, and
two chairs in Women's Studies, at North London University and the Univer-
sity of Kent. The extent of courses in the United States of America can be
seen in the Women's Studies Quarterly (vol. XXII, nos. 1 and 2, Spring/
Summer 1994) listings which take up thirty-four pages and include courses
at all levels and in all sectors of American higher education from Ivy League
to Community College.

3 See Griffiths, 1991.
4 Higher Education Funding Council for England, Conduct of the 1996

Research Assessment Exercise: Panel Membership and Units of Assessment,
consultation paper, June 1994, RAE96 2/94. The proposed Unit of Assess-
ment number 40 also includes peace studies.

5 Higher Education Funding Council for England 1996 Research Assessment
Exercise Circular June 1994 RAE96 1/94 Para 14: 'there is some concern
that adequate expertise has not always been brought to bear on all parts of
interdisciplinary submissions'.
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Chapter 12

The Power of Numbers: Quantitative Data
and Equal Opportunities Research

Mairead Dunne

Much research concerned with equal opportunities issues has adopted qualita-
tive approaches. In this chapter I discuss the contribution of quantitative
methods to such research. More specifically, the complementarity of qualita-
tive and quantitative research methods is raised through a discussion of the use
of quantitative data to inform equal opportunities work. I explore the theoreti-
cal contradictions produced by the use of established statistical categories,
alongside reconceptualized notions of class, 'race' and gender relations. These
tensions are discussed with reference to a recently completed year-long study
in four co-educational state comprehensive schools (Dunne, 1994). In the
broadest terms, this research was designed as a qualitative study to explore the
production of differentiated educational experiences and unequal educational
outcomes by focusing upon classroom relations. It developed, however, to
include significant amounts of quantitative data.

My position as a researcher in higher education is fundamentally signifi-
cant to the focus and design of my research. Positioning myself as a feminist
researcher demanded that I regard my own experiences and social location as
central to the construction of the research in the initial stages. For me, it also
meant a continual self-consciousness and reflexivity throughout the process of
the research. In this particular research project the social descriptors of class,
`race' and gender were highlighted as significant elements in an exploration of
differential educational experience and performance. The physical location of
this research in terms of these social categories was critical to the satisfactory
exploration and analysis of the research questions. The relatively technical
question about the identification of appropriate research locations, however,
raised serious difficulties. In the process of searching for schools to take part in
my research, I became aware of the poorly informed perceptions of the educa-
tional context, by those in significant institutional positions. This raises critical
issues for the continuing struggle for anti-oppressive education in practical and
theoretical terms. As a direct consequence, I began to engage in quantitative
research as part of what had been designed as a qualitative research project. A
range of these issues is addressed in this chapter, using the research project to
illustrate the argument.

I start by briefly outlining the substantive, methodological and theoretical
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frameworks of the research project. I then describe the practical problems of
finding appropriate research sites which influenced the initial conception
of the research design. I then summarize the methodological and theore-
tical difficulties raised by this shift. Using examples from my research, I
discuss some critiques of quantitative research and its methods. Following this
I illustrate how such data might contribute to the development of equal
opportunities work. In developing these points, important theoretical issues
are addressed. I reflect upon the broader implications for research by consid-
ering the methodological difficulties and theoretical tensions raised by the
quantitative/qualitative oppositions.

In accordance with the confidentiality assurances given to teachers, pu-
pils, schools and the LEA, all names used in this paper are pseudonyms. The
intention of this paper is not to mount a critique of the Middlington city
council, which has often been cited as exemplary with regard to efforts towards
social justice in its educational and other services. In this respect Middlington
is more of a critical case, suggesting that the situation in other local councils
might be, at best, fairly similar to those described in this chapter.

The Research Project: An Overview

Substantive Concerns

My research started from questions about equal opportunities in mathematics
education. At a fundamental level these questions developed from my own
experiences and observations of unequal outcomes of schooling with particu-
lar reference to mathematics and science. They were also an expression of my
frustration. The development of policy documents to address issues of equal
opportunities within various institutions had undoubtedly raised general
awareness, particularly of sexism and racism (Rattansi, 1992). The potential
challenge of equal opportunities to existing institutional organization, how-
ever, seemed to have produced limited change in the day-to-day functioning
within schools (Acker, 1988) and a fairly superficial effect upon the participa-
tion and performance of girls, ethnic minorities and working-class pupils
(Cole, 1992; Davies et al., 1990; Delpit, 1988; Demaine, 1988). Further, there
was little evidence of improved employment or social conditions of these
social groups (Anthias and Yuval-Davis, 1993). The connections between
schooling and future social location were explicit within my initial research
concern. This included the relationship between certification at the end of
compulsory schooling and post-16 opportunities, as well as social positioning
in which gendered, racialized and classed identities limit the occupational
possibilities of individual pupils. The concentration on mathematics was a
recognition of its function as a critical filter to exclude individuals from par-
ticular opportunities and career pathways. Higher education institutions in
particular continue to use a pass in GCSE mathematics as an entry require-
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ment irrespective of the course of study. My specific focus was on the media-
tion of equal opportunities policies at the local level, which was articulated in
the question: 'What is going on inside the mathematics classroom to produce
unequal outcomes in terms of gender, "race" and class?'

Methodological Position

From the outset epistemological questions about the construction and legiti-
mation of knowledge in educational research were key problematics that
influenced the development of my methodological position. Feminist work has
made these explicit by questioning the production of knowledge in the positiv-
ist tradition and re-examining its claims to objectivity (see for example,
Harding, 1986, 1991; Lather, 1986, 1991, 1992; Oakley, 1981; Roberts, 1981;
Stanley and Wise, 1983). Traditional methodologies associated with the natu-
ral sciences were critiqued by certain feminists as part of a masculine perspec-
tive and agenda (Dunne and Johnston, 1994; Hodge, 1988; Jayaratne and
Stewart, 1991; Ramazanoglu, 1992; Stanley and Wise, 1990). Locating my
research within this epistemological position meant, rather than a search for
the 'true account', my efforts to understand what was going on, primarily
focused upon participants' meanings. It is in this light that the qualitative
emphasis of the research was seen as appropriate. Another methodological
element, reflexivity about my research practice, often emphasized in feminist
literature, was influential in the development of this research.

There is an explicit link between the substantive concern with equal
opportunities and my methodological position. Implicit in a social con-
structionist position there is a recognition of the viability of other knowledges
and multiple interpretations. This potentially provides powerful arguments for
issues of social justice in education. The focus upon the actors' meanings at the
local level is consistent with this position (Bryman, 1988). The study developed
from collaboration and the sharing of meanings, through explicitly addressing
the relations between society and schooling in what Hollands (1985) describes
as a structural ethnography.

In summary, as my research question suggests, the centre of the empirical
work was located within schools and had a qualitative rather than a quanti-
tative emphasis. Despite feminist critiques of some of its elements (see
for example Fraser, 1989), the ethnographic study was framed from a combi-
nation of a qualitative emphasis in the research, a focus at the local level, a
collaborative/emancipatory methodology, the centrality of the meanings of
those in the researched arena, and a personal commitment to legitimate insid-
ers' knowledge of schooling (Dunne and Mac an Ghaill, 1991). Understanding
the research participants' cultures and meanings in the arena of the school was
of central epistemological importance to the development of analyses that
could begin to address my research question.
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Theoretical Frameworks

As a starting point of my research, I acknowledged teacher and pupil class-
room experiences as significant to the pupils' future mathematics education
opportunities and thus examination results. In turn these are important to
post-16 options, higher education possibilities and the future social location of
individuals. Within schools, teachers are ascribed institutional power, but as
most teachers realize, this is limited by the ways in which it is contested by the
pupils. In these terms, and as they often describe, teachers are neither uni-
formly powerful nor powerless in relation to schooling. As the work of other
educational researchers has highlighted, pupils' resistance and collusion are
integral to the social relations of schooling (see for example, Griffin, 1985; Mac
an Ghaill, 1988, 1994). The active part played by teachers and pupils in con-
structing classroom conditions was an explicit consideration in my research.
Further, it could be expected that these classroom relations contribute to the
construction of teachers' views of appropriate mathematics education experi-
ences for pupils at later stages of their schooling.

As with other sociological work, the task of my analysis of the substantive
issues was to make problematic the common sense of the teachers' accounts of
schooling (Burgess, 1988). Rather than reproduce the cultural deficit view of
educationally marginalized pupils, I set out to analyse critically the teachers'
accounts. For example, in my research, and as previously described by
Dubberley (1988), the notion of the pupils' mathematical ability, described as
an essential, personal quality, was fundamental to the teachers' justification
for differentiation and the distribution of educational opportunities. From my
theoretical frame the pupils' mathematical ability is produced within the class-
room as the teachers read meanings from social interactions framed by par-
ticular theoretical considerations. In Walkerdine's terms, "'the child" is an
object of pedagogic and psychological discourses' (1988, p. 202). Rather than
presenting essentialized and unitary subjectivities, I am arguing that pupil
identities are constructed, multiple and relational. Within this framework,
both classroom relations and the teachers' theoretical frameworks for under-
standing those relations are of central significance to the construction of
ability. As Walkerdine suggests, 'the "truth" about children's "mathematical
development" is produced in the classroom' (1988, p. 9). Rather than the
causes of the apparent reproduction of social stratification through schooling
being externalized, the classroom is conceptualized as an arena of contesta-
tion. Such a conceptualization transforms questions about educational policy,
laying emphasis upon the micropolitical relations in particular contexts
(Morley, 1995). The older dichotomized perspective which represents the
oppressed as acted upon, the victims of the oppressors or oppressive social
structures, is described by Foucault (1978) as a reification of power relations.
Using this poststructuralist framework, power is conceptualized as being con-
tinually constructed through social relations, rather than unilaterally evident
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in social structures such as patriarchy or racism. This alternative theory of
power suggests that it is through relations of conformity and resistance within
a particular context that structured relations of dominance and subordination
operate or are contested.

My theoretical framework clearly draws on a poststructuralist perspective
in the acknowledgment of the complexity of power relations, their productive
capacity and notions of individual collusion or resistance within discursive
practices. This thread runs through all elements of my research. At the meth-
odological level my experience, observations and frustrations influenced a
revision in my research methods, that is, they were productive of creative
academic practice. In itself, this represents my own resistance and collusion
with established traditions of research within higher education. Similarly, in
substantive terms, relating the construction of each pupil's ability to the distri-
bution of educational opportunity, within my research, social stratification is
conceptualized as active!y produced within the classroom, rather than being
externally structured and passively reproduced in schooling (Grosz, 1990). At
the same time, the persistent educational marginalization of certain social
groups suggests patterns of social relations which are difficult to explain from
this poststructuralist position. It has been important, therefore, for me to
recognize patterns of social location, and to hold on to notions of the material
conditions of schooling as centrally significant to classroom social relations
and to analyses of particular social arenas. Notions of collusion and resistance
with social structure provide some explanatory mechanism for my hybrid
theoretical position. As Mehan explains,

Casting the relationship between features of social structure and
interactional process in reflexive terms offers the possibility of
transcending the macro-micro or structure-agency dualism that has
plagued the sociology of education. Doing so encourages us to dem-
onstrate the situated relevance of social structures in the practical
activities of people in social interaction, rather than to treat social
structure as a reified abstraction and social processes in situated and
historical isolation. (Mehan, 1992, p. 17)

Locating the Research

The location of this research in terms of class, 'race' and gender was critical to
the satisfactory exploration and analysis of the research questions. In order to
maximize opportunities to observe and analyse the intersections of these
social categories within each school context and to provide specific contextual
contrasts, research sites for qualitative empirical work had to be carefully
selected. The final selection of the participating schools was based upon pupil
intake characteristics, together with the gender, ethnic group and teaching
experience of the volunteer teachers.
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In the process of selecting particular schools and teachers to participate in
my research, I made preliminary visits to thirteen schools that were regarded
as appropriate by Middlington LEA schools advisers, university Education
Department staff and some local teachers. These recommendations were all
made on the basis of impressions of different schools without reference to
statistical evidence. It soon became apparent that although the implementa-
tion of equal opportunities initiatives was generally supported by education
personnel, this support was based on vague impressions of the magnitude of
the populations affected, or the depth of that effect. Indeed this experience,
supported by informal, ad hoc surveys, strongly indicated that many of the
common-sense and widely held notions of, for example, the size of ethnic
minority populations, are often grossly exaggerated (Gaine, 1995). Estimates
often quadrupled the composite black proportions of the population. Most
immediately this presented me with problems of selecting appropriate schools
to participate in the research. Of more global importance, such impressions
are ultimately significant to perceptions and evaluations of current equal
opportunities work and future developments.

The difficulties of identifying appropriate schools to participate in the
research prompted me to survey available quantitative data to clarify the
situation in Middlington. The practical difficulties of locating research sites has
caused me to reconsider the predominant methodological frameworks inform-
ing research on equity issues. It led me to reflect upon the value of such
quantitative methods for anti-oppressive education movements in particular,
and research development more generally. Using data from my research, I
sketch out how this pseudo-methodological opposition has worked against the
combination of quantitative and qualitative data in research to support initia-
tives in anti-oppressive education. I also consider some of the theoretical
difficulties and possibilities raised by this combination of methods in social
research.

Methodological and Theoretical Tensions

It is worth exploring briefly why, within much equal opportunities research,
qualitative methods predominate. It is clear that quantitative and qualitative
methods represent different traditions in research. The increasingly broad
acceptance of qualitative work is significant and has developed from the
critique of positivism, most notably, for me, by feminist scholars (Maynard,
1994). Perhaps as a by-product, these methods have been dichotomized. Sup-
ported by common practice in higher education research methodology
courses, these methods are set in opposition to one another. This is further
substantiated in academic practice as methodological position is often reduced
to a description of either one of these two methods. Quantitative methods, not
without foundation, have tended to be associated with the 'evils' of positivism.
It would seem that in the process there has been a conflation of methods and
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methodology (Layder, 1988), with 'methods' often used to signify different
methodological positions. Alongside others I would claim that the method-
ological position, as concerned with theory and analysis of the research proc-
ess, is of greater significance to interpretation than any particular method or
data-gathering technique used in research (Bulmer, 1988; Platt, 1984). The
combination of methods thus does not necessarily present a problem, rather,
as I am arguing in this paper, they may be complementary if the strengths and
limitations of each tradition are acknowledged.

At the theoretical level, too, there is an increasing confusion in which
earlier models of social life with their more simplistic and unidimensional
explanations are being replaced by more complex and contingent frameworks
for analysis. This move away from the deterministic models of reproduction
theory (see for example Bowles and Gintis, 1976) has demanded a re-
conceptualization of the notion that schooling passively reflects the social
patterns of the broader society. This reworking has taken cognizance of the
social construction of identity and difference, highlighting the active and pro-
ductive social arena of the classroom. Although these frameworks potentially
offer more enriched and powerful explanations, they also introduce further
complexities in analyses of social life. In theoretical terms, the more frag-
mented and relational notions of social behaviour produce unpredictable and
contingent social relations which in poststructuralist accounts place emphasis
upon the context. This shift has produced a theoretical tension for me which
remains unresolved. As other researchers have suggested (see for example
Apple, 1993; Epstein, 1993; Kemmis, 1991; Mac an Ghaill, 1994) the problem
with a poststructuralist framework is the tendency to relativism. On the one
hand, I acknowledge the possibilities in individual relations, particularly for
teachers. Schools have made and can make a difference as pupils and teachers
actively make meanings and construct identities (Epstein, 1993; Mac an Ghaill,
1992; Mehan, 1992). Despite this, there is continuing evidence of the reproduc-
tion of educational disadvantage of the same social groups. Indeed it is this
observation that framed the initial research question.

The Statistical Data: Some Critical Comments

Statistical Categories

The preparation for any statistical work requires the definition of categories
within which the data are to be gathered and presented. The absence beyond
a category label, within the Middlington city council data, suggests assump-
tions about category boundaries and their applicability have been made.
The continued use of certain categories seems to be a historical legacy
rather than the result of any continued reflection upon their appropriateness.
Indeed, changes in statistical categories affect the assumed power of the data
to describe a social setting. This difficulty is accentuated in longitudinal studies
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and monitoring, from which much of the data in my study was taken. The
apparent fixity of categories is rationalized in practical terms and stands
against the changing city context and theoretical developments in anti-
oppressive work.

The use of established categories tends to limit the conception of society
as complex and dynamic. It not only militates against a critical re-examination
of the categories but it also confers a static and discontinuous quality upon
people in the categorized social groups. These stand in opposition to the more
recent sociological debates in this area, as the unidimensional categorization
implies essential characteristics of these social groups and their individual
members hiding the relational nature and contextual contingency of social
interactions. Although this point is taken to represent a major disjuncture
between quantitative and qualitative research traditions, such critiques are
also applicable to much qualitative work (Kelly et al., 1995). In the following
sub-sections I will elaborate how the use of ethnic and social class categories
has been limited in practical terms and has thus been distanced from the
immediate context it intends to describe and the theoretical developments that
could inform such descriptions.

Ethnicity

The use of ethnic categories in Middlington city council statistics tends to be
based on four ethnic categories, Asian, African-Caribbean, white and other. In
many of the tables this was reduced to the three largest categories as informa-
tion on the 'other' ethnic groups often either was unavailable or referred to
very small proportions. In some schools and in the city council Careers Office,
however, there has been some expansion of the one Asian category into
anything from four to seven groups, or the finer stipulation of some groups in
the 'other' category to include for example, Vietnamese, Chinese, African, etc.
Nevertheless, in order to gain continuity and comparability in my research I
had to use the lowest common denominator across all the institutions, that is,
the basic four categories listed above.

The limited conception of ethnicity, perpetuated in the use of these cat-
egories, is problematic and has provoked extended academic debate concern-
ing associated issues such as culture, identity and `other-ing'. The discussion
here will be confined to the use of ethnic categories in the context of
Middlington, in reference to the two conglomerate categories 'Asian' and
`white'. In particular, different Asian groups have different histories of immi-
gration, educational capital, occupational status and material conditions of
life. To collect and present data within the category 'Asian' is to treat as
collective the separate histories, cultures, national affiliations and religions
of quite different social groups (Dickinson, 1982; Hiro, 1991; Modood, 1992;
Rex, 1991). As Modood suggests, 'if Sunni Muslim, Shia Muslim, Hindu, Sikh
were to be used as sociological and equality monitoring categories, they
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would reveal that by most socio-economic measures there is a major divide'
(Modood, 1992, p. 33).

Derived from the census data, Table 12.1 shows the Asian population of
the wards within which the schools participating in my research were situated.
They are listed from most to least affluent ward. The proportion of Asians as
a percentage of the total population ranges from 1.4 per cent to 40 per cent.
Comparison of Tower Grange's ward in the inner city with Claremont Court's
ward, in an outer suburban location, with better social and material conditions,
shows that the Asian proportion of their populations are fairly equal at around
40 per cent. However, once the conglomerate category of Asian is separated
it becomes clear that most of those living in the poorer, inner-city area are
Pakistani. Those in the more affluent areas are Indian.

These figures substantiate the point made by Modood (1992) that the
social stratification of the Asian groups is concealed by the use of the conglom-
erate term. Interpretation of these statistics at the broader level is inevitably
skewed and misrepresents the context. It is extremely important to note that
educational statistics in Middlington use only the larger 'Asian' category and
thus cannot tell us anything about the differential experience or outcomes
of schooling for those populations who are categorized as the subgroups.
This averaging of the 'Asian' experience has the effect of ameliorating the
extremes of material and educational disadvantage experienced by the most
marginalized sectors. The focus of equal opportunities work if based upon
information about the 'Asian' population as a whole is likely to inappropri-
ately target certain groups and individuals, that is, to treat as equal those
groups which patently are not.

The category 'white' similarly distorts the data collection and its interpre-
tation especially for equal opportunities research. Again the historical, cul-

Table 12.1 Asian populations in Middlington wards

School
ward

Asians

total pop.

Indian

Asian pop.

Pakistani

Asian pop.

Bangladeshi

Asian pop.

East Africa

Asian pop.

Ashbourne 439

1.4%

309

70.4%

77

17.5%

18

4.1%

35

8.0%

Claremont
Court

10892

40.0%

9227

84.7%

900

8.3%

397

3.6%

368

3.4%

Broxton
Park

5271

21.3%

3185

60.4%

1850

35.1%

84

1.6%

152

2.9%

Tower
Grange

8611

37.7%

256

3.0%

7341

85.3%

780

9.1%

234

23%

Source: Government Publications, 1991.
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tural, and religious variations of different white ethnic groups cannot be exam-
ined by the use of this term. In effect this has meant the concentration of
the equal opportunities debate upon black ethnic groups, often emphasizing
African-Caribbeans, one of the smaller black ethnic minority groups. Con-
comitantly, this has resulted in a relative denial of white ethnicities, whether
dominant or subordinate. For Middlington, as for England as a whole, the
largest ethnic minority group, the Irish, are rarely monitored or the subject of
comment in social statistics or in terms of equality of opportunity (Jeffcoate,
1984; Miles, 1989). More recently, however, under pressure from Irish commu-
nity groups, some local councils have recognized the ethnic minority status of
the Irish. These groups have also made representations to the Office of Popu-
lation Censuses and Surveys in anticipation for the 2001 census as the 1991
form did not include the Irish in its questionnaire about ethnic minority status
(Irish Post, 1996). The invisibility of these groups critically affects the percep-
tions, development and remit of the equal opportunities movement across the
broad spectrum of social institutions. Removal of, for example, the Irish from
the aggregated 'white' group is also likely to produce different contrasts be-
tween all ethnic minority groups and the ethnic majority. At the theoretical
level this invisibility has stunted the conceptual development of notions of
discrimination, racisms and anti-racism in the UK context.

Social Class

The tendency to essentialize and biologically to frame gender and ethnic
categories is more tentative in relation to social class. In different city council
offices, the collection of statistics in this latter category has been particularly
problematic and more variable. For example, the educational statisticians and
schools rely heavily upon free school dinner uptake, despite their personal
acknowledgment of the limits of this parameter to differentiate indivi-
duals and groups who live in quite different material and social conditions.
In contrast to this weak indicator of class used in educational statistics,
my informal contacts with various individuals involved with schools in
Middlington suggest a high degree of consensus about the socio-economic
classification of particular school populations. In Bourdieu's (1987) terms
social class is a 'folk category' which remains despite its unpopularity and
decline as an analytical construct in the academy. Social class has long been a
controversial social descriptor, in monitoring and empirical studies. It has
almost been abandoned in academic circles, ironically, despite the glaring
differences in the material resources of certain groups of people, which have
become more marked over the last fifteen years (Brindle, 1993). At the same
time as this theoretical neglect, there have been calls from various education-
alists (notably those within Middlington LEA) for a measure of 'value added'
to include alongside the publication of schools' examination results. This is an
implicit acknowledgment of the influence of these factors upon academic
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achievement and an attempt to account for the different social and material
conditions of pupils and teachers.

The significance of socio-economic factors is referred to in the
Middlington Education Reports for 1989, 1991 and 1992. By 1991 the relation-
ship was graphed showing a strong correlation between poverty and poor
GCSE results. The collection and analysis of educational data was however
meagre in this regard, both in the LEA and within the schools. Registration for
free school meals was the only measure of social class. This was in itself
problematic, as entitlement was only given to those pupils whose families were
on income support and who had applied. Not only was take-up estimated as
much lower than entitlement, but there are acknowledged limitations in the
use of income support as an indicator of poverty. Figures for 1992 showed
registration for free school meals at 36.3 per cent in the primary sector and at
28.6 per cent in secondary schools. Suggestions to explain this difference by
LEA statisticians, teachers and school secretaries or administrators centred on
the stigma attached to having free school meals, becoming a more sensitive
issue for the older school pupils.

In my research, socio-economic status was a central social justice issue.
The contextual account had thus to draw on a variety of statistics to extend the
unreliable free school meal data. These were available in the 1991 Census. In
particular, the housing information, unemployment statistics and information
on domestic conditions were used to develop broader descriptions of the
schools, wards and city. Going beyond the point made earlier about the
reliability of the 1991 Census at a general level, these data were not without
their own difficulties. Housing tenure and general domestic conditions in any
ward are amongst the standard social indicators as they quite clearly are a
measure of affluence in each ward. The more questionable indicator of mate-
rial deprivation, over-crowding, produced some unexpected figures. Although
extremely over-crowded housing is obviously an indicator of economic mar-
ginalization, in some senses the notion of space and personal distance from
others in a household is deeply cultural. The two wards with the most over-
crowded households were those with the high Asian populations, but these
contained families of very different socio-economic status in other terms. It
could be argued that the measure used in the 1991 Census reflects Anglo-
centric cultural attitudes around family, community and personal space.
Crudely, there is an implied connection made between increased wealth and
personal isolation in the domestic situation.

As with free school dinners, there were certain difficulties with the unem-
ployment statistics as they relied upon registration for benefits. For example,
the female unemployment figures were consistently lower than for males. This
reflects a problem with female non-claimants which relates to traditions of
their unwaged, domestic labour. In general, too, there have been considerable
changes in the categories for claiming benefit which have affected the official
unemployment figures regionally and nationally. Nevertheless, in relative
terms the data showed a clear distinction between the two inner-city schools
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and those in the outer city. They ranged between the Ashourne school ward
with less than the city average unemployment rate and the Tower Grange
ward with nearly half of its over-16 population economically inactive (retired
persons under pensionable age, permanently sick and students) and almost a
third of the economically active population being unemployed. In statistical
terms there are other difficulties relating to the collection of data at different
levels of generality.

There are several difficulties both with ethnic and social class quantitative
descriptions of education contexts. These not only refer to the problems of
the monitoring process but also to the conceptual clarity about social classifi-
cations and intersections of these as well as the relationship to equal opportu-
nities initiatives. For example, the high ethnic minority populations in the
more economically marginalized wards indicated a significant but complex
relationship between social class and ethnicity. However, the most socially
and economically marginalized ward in my research had a majority white
population. This important connection has not been emphasized either in
equal opportunities work in education or in theoretical developments. Higher
education institutions have an important contribution and responsibility
in this respect. The limited social class data is related to poorly developed
theoretical constructs that could reciprocally inform monitoring and social
analysis.

Further implications for higher education from my research concern the
organization and presentation of research methodology courses in higher
education, which has contributed to the polarization of quantitative and quali-
tative methods presenting another set of obstructions to theoretical advance.
At the same time the emphasis on methods deflects attention away from the
more significant issues of methodology. Finally, although my illustrative exam-
ples focus upon the secondary education sector, there have been parallel
developments in all sectors of public education. The rise of managerialism,
institutional restructuring and financial accountability, as part of the new
educational agenda, are just as evident in higher education as elsewhere.
These environments, which are increasingly hostile to efforts for social justice,
have exacerbated common problems with monitoring and the already poor
levels of awareness.

Engagement with quantitative data can enable an internal critique of such
monitoring to improve the systems of information-building and develop crea-
tive partnerships between different groups of professionals. In the next section
I will illustrate the contribution of quantitative data

in providing clearer descriptions of specific contexts for all parties con-
cerned with education (teachers, Heads, policy-makers);

to communicate in statistical terms the need for a continuation of equal
opportunities work;

in monitoring, evaluation and re-direction of equal opportunities work.
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The Contribution of Quantitative Data

Grounding Equal Opportunities Activities

In terms of issues of equal opportunity, a central starting point of my research,
the statistics provide a quantitative account of the situation as it obtains in the
broad context and in the specific research sites. Although these statistics do
not tell the whole story and cannot convey the qualitative aspects of gender,
class and 'race' inequities, they do inform us of the magnitude of the social
issues. They can provide descriptions of the leafy suburb and the inner city,
portraying the heterogeneity of school contexts that are often homogenized.

Entering Statistical Discourse

Equal opportunities activities in education have been under attack since the
restructuring of education through the 1988 Education Reform Act (see, for
example, Johnson, 1991a, 1991b). Further, the effect of the publication of
school league tables has been to reduce the significance of schooling to exami-

40

30 -

Schools
average
GCSE 20 -
point
score

10-

0

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Percentage of pupils registered for free meals

Correlation Coefficient R = 0.74 (significant at the 1% level)
Source: Middlington City Council, 1992a.

Figure 12.1 The relationship between attainment at GCSE and poverty as measured by
free school meals registration in Middlington
Source: Middlington City Council, 1992a.
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nation results. Anti-oppressive education movements need to develop some
counter-discourses to broaden this narrow conception of schooling for exami-
nation and to re-emphasize the diversity of schools being compared. In
Middlington LEA, for example, the Education Committee Reports have been
used to raise significant questions. These reports include statistics to show that
all urban areas similar to and including Middlington consistently achieved
lower GCSE pass rates than the national average. Direct connections were
made also between these GCSE results and poverty levels within the city;
between social deprivation and poor examination results (see Figure 12.1).
Two reports raised the controversy associated with the compulsory publica-
tion of raw examination results and called for the development of a measure of
`value added' (Middlington City Council, 1992a, 1992b). The opportunity was
taken to emphasize the point that crude comparisons of examination results of
the vastly different schools and LEAs had left deprived urban areas compris-
ing all of the bottom thirty LEAs in the 1992 league tables (Barber, 1993). For
example, in 1988, Middlington ranked in the bottom 25 per cent out of ninety-
six LEAs on raw data but within the top 20 per cent when adjusted for socio-
economic factors (DFE, 1992; Middlington City Council, 1989). Subsequently
although obviously not solely related, the interim report by Sir Ron Dearing,
chief adviser on curriculum and testing, persuaded the government to sanc-
tion detailed research into 'value-added' approaches to school performance
(Meikle, 1993).

It is evident that the use of statistics can provide important information
which may be used to forward efforts in anti-oppressive education and help
to guide the locus of those efforts. In particular, the social and educational
marginalization of particular sectors of the population may be highlighted
more clearly. It is important therefore to engage in the statistical evidence that
supports any particular rationale for educational change. At the same time,
this engagement will enable the development of certain critiques of this evi-
dence, as discussed above. Given the prevailing political and economic climate
with its marginalization of equity issues and emphasis on financial accountabil-
ity, this engagement would seem to be imperative. The increasingly hostile
environment is influencing all sectors of public education including higher
education, which has a dual responsibility in the education of students and the
development of theory and research. It is inevitable that priorities will be
made and information about marginalized communities should be included to
inform decision-makers as a bid to secure resources. As suggested earlier, such
data could make an important contribution to the directing of equal opportu-
nities initiatives. A wider dissemination of this information also seems appro-
priate, given that it was its absence that prompted significant changes to my
initial research intentions and the development of this paper.

To avoid misinterpretation, I want to make clear that this is not an
argument to diminish the significance of, for example, racism experienced
by a relatively small social group; not least because such studies of racism
or sexism can tell us as much or more about the general societal/institutional
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context, dominant group or individual who engage in such discriminatory
practice as they do about the subjects of these acts. This raises another related
point about the emphasis in research, upon the subordinate group culture.
This focus is evident particularly in qualitative empirical studies and in this
process has encouraged the framing of these groups as problematic. Paradoxi-
cally, as the poststructuralist critique suggests, this slips easily into a recon-
struction of deficit within a normative frame of reference, which reasserts
rather than disrupts the power relations (Morley, 1995). This 'making' of
research problems has to be addressed by both traditions of research. The
argument I am making is for a critical engagement with quantitative data and
statistical representations of the social world, to construct and critique this
data in order to support efforts for social justice. If we are to improve our
understanding of society it would seem that this might appropriately be initi-
ated in research studies that combine quantitative and qualitative methods
and contribute to the development of theory which in turn may help with work
on the ground to improve the general conditions of the marginalized groups.

Monitoring and Re-direction

Continual monitoring of the situation is needed to gauge developments. Evi-
dence about the effects of policy changes in quantitative terms is often more
acceptable to policy-makers. Such information would enable the successes of
equal opportunities work to be recognized, the re-direction of initiatives and
the anticipation of future work. Further, if an aim of equal opportunities work
in the education system is to attain equal participation of all social groups,
then these statistics will assist in quantitative descriptions of what might be
expected.

Conclusions

At the preliminary and more straightforward level improved monitoring
within LEAs would provide a clearer picture of the local educational context.
This would serve as an important reminder of the enormous variety of pupils
and institutions that tend to be homogenized in educational debate and policy.
In turn this would present convincing data to support the continuation of
initiatives to promote social justice. Examples from Middlington indicate
some such possibilities. It is clear, however, that questions of how such data
might best be collected and used need to be addressed and reviewed in
relation to theoretical advances and practical concerns. More broadly we must
be conscious that the emphasis on specific sectors or social categories is partly
forged by the interplay of practical and theoretical concerns. The need for
partnership between different interested groups, i.e. researchers, academics,
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administrators, managers and activists, is clear. The problems of research
could be helped by coordination and sharing between agencies concerned with
policy, practice and research.

There is a critical role for higher education in the creative construction of
frameworks for research in both methodological and substantive terms. Ad-
vances in both come from the productive process of reflection upon theoretical
tensions. My efforts in this paper have focused upon developing a counter to
the binary oppositional location ascribed to quantitative and qualitative re-
search methods. It is within the institutional power of higher education to
sustain or transcend this divide. At the very least there is a responsibility to
reflect critically upon the organization and presentation of research methodol-
ogy courses. There are parallel arguments about the responsibilities of higher
education in substantive issues. The limited data on social class in the LEAs in
some ways reflects and is reflected in a similar absence in the sociology of
education. It seems evident to me that there is work to be done in advancing
understanding of social class, especially in view of its widespread but 'quiet'
usage by educationalists across all levels. In Bourdieu's (1987) terms this
may be described as transforming a 'folk category' back into an 'analytical
construct'.

The more fluid conception of identity formation and social relations
presents particular problems for statistical data. The establishment of fixed
categories reifies and essentializes social groups. The newer theories demand
a fresh look at gender, 'race' and class variables which could contribute to a
more comprehensive theorization of anti-oppressive schooling. These clearer
conceptualizations would include the social majorities and non-essentialized
understandings of all social categories. There is a need to develop statistical
descriptions and analyses that can explore the intersections of class, 'race' and
gender relations. The broad communication of such developments would en-
courage theoretical advances in the conceptions of social life and the focus of
equal opportunities work. Theoretically this represents a move beyond single
issues and the hierarchies of oppressions to a more 'whole', coherent perspec-
tive on all oppressive relations, the complexities of identity formation and the
contingencies of specific contexts (Rattansi, 1992).

The difficulties with statistical data are brought sharply into focus against
such reconceptualizations of social life. Exploring the intersections of class,
`race' and gender is made more difficult by the unsophisticated methods used
to gauge social class. Ironically, this is the single most significant factor in
educational achievement and experience. At the same time, it has receive little
attention within equal opportunities work (Cording ley, 1993). Reclaiming
social class and making explicit, through qualitative and quantitative methods,
the relationships with 'race' and gender would assist us in our understanding of
the complexities of the social categories and their intersections. Quantitative
methods undoubtedly could contribute to an appropriate refocusing of our
efforts towards anti-oppressive education.
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Note

I would like to thank the teachers and pupils at Ashbourne, Claremont Court,
Broxton Park and Tower Grange for their cooperation and interest in my
research. Similarly thanks go to Middlington City Council officials who unhesi-
tatingly assisted me with the collection and analysis of the quantitative data.
Ashok in the LEA and Robin in the Careers Office deserve particular men-
tion. Finally I would like to extend thanks to Barry Cooper, John Pryor,
Mairfin Mac an Ghaill and Christian Haywood for their engagement in debate
and their comments on earlier drafts of this paper.
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Chapter 13

Women and Disability in Higher Education:
A Literature Search

Alessandra lantaffi

When I agreed to write a brief summary of my literature search on the
situation of Women and Disability within higher education, I realized that, first
of all, I needed a clear definition of key terms, and in relation to these I had to
decide whether to use the term 'women with disabilities' or 'disabled women'.
Disability can be seen in different ways by different people, and while non-
disabled professionals tend to see it as an illness, a drama and a problem,
others, like Hannaford (1985), French (1994) and Thomson (1994), view it as
a 'social construction' (Thomson, 1994, p. 584), with society itself, in our case
Western society, perceived as disabling. Subscribing to the latter view I have
decided to refer to 'disabled women' and not 'women with disabilities', as it is
impossible, in my opinion, to have something without owning, controlling and
choosing it. It is, indeed, not disabled women, but society that owns those
environments, controls and chooses those policies that disable them. Those
women, therefore, are disabled by physical, legal and educational structures
that are unsuitable to their situation. Hannaford (1985) has a powerful de-
scription of how disability was, in fact, imposed on her by other people's
changed perception of her, rather than by her accident.

On leaving hospital, and finding the mantle of 'disabled' placed
firmly upon my unwilling shoulders, I entered a world which was
alien, absurd and ultimately defeating. My weak grasp on my identity
was no real match for the massed forces of society, who firmly be-
lieved themselves as 'normal' and myself just as firmly as 'abnormal'.
I found myself inhabiting a stereotype. (Hannaford, 1985, p. 10)

This 'mantle' of disability, although placed both on men and women,
affects women in a particular and unique way, as disability, gender and other
factors, like race, culture, creed, class, sexuality, and age, interact, creating a
layered and complex type of oppression experienced by disabled women. I
defined this type of oppression as 'layered', rather than as a 'double' disad-
vantage (Hannaford, 1985; Lonsdale, 1990; Matthews, 1994) because the
discriminations disabled women experience operate 'simultaneously' (Lloyd,
1994, pp. 218-19), creating a 'dilemma of identity' (ibid., p. 211), but also
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characterizing disabled women as an oppressed minority in their own right
(Hannaford, 1985). Identifying disabled women as a political group rather
than a pathological one (Thomson, 1994; Morris, 1993; Cornwall, 1995) is,
indeed, of vital importance if their experiences are to be seen as meaningful at
policy-making level. 'Our dissatisfaction with our lives is not a personality
defect but a sane response to the oppression which we experience' (Morris,
1993, p. 67).

Morris, supporting this argument, describes how retaining the concept of
the 'double disadvantage' can hinder the struggle for equity, reinforcing the
negative and passive image of disabled women that society promotes through
the media: 'There is a tendency when describing the "double disadvantage"
that disabled women experience to shift the attention away from nondisabled
people and social institutions as being the problem and onto disabled women
as passive victims of oppression' (ibid., p. 63).

Can disabled women be seen as a minority, when the composition of their
group is so varied in its membership, including black and working-class
women, lesbians, catholics, younger, older and many other women? Is the
disability, the gender, or a combination of both, the common factor among
them all? As Hannaford points out it is the 'societal reaction and non-action
which causes disablement' (Hannaford, 1985, p. 10), and this is, in my opinion,
the common factor that can and does bring together disabled women from
different walks of life. Every woman has her own particular situation, but her
experience added to all the other women's experiences of 'disablement' be-
comes, in this context, a political tool of change and cause for celebration and
pride (Morris, 1991). Individual accounts of experiences of disability also
acquire value, creating spaces for those 'absent voices' (Morris, 1995) 'that
have been absent from public discourse for too long. Anti-essentialist critics
have, in fact, disqualified the legitimacy of personal reports, silencing 'the
voice of many who have never yet been heard' (Potts and Price, 1995, p. 112).
Such accounts can become, on the contrary, a starting point for future re-
search, since they provide us with a wealth of information and resources, as
Shildrick and Price point out:

The move towards embodied selves need not threaten a new dead
end of essentialism; it can speak both to the refusal to split body and
mind, and to the refusal to allow ourselves to be fragmented and
pathologized. At the same time to stress particularity and substanti-
ality for the female body challenges the universalized male standard
and opens up for us new possibilities of healthy being-in-the-world.
(Shildrick and Price, 1994, pp. 176-7)

In this framework my decision to focus on higher education has a reason
that is both personal and political. As a woman studying at university, I soon
realized how Western academia seemed to have, among its other functions,
the important tasks of educating the next ruling class, and educating those
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whose job it is to teach the rest of us to support the ruling class. At the same
time, I also noticed that not all members of society were represented equally
within this system. The absence of disabled women as students, researchers,
and academics (Morris, 1993, p. 66), in this establishment where knowledge is
produced, supported, criticized or rejected, and where attitudes can be chal-
lenged or reinforced, was and is too conspicuous to be ignored (Cornwall,
1995). Any eventual presence of a disabled woman at university becomes
therefore a 'special and exceptional', rather than a legitimate and rightful,
case:

Access for people with disabilities, and access meant in the widest of
senses, is seen as a 'special' concession, a charitable act. This perspec-
tive obscures the position that people with disabilities are undoubt-
edly in; that of a minority group within the dominant culture. A
minority group in terms of social and economic power. (Hannaford,
1985, p. 14)

Even when and where disabled women are present in higher education,
they are not always visible and the materiality of their bodies is often ignored
or perceived as conflictual and uncomfortable in an environment where 'well-
functioning' bodies are taken for granted and are often seen as a prerequisite
for academic endeavours.

You need to be able to take it for granted that your legs will transport
your mind to the places it needs to go to the means of academic
production such as the library, the photocopier, etc. (Potts and Price,
1995, p. 102)

Academia seems to be trying to preserve this Cartesian 'life of the mind'
(ibid., p. 104), not acknowledging the 'materiality of its own production' (ibid.,
p. 102), and therefore ignoring the bodies that support and increment its
existence. The presence of disability, and even more so of gendered disability,
becomes threatening: 'Disability issues challenge academic, professional and
scientific ethics, parts of our cultural heritage, our attitudes, and often require
additional resources or direct affirmative action' (Cornwall, 1995, p. 397).

Those 'additional resources' are, however, often lacking, or deficient,
causing the limited access to education that disabled women have. Where
access is provided, and a disabled woman finds herself in a position of power
as a member of staff, her body still contradicts her position and her authority,
challenging the assumptions of students and other members of staff, creating
a conflict between the mental image people behold when thinking of an
academic and her actual 'abnormal' body (Hannaford, 1985, p. 45). In the case
of hidden impairments, this visibility is sometimes acquired through the use of
technical or human support. Deaf people who use sign language interpreters,
for example, are often faced with the task of asserting their own authority
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through someone else, having to clarify to their students, or classmates, that
the interpreter is only a means to enable them to communicate, and not a mark
of 'dumbness' or of their assumed inability to speak. In this context, non-
disabled people are constantly challenged to look and listen to the person
rather than the disability, visible through the communication support worker,
the wheelchair or their bodies.

Going into a teaching situation, my body is marked. . . . The identity
from which I am seen to speak is 'read off' my body, my accent, my
movements and gestures. . . . My body may also act to disrupt expec-
tations and call my authority into question from the moment I enter
a room. I am female, disabled and teaching. . . . The way in which my
body enters into and affects the teaching situation as disabled and
female highlights how the disruptive materiality of any of our par-
ticular bodies becomes most marked at the points when we resist or
destabilize the discursive norms of academia. . . . It is precisely the
implication that bodies can be 'taken-for-granted' within the acad-
emy that should alert us to the often unspoken but highly disruptive
role played by the presence of particular women's bodies. (Potts and
Price, 1995, pp. 108-9)

Disabled women in academia often find that their disruptive presence
causes various forms of `handicapism . even if it is masked with condescen-
sion' (Hannaford, 1985, p. 121), in an attempt to make them feel inferior and
to remind them of their place as unable beings and recipients of charity:

I am made to feel that if a student cannot adjust to the institute's plan
or curriculum, one is not 'worthy' to study the subject, and one is not
interesting enough to be given time for a talk. (Student quoted in
Reindal, 1995, p. 237)

When physical impairment means that there are things that someone
cannot do for themselves, daily living tasks which they need help
with, the assumption is that this person is 'dependent'. And in west-
ern culture to be dependent is to be subordinate, to be subject to the
control of others. . . . Those who cannot do things for themselves are
assumed to be unable to control their lives. (Morris, 1995, p. 74)

Physical dependency, therefore, provokes prejudice and the 'refusal to
identify with a person's reality' (Morris, 1995, p. 69), in an attempt to set
disability 'apart from common humanity' (ibid.). As Morris (1993) and
Matthews (1994) remind us, anyway, disability is not alien to, but an integral
part of life and humanity, although society has depicted it in such a way that it
becomes an experience to be feared and kept at a distance. Disability is feared
because it is seen as a hopeless situation of passivity, lack of control and of
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happiness. Distress, ugliness and other negative values are also associated with
it. The way society views dependency and independence affects also the acad-
emy, and, since academics are seen as independent people, this negative image
of disability as a state of dependency does not 'fit in' with society's image of
higher education. We try, therefore, through action, or non-action, to keep this
experience away from the intellectual life led within this establishment, in
order to preserve this from any kind of contamination that disabled women's
bodies, with all their associated negative values, might bring (Potts and Price,
1995). The presence and the experiences of disabled women are often ignored,
and this can be clearly noticed when searching, as I am trying to do, written
material on this subject. I kept finding, in fact, materials on disability or
women or higher education, but, when I put the three terms together, I found
very little on many databases available on CD-ROM or on-line, and, even
then, I only found isolated articles and chapters, as can be seen from the
references list of this chapter. Disabled women are, however, present within
academia, as women like Matthews, Potts, Price and many others, remind us
through their lives and writings, even if academia does not seem to be ready to
acknowledge them.

In the light of these considerations, can the experience of higher edu-
cation ever be a positive, emancipatory experience for disabled women?
Academia can certainly prove to be a stimulating and challenging environ-
ment, on condition that it stops asking itself 'what people cannot do' (French,
1994, p. 136) and it starts acting on 'how society can be changed to enable
disabled people to participate fully within it' (ibid.). Among others, two areas
that can prove to be liberating for disabled women are research and women's
studies. Research that is participatory and emancipatory (French, 1994;
Morris, 1995), led by and conducted with disabled women is, indeed, the first
step toward a more articulate and public awareness and understanding of this
group, whose members, as a result, will also become more powerful and
influential in relation to policy-making. At present, unfortunately, French
highlights how far from ideal the situation of disability research is: 'A major
problem regarding disability research is that, other than being "subjects",
disabled people are rarely involved in it, and that this situation leads to
inappropriate questions being asked and unsuitable services being developed'
(1994, p. 141).

Women's studies can already be the place where disabled women meet,
make strategic alliances with nondisabled researchers (Morris, 1993, 1995) and
strengthen their identities to then go out and lead the research on disability.
As Kennedy et al. (1993) clearly express, women's studies 'can activate new
ways of being in the Academy, new ways of knowing, new ways of organizing'
(p. xiv) and disabled women have a new perspective and new ideas to offer to
and to take from this discipline.
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Therefore, putting disability on the agenda must be seen in a positive
light, as an action that brings change and empowerment to all
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women. Breaking down the barriers of fear and guilt is sometimes
painful. In some ways, it is like starting a journey that you think
will never end; but when you begin the sense of relief is

rewarding. . . . Women must identify with each other, and find
strength in our differences! (Matthews and Thompson, 1993, pp. 135,
138)

I hope that this chapter can also be a small contribution to this 'journey'
that academia is just starting to explore, and that my further studies will also
allow me to find new data and information on disabled women in higher
education, cooperating to expand and promote research in this field.
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Chapter 14

Terms of Engagement: Pedagogy as
a Healing Politic

Val Walsh

. . . life depends upon interlocking circuits of contingency . . .

(Bateson, 1978, p. 118)

In contrast to Western binary thinking, within which reason and rationality are
opposed and superior to feeling and the somatic, a holistic perspective eschews
hierarchical and totalizing theory or 'solutions', emphasizing instead relational
process and multiplicity as continuous, dynamic and creative: the loop or spiral
of living process. Renewal, maintenance and breakdown are not in linear
or polarized relation, but weave a web of connections/meanings. Structures
and processes are not dichotomized and put in opposition to each other as
explanatory devices, but can be considered together and in their connections,
avoiding 'the production of universals as normative, and difference therefore
as pathological' (Walkerdine, 1990, p. 193). Holistic practice undermines 'Rea-
son's Dream' (Rotman, cited in Walkerdine, 1990, p. 188), which Valerie
Walkerdine describes as 'a fantasy of equality, an attempt to create "normal
subjects" while failing to tackle fundamental oppressions and exploitations'.

In this chapter I advocate a holistic perspective in relation to women's
contradictory presence and position in the academy, as students and tutors; an
epistemology of connection as opposed to separation (Collins, 1991, p. 217).
This involves dialogue across boundaries and demarcations of power: disci-
plines, discourses, identities, social locations, roles. This practice is seen as
foundational to the creation of 'knowledge that fosters resistance' (ibid.
p. 207), in an increasingly competitive, individualistic culture, which actively
encourages us to cancel each other out. Dialogue involves disclosure / expo-
sure, and the attendant risks of conflict, hostility, even abuse. Yet without
dialogue there can be no identification or alliance, for example between
women from different class, ethnic, religious, or cultural backgrounds; be-
tween disabled women and non-disabled women; between younger women
and older women; between lesbians, bisexual and heterosexual women; be-
tween child-free women and mothers. And without alliance women remain
dispersed, strangers to each other: potential enemies.

Pedagogy, as the theory and practice of institutional education, has lacked
`as clear a knowledge base as engineering or medicine' (Craft, 1996a, p. 11),
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and its position and function in the academy has been historically insecure,
even marginal, and continues to be contested. Is this in part becadse of its
hybrid indeterminacy and unstable, ambiguously genderized identity, as a
complex mix of stereotypically 'female' and `male'-identified practices? I am
conscious of the contradictions which inhere in conceiving pedagogy as an
institutional practice capable of resisting institutionalization, and as anti-
oppressive practice, a discourse of empowerment and in trying to speak of
and out of those contradictions. I suggest that a significant feature of this
problematic, and of pedagogic practice itself, is the tension between the
sexualized polarity of therapeutic and political concepts and discourses, as
relatively unofficial, even taboo: in, but not of, the academy. I draw on the
testimony of recent graduates, who, in assessing their own undergraduate
experiences, weave academic theory with holistic, therapeutic and political
concepts and concerns. Those whose place is not reserved as of right or
privilege in higher education hunger after meaning, and soar as we make it, for
ourselves and with each other, be we students or tutors. Higher education
remains one of the crucial sites of struggle for those who, in order to survive
and thrive, need to construct alternative epistemologies and other validation
processes (Collins, 1991, p. 204). Reconceiving empowerment in terms of co/
creativity allows contradictions to become productive rather than destructive.
This chapter attempts to locate pedagogy at the centre of what is a continuing
process of salvage and renewal in and of the academy.

Being Is Meaning/ful

Much of my formal academic training has been designed to show me
that I must alienate myself from my communities, my family, and
even my own self in order to produce credible intellectual work.
(Collins, 1991, p. xiii)

Going into higher education was the most amazing thing that ever
happened to me, but it was also one of the most painful because it
couldn't deal with the conflict that I wanted to theorise, which was
class. It gave me some amazing tools, though, which I'll always
have. . . . (Spence, 1995, p. 209)

Running through the witness of these feminists a black American and a
white British woman of working-class origin is an understanding of higher
education as painful, damaging, useful and exciting: as both 'empowering'
and `disempowering'. The sense of rupture and displacement which marks
their words is both social and psychic. It suggests that education means differ-
ent things to different people, at least partly as a function of social identities
and locations we bring with us, for example the complex mingling of age,
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class, disability, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality. Subjectivities are forged
first in the mess and pressure of the world outside academia, and so bear the
marks of those struggles for being and meaning, which are so entwined. The
theoretical physicist, David Bohm, believed that being is meaning, according
to Dossey (1993). He put forward 'a new way of thinking, consistent with
modern physics, that does not divide mind from matter or subject from
object. . . . Meaning, which is simultaneously mental and physical, can serve
as the link or bridge between realms' (Bohm, quoted in Dossey, 1993,
p. 99).

The academy has not, historically, paid much attention to being and
meanings in relation to the education of its students. This is in sharp contrast
to students themselves, perhaps particularly mature students (see below, pp.
195-201). In recent life history interviews with women from white working-
class backgrounds,' I have noticed the way meanings feature prominently
within their narratives, as preoccupation, source of pleasure, and as central
to self-understandings. Perhaps oppression and social marginalization are
analogous to illness, another social construct with considerable personal im-
pact? Dossey has noted the way in which shifts of consciousness occur during
illness, which give patients what he calls a 'feeling for the organism' (Dossey,
1993, p. 22). He suggests that 'This is one reason why so many patients seem
to understand deeply the role of meaning in the world' (ibid.). Perhaps being
on the margins whether as a result of age, class, ethnicity, disability, poverty,
sexuality or illness, for example intensifies meanings, even produces a crisis
of meaning? is in itself an epiphany? providing, that is, that these liminal
locations have not already destroyed you.

In the academy, scholarly research has been the priority (particularly in
the 'old' universities), and being and meaning have been conceptual subjects
for specialist attention academic philosophy rather than a basis for peda-
gogy. But recently, theories of mind and the universe, epistemological theo-
ries, theories of identity and subjectivity, philosophy and politics, bear witness
to a growing and widespread move towards more holistic practices: the 'big'
and the 'little', the universe and the person, nature and psyche, are not unre-
lated concerns (Bateson, 1978; Bohm, 1981; Capra, 1983; Collins, 1991;
Griffiths, 1995; Lancaster, 1991; Lancaster and Claxton, 1995; Nye, 1994;
Roszak, 1993; Stanley, 1990, 1992). The move away from separation and
splitting, towards connection, integration and healing, is also evident in prac-
tices which, until recently, lay largely outside the academy, for example femi-
nist and holistic art practices, (social) ecology, environmentalism, holistic
health and spirituality (Dossey, 1993; Gablik, 1991; Gibson, 1995; Goodison,
1990; Hardy, 1996; Hill and Stears, 1995; Mellor, 1992; Mies and Shiva, 1993;
Shiva, 1989).2 These shifts in consciousness provide new frameworks for femi-
nist process in education, towards a holistic pedagogy which reformulates the
relation between, for example, body / mind / spirit, and therapeutic and politi-
cal purposes and practices.
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Empowerment?

Many professors have intensely hostile responses to the vision of
liberatory education that connects the will to know with the will to
become. (hooks, 1994, pp. 18-19)

Feminist philosopher Morwenna Griffiths argues that self-creation is political,
and that reflection on experience using theory produces 'understanding of how
gender (and race, class, sexuality, nation) are all implicated in self-creation'
(Griffiths, 1995, p. 133). She goes further: 'Becoming aware of the political
influences on processes of self-creation leads to empowerment' (ibid.). Here,
empowerment is predicated on the development of political consciousness,
which enables students and tutors, for example, to remove 'the blinkers which
they had previously disregarded' (ibid.). This process of politicization is, there-
fore, also both an ontological matter (an important feature of becoming) and
an educational matter, in that education plays its part in the effort to answer
the questions Griffiths poses: 'How did I come to be myself? And is what I take
to be myself my real self?' (Griffiths, 1995, p. 173). For those on the margins,
or from the margins, these are likely to be persistently poignant, provocative
and urgent questions, despite postmodern pressure to disperse and relinquish
subject identity as a personal/political project (Brodribb, 1992; Butler, 1990):
questions of 'self' and 'selves' in relation to authenticity and validity remain on
the emotional and political agenda (Griffiths, 1995, pp. 174-85; Sparkes, 1995,
pp. 97-8).

The process of 'answering' these questions will never, however, be merely
a 'head thing'. Any 'meaning-rich emotion' (Dossey, 1993, p. 101), such as
fear, anxiety, joy, exultation, will be imbricated and influential. Therefore
empowerment includes recognition of, and working through, damage: the
ways in which power relations in society become internalized as, for example,
shame, self-loathing, inferiority, powerlessness. Empowerment is currently
fashionable, and has become a feature of educational, liberatory, feminist,
management and new right discourses. In the absence of a politicized context,
the discourse of empowerment could lead to new forms of domination
(Morley, 1995). Empowerment connotes a certain inner confidence (not cer-
tainty), self-knowledge and courage, but it also pertains to the power relations
which constrain access to material, social and cultural resources (for example,
discursive space). Empowerment is contested territory: it has both therapeutic
and political resonance. Either way, it cannot be conceived or practised as
something done (by the powerful) to others (less powerful). It happens in the
context of and with the help of relevant others, including some we do not know
(Griffiths, 1995, p. 120).

For those who are members of stigmatized and marginalized groups,
education is therefore borderline: a liminal location which hovers between
politics and therapy. It is a fine line, in every sense, and presents a disturbance
in higher education, where both the therapeutic and the political are seen as
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pollutants of academic work and purpose. Here, I follow Mary Douglas, in
`treating all pollution behaviour as the reaction to any event likely to confuse
or contradict cherished classifications (Douglas, 1966a, p. 51; also 1966b). This
may be why some traditional academics find it so unacceptable, even threaten-
ing, to their identity and status, which of course it is, as long as they see their
own identities and social positionings as fixed and immutable. This stance is
both a defence of existing poVver relations and privilege, and a denial that they,
like the rest of us, are always in a state of 'becoming' (Bohm, 1981; Griffiths,
1995; Dossey, 1993). Empowerment is perhaps best seen as a possibility in
contexts which, for example, help reduce fear, self-loathing and shame, in-
crease open and responsible communication in groups, and generally allow for
equal and meaningful participation, rather than just listening or observing
(Griffiths, 1995, pp. 165-7).

Women's pleasure in knowledge and learning is evident in the increas-
ingly widespread women's studies courses, and the continuing expansion of
publications by women, in particular about women and for women. These
achievements are all the more remarkable in a culture 'which flourishes on the
inculcation of inadequacy and shame' (Spence, 1995, p. 140), and where 'the
behaviour of women who do not accept their inferiority is experienced as
violence against men' (Ramazanoglu, 1987, p. 63). Feminism starts with
the fact that constraint and damage feature prominently, even routinely,
in women's lives (Brodribb, 1992; Faludi, 1992; French, 1992; Hanmer and
Maynard, 1987; hooks, 1989, 1993). The academic work of feminists is
therefore distinct from its malestream counterparts, in being produced at, in
spite of, and in opposition to, the conjunction of both social and cultural
pressures outside academia, as well as structures of discrimination inside
(Bacchi, 1992; Bagilhole, 1993; Caplan, 1994; Carter and Jeffs, 1995; Morley,
1994; Morley and Walsh, 1995; Ramazanoglu, 1987; Spur ling, 1990; Stiver Lie
and O'Leary, 1990; Walsh, 1994; this book). Feminist knowledges are thus
impure at source (in their liminal locations), as well as in intent: they are the
result of more than just academic interests and aptitudes. Liminality / 'impu-
rity' / hybridity mark both their roots and creativity. Students' and tutors'
internalized narratives of oppression will therefore variously frame, inform
and determine our lives and work. This in turn calls for pedagogic methods
and 'terms of engagement' (hooks, 1989, p. 53) which depart from the univer-
sity norm.

Pedagogy: Hybrid, Multiple, Relational and Sexually Ambiguous

For hundreds of years, higher education was thoroughly white and male:
young men sitting at the feet (literally or metaphorically) of older male schol-
ars, who were not expected to have or need any teaching skills which were not
`natural'. This certainty and sense of continuity of status, purpose and roles

have been eroded. A more diversified student population has put pressure
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on traditional university identities, and on demarcations between academics
and students. New constituencies in higher education have also made them-
selves felt through the curriculum, via, for example, women's studies, black
studies, lesbian and gay studies, and Irish studies. In addition, information and
communication technologies present the means to separate or integrate stu-
dent and tutor interests in yet further ways. Distance learning, networked and
on-line course materials, for example, promise reliable access for all students,
including disabled students, but to a package. The interactive possibilities of
new information technologies are being fiercely promoted, and a technology-
led teaching revolution is being predicted (Barber and Preston, 1996, p. v).
The increasing emphasis on technical `competences' has also been accompa-
nied by 'the demonisation of social science and the loss of an equal opportu-
nities perspective' (Craft, 1996a, p. 11).

In suggesting that pedagogy and pedagogic relationships be 'reinstated' as
the core of academic culture, alongside and equal to research and writing, I am
going against the grain of recent changes in higher education. In the wake (I
think that is the right word here) of restructuring, managerialism and under-
funded mass higher education, the traditional lack of status and resources
accorded pedagogy is being intensified (Davies and Holloway, 1995; Evans,
Gosling and Seller, 1994; Morley and Walsh, 1995). In the 1960s and 1970s,
pedagogy emerged as a body of intellectual and professional theory and prac-
tice, which is now being systematically eroded and excluded in Britain by
government decree (Craft, 1996a, p. 11).

Historically, very few university tutors have undertaken professional edu-
cation as teachers: it has not been part of the person specification. Yet among
the detrimental effects of the 1992 Research Assessment Exercise, sociologists
cite 'more emphasis on publication at any cost, and still less appreciation of
committed and effective teaching' (Warde, 1996, p. 2).

This new 'teaching machine' university, in which in some institutions
the old supermarket slogan of 'pack them in and pile them high'
seems to have been adopted as the institutional motto, is an essential
part of any discussion of women and higher education. (Evans, 1995,
p. 74, citing Spivak, 1993)

It is vital that pedagogic relationships attract some tender loving care, in a
climate designed to destroy them as the heart of higher education.

Pedagogy as a concept is problematic, as it seems to imply that the
relation between 'teaching' and 'learning' is straightforward the one the
result of the other; that the complex and mutually interactive processes in-
volved cognitive, interpersonal, emotional, for example can be systema-
tized as a linear sequence, and reduced to questions of methods. A holistic
perspective interrupts such closure, by resisting binary and hierarchical de-
marcations (even within feminism), for example by recognizing and connect-
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ing the position and experience of female students and female tutors, inside
and outside academia. Only then can empowerment be reconceived as simul-
taneously co/creativity / therapy / politics. For this, female students and tutors
must go beyond merely rejecting what Freire called 'banking education' (1972,
pp. 46-7), within which roles, hierarchy and power are clearly demarcated and
observed, and information and knowledge flow in one direction, from tutor to
student (Gore, 1992; Weiler, 1991).

The non-subject-based skills involved in effective teaching might be sum-
marized in terms of, for example, ideational, interpersonal, communication,
diagnostic and counselling skills; curriculum design, teaching methods, an
understanding of group dynamics; technology in education; a grounding in the
psychology and philosophy of education; an understanding of, and commit-
ment to, equal opportunities. Political understanding might be added, as rel-
evant to the contextualization of academic subjects, within the curriculum and
society, and within organizational structures and cultures in higher education
institutions. It is clear then, that pedagogy is not a pure subject, but a complex
hybrid. Perhaps the academy's indifference to pedagogy is also ambivalence,
even deep unease, at its hybrid disciplinary, class and gender-bending identity:
its sexual ambiguity. The differential status of its contributing skills and dis-
courses depends on the genderized hierarchy of knowledge and disciplines in
the academy.

For example, the intellectual and organizational, being more associated
with rationality, control and therefore elite masculinity, overshadow what are
seen as applied skills (for example, teaching methods and curriculum design),
following the historically persistent polarization of 'pure' and applied knowl-
edge / the intellectual and the manual / mind and body / male and female, in
Western epistemologies. In Britain, these are also class demarcations. Inter-
personal skills and communication have until recently been marginalized as
`natural' and associated with the 'private', 'the maternal space', as opposed to
the world of paid employment and public enterprise. Diagnostic, counselling,
and group dynamics skills are likely to be variously associated with clinical,
medical or alternative therapies, whose identities and status are clouded by
doubleness: both public as professions (therefore male), and private, in their
caring functions (therefore female). Therapeutic practices are coded female in
their associations with the unconscious, with 'madness'. Together with a per-
ceived proximity to 'deviance' and social failure, this makes any 'therapy'
fiercely demarcated and opposed to matters academic, except as an object of
study, as material, for example within medicine or psychology. This hostility is
embraced by some feminists. In one feminist dictionary, for example, 'thera-
pist' is succinctly defined in two words: 'the/rapist' (Mary Daly, 1978, cited in
Kramarae and Treichler, 1992, p. 448). This perhaps points to the value in
differentiating between the very real problems women experience at the hands
of professional therapists, and the ensuing distrust for the institution of
therapy (Kitzinger and Perkins, 1993); and the fact that for many women,
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therapeutic is not an 'ideology a way of seeing the world that enlarges the
personal, with no agenda for the political' (Armstrong, 1996, p. 12).3 It is
rather, spiritual and/or, political, or both, and connotes healing, and/or sustain-
ing well-being /immunity /meaningfulness, as opposed to damaging or under-
mining. So 'damage' is understood as a social and political construct. The
tension produced by the sexualized polarity of therapeutic and political con-
cepts and practices is thus evident in both the academy and feminism. For
example, asking, 'Do I need therapy or feminism?' replays the binary without
reworking it .

Contextual skills relating and connecting, for example, the academic,
the social and the cultural are conscious, critical and political. Challenging
rather than nurturing, they connote masculinity. But they are also value-laden,
so despite their male-identified credentials, contextual skills are suspect: their
roots lie in the partnership between early sociology and class politics. They
therefore lack purity and objectivity, being contaminated by their declared ties
to what lies outside the academic sanctuary (as in the case of women's studies,
for example). Last but not least, equal opportunities is obviously and irre-
deemably associated with all society's (and the academy's) Others, and there-
fore, of course, with women and feminists.

Therapeutic and political processes are equally, in their various manifes-
tations, about access to and processes of meaning, well-being, power and
change, and, as Dossey has pointed out, 'However meaning is approached, the
answers are almost always laden with emotion' (Dossey, 1993, p. 14). Emotion
itself has until recently been officially out of bounds for academics, a sign of
manly 'failure' or distress, rather than purpose or commitment. In relation to
the production of rationality, Walkerdine has suggested that 'this so-called
natural process of mastery entails considerable and complex suppression'
(Walkerdine, 1990, p. 186): 'inscribed with domination [it is] the bid for a
world freed from clouding emotions' (ibid.). Stephen Fineman has noted how
`the facade of rationality' (Fineman, 1994, p. 1) has prevented understanding
and scrutiny of 'organisations as emotional arenas' (ibid., p. 9). The politics of
emotion and its gendered subtexts are fairly recent areas of academic interest
(Griffiths, 1995, pp. 94-111).

It becomes apparent that gender and class pervade and are produced
by these classifications and discourses. If gender attributes are performative
(Butler, 1990, p. 141), pedagogy begins to look like more than just an unruly
performance. In its interdisciplinary transdisciplinarity, and its blend of
`female' and 'male', it appears androgynous / bisexual / 'queer'. The conse-
quence is an academic identity which cannot easily (if at all?) be authorized
by or as part of existing genderized academic categories and practices, not
least because 'we regularly punish those who fail to do their gender right'
(Butler, 1990, p. 140). For female students and tutors, perhaps feminists
even more so, pedagogy may therefore prove to be one more route to
marginalization, and not just influence, and grounds for our ambivalence as
academics.
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Changing Lives

To make a revolutionary feminist epistemology, we must relinquish
our ties to traditional ways of teaching that reinforce domination . . .

we must first focus on the teacher-student relationship and the issue
of power. (hooks, 1989, p. 52)

Pedagogy produces, social relations as much as knowledge. In re-examining
questionnaire responses a group of graduates completed at least one year after
graduation, I notice two things relevant to this discussion. They deploy lan-

guage and theory derived from their degree studies, in retrospectively and
reflexively describing and evaluating their undergraduate experiences, but
they also conspicuously fail to describe and evaluate these in pure, academic
terms!' They mix therapeutic and political awareness, giving priority to holistic
values concerning the whole person. For example, relationships, with tutors
and other students, and the role of feeling in their learning process, predomi-
nate. There is explicit awareness of the problem of power relations, particu-
larly between student and tutor, and connections are made between power
relations and teaching/learning methods. The issue of authority and how it
is deployed is significant. So too are the students' own expectations about
authority on entering higher education, that is, the way many of them have
internalized patriarchal authority as natural, normal, and right. For example,
James, a young man brought up as middle class, who subsequently came out as
gay as a postgraduate student, comments on his undergraduate experience:

On entering higher education, I more or less accepted without ques-
tion authority, existing power relations (social, political, economic
and institutional) as 'natural' and in some cases as correct. Truly, 1
thought 1 knew myself and even the world! (emphasis added)

This was a shift away from certainty. James moved through 'initial confusion'
towards 'inward confidence' (which is not the same as certainty), summing up
his feelings at the end of his degree:

There are still many questions unanswered but a positive step has
been taken towards 'liberation' and 'wholeness'. (emphasis added)

He evaluates his undergraduate experience in terms of concepts drawn from
political, holistic and therapeutic discourses, implicitly linking these.

Margaret, a single mother from a working-class background, who had
been a mature student, also felt constraints at the start, but in contrast to
James, she entered higher education conscious of her 'deficit' position:

I was very aware of my age, class and gender, and not feeling like a
real student . . I believed I would come out in three years with some
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absolute knowledge, an ultimate truth, which I had previously not
owned. 1 never had viewed myself as a creative being. (emphasis
added)

At the end of her degree three years later, she felt differently:

I accept myself a lot more and value myself and others a lot more, am
more accepting of others. I have not found any absolute truths . . . I
am more aware of the fragility of humanity, more angry at oppres-
sion and inappropriate power ... I believe I move in and out of
health and creativity. (emphasis added)

She has achieved through experience and study useful knowledge about
health and creativity, and the relation between them. She now sees these as
aspects of her own identity, which is itself now more a process than a fixed
location. But health and creativity are not conventional academic goals. The
changes in herself, which she values, and her sense of self within the larger
contexts of society, the universe, world-wide oppression and injustice, seem to
be connected, even a function of, her developing relationships with others, and
not just the academic subjects she is studying. And the certainty she sought on
entry has receded as a preoccupation or goal.

For many women students and tutors, education is coded: as 'breaking
out', 'getting on', 'overcoming', etc. Entering higher education, Debbie, a
young woman, spoke of her 'feelings of excitement, of having achieved some-
thing myself, feeling that I was going somewhere, thirsty for knowledge, ex-
pecting a new life to open up'. Once a student, however, as a working-class
person I felt inferior, having to prove my worth'. Class shame is a powerful
disincentive and trigger of inadequacy. Power relations and course methods
are seen as mutually linked to this dynamic, forming part of a 'hidden curricu-
lum'. Transgressing traditional boundaries, replacing them with links and
conjunctions, may take the form of interdisciplinary methods, transdis-
ciplinary goals and multi-media work (Lubelska, 1991; Walsh, 1995a).

Another young woman, Rosemary, highlights the impact of interactive
and participatory methods (for example, joint and small group tasks, and the
use of technology):

A course which demanded you think through your opinions and
reasons, and to be able to discuss them, and being able to socialize
with peers of similar interests and academic ability (roughly) stimu-
lated conversation and debate, which provided a safe environment in
which to grow in confidence . . . It was almost impossible not to get
involved because of the nature of the course.

Many women have now experienced the personal / political / social /
intellectual / therapeutic benefits of networking and collaboration, and might
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agree that 'dialogue is a powerful gesture of love' (hooks, 1993, p. 122), vital to
the construction of community. Yet dialogue is not 'natural', but an acquired
skill, which can be acquired and valued by men as well as women. As peda-
gogic process, dialogue seems familiar. Akin to conversation, it lacks academic
status and credibility which are, after all, what students and tutors expect of
higher education. The lack of status afforded conversation is, of course, essen-
tial to the construction of the academic voice and its separation from ordinary
life, and in particular, perhaps, `women's talk'. Rosalind Edwards has shown
how mature women students face a situation in which 'their knowledge, gained
within the private sphere, was often not acceptable as a legitimate way of
knowing within academia (irrespective of whether or not they themselves
wished to use local and particular knowledge in this way)' (Edwards, 1993, p.
137).

Through dialogue we can give and share testimony, and construct a basis
for alliance and friendship. However, whether students or tutors, women may
feel hesitant about skills and values drawn from our lives outside the academy,
because this sphere is coded 'feminine' and 'domestic', and subordinate to the
public world of which the academy is a part. It may seem like regression, to be
looking 'back' to this life we are 'leaving behind', to this maternal space, for
materials, values and skills (Walsh, 1995b). The academy is, after all, con-
structed in opposition to that world of nature/body/feeling (Brodribb, 1992).
But empowerment may depend on precisely such feeling and friendship.
Bobbie, a middle-class mother who had been a mature student, declares:

Being valued, energized and empowered changes people's lives for-
ever, not just for the period they are studying . . . It has taught me the
value of true friendship and support that only women are capable of
giving freely to each other.

And Val, a working-class mother and former mature student, finds her hetero-
sexuality qualified by her experience as a student, and new possibilities of
friendship opened up:

Heterosexual still and long-time married, but now able to look at
women differently. My eyes now opened, I can feel it acceptable to
find other women (a) intellectually and personality-wise attractive,
(b) physically beautiful and attractive . . .

She acknowledges her homophobia, which, as it comes into view, begins to
disperse.

Feeling Safe and Adventurous

The academy produces specialized knowledge, and 'the relationship between
everyday and specialised thought' (Collins, 1991, p. 32) is one of its determining
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functions, producing a binary opposition which denies the relevance and value
of those (the majority) not defined as 'experts'. It is easy to slip into this mode,
because it is so dominant and pervasive within the academy, and because it
seems to afford a measure of status and safety. However, where student and
tutor form a binary opposition, identification is lost, and student and tutor
remain at a distance and out of touch. The subtext for conceiving empower-
ment as simultaneously self-creation, healing and politicization, is co/creativity
(Gablik, 1991; Walsh, forthcoming). Once we engage with each other as mu-
tual learners and teachers, when the process starts to spark, we take pleasure
in each other, our work and ideas. Individualism and competitiveness are not
rewarded, but individuals are openly valued: 'This theme of talking with the
heart taps the ethic of caring, another dimension of an alternative epistemol-
ogy used by African-American women' (Collins, 1991, p. 215). The separation
of feeling from thinking, 'the pressure to separate thought from action
particularly political activism' (ibid., p. 31) find no place within the tradition of
black feminist thought, while the Western academy makes a feature of it. So
when conventional boundaries and demarcations are replaced by fluidity, even
uncertainty, this can be daunting. Students may feel both excitement and
alarm.

Marion, a single mother from a working-class background, who was a
mature student, draws a vivid contrast between two courses using different
methods:

In the first year I found this course safe, with lectures, seminars and
traditional attitudes and prescriptions of expectations. My role was
listener, notetaker and a regurgitator of information. Participation
was not part of this course . . . I could stay in the background, I was
safe. (her emphasis)

Here, safety equates with invisibility, conformity and dependence. The passiv-
ity and compliance required are continuous with the idea of the modest and
demure female. By contrast, on another course:

The first year was a terrifying ordeal. I was expected to participate. I
was noticed. 1 was not safe. Help! I was encouraged, I was listened to,
I was never made to feel that my voice / words were anything but
important and maybe worth something. To my total surprise I did not
drown: I grew . . . I never again felt isolated because of my knowl-
edge or feelings. (her emphasis)

Here, safety is reformulated: intellectual and emotional challenge become
integrated, to create a new and different threshold of pain and pleasure!
Marion's experience demonstrates how pedagogic methods actively constitute
power relations, and either resist or collude with, in this case, age, class and
gender stereotypes.
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The reflections of these graduates refute binary thinking. For example,
they speak of 'feelings of oppression, subordination, uncertainty and confu-
sion' as both negative and potentially productive. They speak of the impor-
tance of working through difficulties, of working through feelings. For men,
too, it can be an undoing of damage, rejection and coercive socialization.
Gerard, a white gay man and also dyslexic, had been a mature student. He
evoked and articulated his revolution in a final-year project which he under-
took explicitly as an evaluation of his undergraduate experience:

This referencing of my awakening knowledge and meaning has in-
corporated the realization that theory is a living, active, multi-
dimensional practice, that affects, influences and describes, various
oppressions and emancipation. This definition was offered to me by
my relationship with the people I studied with, not in an academic
constructed lecture but in an open communal environment, where
social context (eating and drinking) became part of the natural codes
and interaction of self-disclosure. This deconstructed theory into
personal experience, through oral networks of trust, honesty, and
politically codified narratives.

The sense of mutuality and reciprocity which are important aspects of
these relations may be unfamiliar, even scary or annoying at times. For others,
impatient for a realization of a feminist and/or anti-racist agenda, for example,
these terms of engagement may foster expectations which exceed what is
possible in the academic environment. The simultaneous construction of
safety (stereotypically associated with home: the maternal / therapeutic /
psychological) and challenge (understood as away: science / mountains / mas-
culinity / the public sphere) may take students by surprise, not just because
such integration is unfamiliar. Coded perhaps stereotyped as variously
`informal' / 'friendly' / 'feminine' / `feminist'/ 'aggressive' / 'authoritative'
these methods (and the tutors) may be perceived as non-academic, non-
professional and political. A stance which avoids an authoritarian mode of
address, which relates to students as also persons (women or men), may be
seen as too personal, and as making demands for an unacceptable level of
intellectual involvement (connoting masculinity) and personal commitment
(connoting femininity). If gender attributes are performative (Butler, 1990, p.
141), breaking the normative binary boundaries of gender in one's pedagogic
performances may be deeply and sexually challenging for students, being
neither 'female' nor 'male'. The consequences for female or feminist tutors
(and students) may be particularly challenging, as while the female man is

historically a feature of patriarchal culture, women who depart from empha-
sized femininity (that is, the pure heterosexual sign) remain at best an enigma,
at worst deviant failures (Battersby, 1989; Butler, 1990; Walsh, 1995a (pp. 52-
5), 1995c).
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Affiliation and Reconciliation as Academic Virtues

Reconceiving and enacting pedagogic process as an alliance between student
and tutor makes fundamental changes to our epistemological systems, as well
as our pedagogic methods. An epistemology of separation the either/or
mentality constitutes (sexual) hierarchy as fundamental to thinking and
social order. This reiterates patriarchal authority and oppression as 'natural',
incontestable, and sex as binary (Butler, 1990). What is valued by these stu-
dents is 'a shift of vision' (Collins, 1991, p. 29) which allows continuity between
the various facets of their lives. An epistemology of connection can help
students and tutors make sense, of ourselves in relation to our academic work
and each other, for example, and can obviate the need to deny or suppress
aspects of our other social identities (Collins, 1991, p. 217; Hollway, 1994;
Kennedy et al., 1993; Watt and Cook, 1991).

Anna is a lesbian from a working-class background. She was a mature
student not studying in her first language. Socially, therefore, like many other
students, she was multiply a marginal. One of her degree subjects was an
interdisciplinary and multi-media course with an explicit equal opportunities
policy, which shaped course content, methods and ethos. Comparing this
experience with other, more traditionally organized subjects, she declared:

It was different in the way daylight is different from night!!! You see,
I believe it is not enough to be presented with a plain academic
theoretical framework in which you are positioned as an unauthor-
ized outsider, where you are not allowed to write in a personal mode
in essays and you have to keep your political personal life to yourself.
Well, this course authorized mainly all outsiders to a voice.

A student with a sensory impairment had a very different experience on
another 'equal opportunities' course, devoted to race issues. Val was left to
challenge the oppressive and insulting behaviour of other students in a class,
when they refused to use the technology which was essential for her participa-
tion. The students and tutors saw themselves as equal opportunities activists,
but on this occasion they behaved as badly as any racist, with the result that the
student left the course to find somewhere safer: 'I felt robbed but also worried
about having these professionals in society', she wrote. The concept of purity
(either/or, singularity) can be perpetuated within and by identity politics,
producing a hierarchy of oppression, within which some are seen as more
`human' than others, and have more rights. Val was a very able and creative
student, who went on to achieve national recognition. However, reflecting on
her undergraduate experience, she remembered:
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My self-esteem was low and a (proven) turn-off to other
students . . . I became more aware of my impairment and sense of
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isolation . . . I felt almost invisible at times . . . Even other disabled
students rejected me. I wanted us to form a group, but they said our
needs were so dissimilar it was useless.

Equal opportunities activism, policies and curriculum can leave oppres-
sion untouched. The healing and creative space women need in higher educa-
tion cannot be constructed from one side only, by students or tutors. However,
without a fundamental belief in the students (Rich, 1980, p. 66), tutors' subject
expertise remains 'academic', and can become a component of professional
superiority, rather than a basis for mutuality, identification, co/creativity.
Within such an alliance, tutors nonetheless have a specific responsibility to
become skilled in exercising power in non-coercive and supportive ways
(hooks, 1994; Collins, 1991; Hollway, 1994; Morley, 1993; Watt and Cook,
1991). Failing to do this by, for example, using theory to justify non-
intervention or acceptance of oppressive, prejudicial and damaging behaviour
from or between students in the name of respecting difference, or acknowl-
edging different and competing narratives is in itself an intellectual and
political standpoint, likely to produce an ethical void into which we all fall. Val
sums up her position:

I am me, but not a natural me . . . Like a robot I am wired for sound,
which, without batteries, fails . . . But as a human being, I have feel-
ings, breathe, have loves, likes, worries and problems, but without a
culture or community, I am a placeless nomad.

Here are our common needs and rights, without which we languish and falter.
We all need cultures and communities in order to 'be ourselves'. But the
boundaries of the identity we forge within these must also remain provisional
and permeable, otherwise we acquire a 'purity' which is defined in terms of
someone else's 'impurity' as 'other': the 'victim' who makes us uncomfortable
with ourselves, especially as we move on / up / out. Dialogue and alliance are
not technical matters. As black American poet and activist, June Jordan,
advised: 'The ultimate connection cannot be the enemy. The ultimate connec-
tion must be the need we find between us' (Jordan, 1989, p. 144).

Conclusion

Self-recovery and politics are inextricably joined for women, and combine to
redefine education and the academic in relation to lives. Andrew Sparkes has
demonstrated the transformative possibilities of autobiographical material,
`to provoke people to make emotional connections to themselves and each
other', even in academic contexts (Sparkes, 1995, p. 98). In this process, issues
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of profound intellectual significance regarding what it means to be a re-
searcher arise, which bear on issues of validity and authenticity within re-
search, reading and writing (ibid.). This also holds for pedagogic practice. Jo
Spence has described how, in her educational work, she began to drop 'the
masquerade of being in a position of "knowledge" and work [ed] rather
through the shamanistic idea of visibly "sharing my wounds", thus offering the
framework for an egalitarian relationship' (Spence, 1995, p. 163). This has
been a feature of some of the most important and inspiring feminist activism
and cultural production (art and writing, for example) outside the academy,
and at least implicit in the pedagogic practices of some feminists (see Stanley,
1995). Yoking (rather than staunching) our wounds with feminist theory and
politics, in contexts of mutually supportive feminist networking, provides for
empowerment as co/creativity and healing, not simply as upward mobility and
professional advancement.

The feminist values of responsible and contextualized reflexivity and
transparency of process and structure are significant, not just in our research
and writing, but also in our pedagogic practices, as students and tutors. Once
pedagogy is identified as something in itself, and not simply a neutral, 'invis-
ible' vehicle for subjects and disciplines, it becomes first a practice which
services subjects and disciplines, then, as counter-hegemonic and anti-
oppressive practice, it becomes equal to (but not the same as) those disciplines.
Finally, as holistic practice, pedagogy can act as a model of integration of mind
/ body / spirit, reconnecting specialized knowledge to wider contexts of living.
Holistic pedagogy owns and uses its own ambiguous and multiple origins, its
hybrid, marginal identity, to resist, dilute and intercept the academy's drive for
sexual polarity, purity and absolute control, working to replace these with
a more tender and tentative stance, towards self and others, and our envi-
ronment. Pedagogy conceived as heuristic, as co/creativity, works with and
through complexity and contradiction, not to order or resolve difference, but
in a movement towards a 'sense of deep affiliation' (Gablik, 1991, p. 128)
which is both spiritual and political: 'beyond protest and oppositional mind to
embrace reconciliation' (ibid., p. 182).

A place of safety is not without risks, excitement and passion. As students
and tutors, we will never be everything we need to each other, we will never be
able to avoid every 'mistake', hurt or misunderstanding. But if feminist peda-
gogy does not variously encompass the goals of self-recovery / self-creation /
empowerment / creativity, it risks becoming just another career choice, con-
fined by and to 'Reason's Dream' (Walkerdine, 1990, p. 201), and a potentially
more dangerous place, for some women students and tutors, than the rest of
the academy. As marginals, women students and tutors need to construct a
healing space in higher education, not because we conceive education as
consciousness-raising or as therapy, but because if it is not a healing space, it
will be yet another piece of oppression and damage. With June Jordan, we
must remember and ensure that 'we are the ones we have been waiting for'
(Jordan, 1992).
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Notes

1 Degrees of Change is a three-year life history and peer group project,
started in November 1995, which involves a group of women academics
from white working-class backgrounds. See Walsh, 1995d.

2 Canterbury Christ Church College; Kings College, London; and Liverpool
John Moores University, all offer opportunities for work in relation to
`holistic health and human potential' (Hill and Stears, 1995), and the new
Journal of Contemporary Health, produced at the Institute for Health,
Liverpool John Moores University, aims to foster collaboration between
academics and practitioners in the fields of health, healing and human
potential (ibid.).

3 Adrienne Rich (1977) made an analogous distinction between the experi-
ence of mothering and the institution of motherhood in patriarchal society.

4 I had worked with these students as one of a core team of four tutors on a
Communication Studies degree programme, and with a minority on a social
science option on gender, in various capacities and to different extents: as
workshop tutor, lead lecturer, tutorial tutor, seminar tutor, photography
tutor, studies adviser, project and dissertation supervisor, and course leader.
They were invited to reflect on their sense of self and identity on entering
and on exit, and to compare any two courses within their degree pro-
grammes in terms of contrasting methods and ethos, for example, tradi-
tional, interdisciplinary, and multi-media. The respondents were mainly
women, including a high proportion of mature students and a small number
of lesbians; several gay men; one student not studying in her first language;
and two disabled students. There were no black students in this cohort.
Names have been changed.
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Chapter 15

Mothering and Education: Reflexivity and
Feminist Methodology

Miriam David, Jackie Davies, Rosalind Edwards,
Diane Reay and Kay Standing

We are a group of feminist academics, all mothers, researching and writing
about women in relation to families, family structures and forms such as lone-
mother families, and in relation to bringing up children and their education in
schools. We are concerned to explore, from a feminist perspective, whether
and how mothers choose to bring their children up and their relation to their
schools. We are all white, relatively privileged women, at different stages of
our academic careers and at different levels in the academic hierarchy. We all
have children of different ages and with different needs. This impacts upon our
mothering and academic lives in different ways. As feminists we have tried to
break down hierarchical structures and the power relations between us, with
varying degrees of success, to write collaboratively in an educational environ-
ment which fosters individualism and competition, and which makes few al-
lowances forthe demands of mothering, either for us, or for our students. As
feminists we are concerned to explore women's experiences, taking into ac-
count not only their material realities but their diversities and differences. As
part of this we have looked at, on the one hand, the various structural con-
straints on mothers' experiences and, on the other hand, the various moral
dilemmas and constraints that mothers face, as we ourselves well understand.

We have also drawn upon our own varied experiences of being both
gendered parents and feminist academics to write together. Writing together is
never an easy process, but it is made the more difficult for us by having also to
deal with the ways in which discourses about mothering are suffused with
judgments which make us all, in very different ways, feel guilty about our
experiences of being mothers and being academics perhaps the more so for
being the latter, which gives us licence not only to reflect upon but also agonize
about our social and intellectual endeavours. We are also trying to explore the
potential incompatibility of mothering and academia, the complexities of try-
ing to be feminist academics and 'good enough' mothers.

Beverley Skeggs makes the point well:
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The despair generated by those whose demands and needs are not
met can turn to hostility. The burden of guilt is enormous; and
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feminist students are very good at generating it. . .. The accusation
that we are metaphorically 'bad mothers' who don't care about our
dependents hurts. Sometimes being a Women's Studies teacher feels
like (what I expect to be) motherhood: knowing that you can never
achieve the standards established for you, on which you are continu-
ally monitored and monitor yourself, being exhausted and having
little institutional support. As well as being 'super moms' we have to
be 'wonder women', everywhere and all the time. We are also often
the repository of projected desires. And there is nothing worse than
unrequited desire, thwarted anxiety, and educational righteousness
hitting you all at once, especially when you did not even know of its
existence. (Skeggs, 1995, p. 482)

Academia does not accord well with feminists' ways of working, which are
about collaboration and the dismantling of hierarchies. Higher education is
not an ivory tower, it is a microcosm of wider society; one in which competition
and individualism are endemic. For feminists, promoting issues which centre
equity and social justice becomes inextricably bound up with self-promotion
and struggles for power within academic fields. As Ladwig and Gore point out,
reflexivity demands that any discussion of social privilege and power needs to
pay attention to 'questions of academic power and privilege, competition and
contestation' (Ladwig and Gore, 1994, p. 236, emphasis in original).

Discourses of mothering shape our understandings both as teachers in
higher education and as feminist researchers undertaking fieldwork. Valerie
Walkerdine has written about 'the contradiction and doublebind of women's
position in relation to childcare' (Walkerdine, 1986, p. 64) which presents
women with invidious choices. They can either be 'super mothers' ensuring
everything runs smoothly, or else they can fail successfully to juggle all their
responsibilities and be reconstructed as inadequate or even bad mothers. As
Beverley Skeggs points out, discourses which hold women responsible for the
intellectual and emotional well-being of others apply just as much to female
academics without children as to those with (Skeggs, 1995). However, we
would argue that it is in relation to research, particularly research that takes
mothering as its subject-matter, that difficult and often painful issues about
our own mothering and those of our respondents loom largest.

Reflexivity, in the sense of a continual consideration of the ways in
which the researcher's own social identity and values affect the data gathered
and the picture of the social world produced, has been a paramount project
within feminism. It has meant that feminism has been able to offer ways of
challenging 'academic power and privilege, competition and contestation'
(Reay, 1996b). Feminist researchers have stressed the importance of locating
themselves within their research (Gelsthorpe, 1992; Maynard and Purvis,
1994; McRobbie, 1982; Roberts, 1981; Walkerdine and Lucey, 1989). Liz
Stanley and Sue Wise (1993) argue that 'recognition that who a researcher is,
in terms of their sex, race, class and sexuality, affects what they "find" in
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research is as true for feminist as any other researchers' (Stanley and Wise,
1993, p. 228).

However, there are other social positionings that impact on the research
process. Researching motherhood as full-time academics and mothers raises
painful issues about the gaps in researchers' own mothering (Smith and
Griffiths, 1990). We have all at different times had to contend with guilt in the
research field, but our response to other mothers is much more varied than
simply feeling guilty. Feelings of association and antipathy influence research-
ers' relationships with the researched in subtle yet powerful ways. Tales of
juggling different roles and never having enough time lead to empathy and
identification, while stories of full-time mothering often result in a complex
mixture of envy, condescension and disbelief. Barbara Du Bois has outlined
the dangers of proximity:

The closer our subject-matter to our own life and experience, the
more we can probably expect our own beliefs about the world to
enter into and shape our work to influence the very questions we
pose, our conception of how to approach those questions, and the
interpretations we generate from our findings. (Du Bois, 1983, p.
105)

However, while in some spheres we are dealing with the problems of proxim-
ity, in others, as we have indicated above, we have to negotiate differences.
Our very commitment to feminism means that often our interpretation of the
social world is very different to those of some of the mothers we interviewed.
As Joan Acker, Kate Barry and Johanna Esseveld (1991) highlight, there are
difficult ethical dilemmas confronting feminist researchers faced with women
whose interpretations of their lives diverge radically from their own. Janet
Holland and Caroline Ramazanoglu state that:

By treating coming to conclusions as a social process, we can show
that interpretation is a political, contested and unstable process be-
tween the lives of the researchers and those of the researched. Inter-
pretation needs somehow to unite a passion for 'truth' with explicit
rules of research method that can make some conclusions stronger
than others. (Holland and Ramazanoglu, 1994, p. 127)

As feminists we have all struggled to adopt the principles they suggest in our
own research practices. However, there is an inherent problematic in making
clear a feminist epistemological position and recognizing our role in the re-
search process. Too often it is read as bias within the malestream research
world. Within academia, feminist researchers are constantly working with, and
caught up in, malestream epistemologies which give primacy to male views of
the world. Far from challenging the system, all too often we find ourselves
inevitably colluding with it.
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The difficult choices that we face as feminist academics are magnified for
mothers in the sphere of parental involvement. Neither mothers' involvement
in their children's education nor mothering more generally are seen as worthy
substantive or theoretical topics by academics working in the mainstream. For
them mostly men the issues are about ungendered parents. The higher
education ethos, in which we are situated as we carry out our research, is
characterized by individualistic competitiveness for academics and institu-
tions, and individualistic consumerism for students. Similarly, in the British
schooling system, government policy emphasizes ungendered, unclassed and
`unraced' parents as individual consumers of their children's schooling in the
market place. The detailed twists and shifts in public policy discourses as they
affect individuals with respect to access to and involvement in education at
home and in schools, the curricular offer and forms of assessment, provide the
backdrop to our presentation of parents' experiences of the processes of
education and schooling. The public policy discourses of choice are mere
rhetoric and hide a range of policy intentions which serve in the maintenance
of inequalities in access to and benefit from schooling, and which, moreover,
constrain individuals in their freedom to equal access to or outcomes from
quality education what we call structural constraints.

In other words, we argue that choices take place in particular socially and
economically structured contexts, which means that all individuals are to some
extent constrained from being entirely free to choose. This can be as much the
case for ourselves, as feminist academics, as it is for those whose lives we study.
Such constraints have not only to do with social and economic location within
families and wider communities, but also to do with forms of moral and social
`education' in the broadest sense. That is to say, we learn from our families and
communities as well as schools what we come to believe are the right ways to
bring up children the next generation and in what kind of family context.
This is what Edwards and Duncan (forthcoming) call `gendered moral
rationalities', with reference to the ways in which lone mothers think about
paid employment with respect to having young and pre-school children (a
point to which we return).

Unpacking 'Choice' and 'Constraint'

`Choice' is an increasingly widely used concept and practice in many areas of
service provision, and one which also increasingly affects women as mothers
as they become mothers (e.g. choice in maternity care and childbirth services)
and as they carry out their mothering. This is particularly the case in their
interactions with public sphere service provisions on behalf of their children.
As many of those analysing and explaining women's lives have pointed out, it
is principally mothers who hold responsibility for linking and coordinating
children's and other family members' needs with services' and agencies' pro-
visions and requirements (for example, in addition to our own work, Graham,
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1984; Balbo, 1987; Smith, 1987; Ribbens, 1994). It is also so in relation to their
`choice' to study or work, in the form of paid employment in the public sphere
of the labour market although in Britain this choice is privatized in terms of
a lack of coherent commitment to provide publicly funded childcare. While
mothers generally are viewed as free to choose whether or not they go out to
work, if they do so they must deal with the consequences as a private respon-
sibility (New and David, 1985). We too, as academic workers who are also
mothers, have faced such private consequences.

Indeed, the relevance of choice to mothering is also often the case in the
more 'private' aspects of childrearing within the domestic sphere. Parents by
which we mean mothers, for it is they who are still largely responsible for
rearing children more and more are concerned with bringing up children to
shape their own biographies; struggling to balance their own needs with those
of their children, and to provide their children with the skills to negotiate their
own life choices although there are social class variations in the adoption of
this form of childrearing (see Everingham, 1994; Andenaes, forthcoming;
Dahlberg, forthcoming). This modernist 'individualism' places enormous re-
sponsibility on mothers for how their children 'turn out', and while, as academ-
ics, we may theorize about and deconstruct such issues, as mothers we are not
immune to their force. We envisage constraints as they relate to mothering,
especially mothers' involvement in their children's education, as operating on
two levels: structural and moral.

Structurally, mothers do not make their choices under the same condi-
tions; they do not have the same resources. Mothers do not all live in the same
area or in the same standard of housing, they do not all have the same levels
of education, the same social networks, the same amount of income, the same
position in the labour market, the same family structure and roles, the same
race/ethnicity, the same physical and mental health and ability, and so on and
so on. Crucially, the fact that mothers are not all making their choices under
the same circumstances has the effect that they are not all making the same, if
any, choices.

Morally, there can be gendered constraints on mothers' choices. Indeed,
the whole concept and model of 'choice' is gender-blind and emotion-free,
with its concentration on autonomous, empowered and asocial rationality. It
is, however, crucial to take account of the fact that mothers have to negotiate
particular socially `gendered moral rationalities' (Edwards and Duncan, forth-
coming) that are very different from the moral rationalities to which father-
hood is subject. In other words, our continuing patriarchal society influences
the evaluations that men and women place on their positions. These gendered
moral rationalities can operate as a constraint on mothers' choices, and can
vary by social group and social setting.

Generally, then, the conditions under which mothers make choices are
hedged around with constraints that are derived from sources outside them-
selves, including those from (albeit contradictory) official public policy dis-
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courses. These impinge upon their lives, and may become part of their moral
psyche.

Choices as the Product of Particular Contexts and Constraints

Choices are the products of a particular context and set of structural and moral
constraints. That context sometimes means that the preferred choice is not
available to a mother. Official discourses on choice ignore the constraints
trammelling many mothers' options (DFE, 1992). Academic discourses, while
touching on the constraints, frequently underplay their influence. In contrast,
our research indicates that for many mothers it is the constraints rather than
the opportunities that overshadow their relationship to their children's school-
ing (Reay, 1996a; Standing, 1995). Lone mothers, mothers surviving on benefit
and those trying to make ends meet on income support and, from inside and
outside of these groups, black women, all operate within contexts character-
ized by structural and moral constraints.

There are issues of power for us as feminist academics and mothers even
those of us from working-class backgrounds interviewing black and white
working-class mothers, especially as we are all involved in education, and
mothers may assume that we share the dominant discourses. Awareness and
acknowledgment of the diversity of mothers' experiences is not enough,
and we address the fact that social differences are often grounded in unequal
and asymmetrical power relations (Olson and Shopes, 1991) in which we are
implicated. Linked to this is the issue of how we can step outside of dominant
discourses on mothering, if we take, for example, Kum-Kum Bhavnani's defi-

nition of feminist research:

any study whose main agent is a woman/women and which claims a
feminist framework should not reproduce the researched in ways in
which they are represented within dominant society that is, the
analyses cannot be complicit with dominant representations which
reinscribe inequality. (Bhavnani, 1994, p. 29)

How can we present a feminist analysis which represents our understandings
of mothers' understandings of their lives, even when their understandings are
shaped by / in agreement with the dominant discourses? In order to make
sense of these conflicting and contradictory viewpoints, Donna Haraway
(1990) suggests feminist research adopts 'situated knowledges', a partiality of
vision, in order to account for multiple 'truths' whilst still retaining a sense of
structural inequalities. The issues constraining mothers' relationships to their
children's schooling were often those of poverty. The everyday costs of school-
ing, travel, uniform, books and equipment, constrain mothers' choices of
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school when operating in a context of low income. We present these illustra-
tive examples from mothers' accounts.

If you're a lone parent with not much money then you can't afford
the things that would help with your children's education, computers
etc. I'm aware that if we had a computer indoors then some things
would be easier for her to do. Reports, it would be a lot easier if she
could word-process 'em, and I'm sure she'd get better marks as well,
but we can't afford one. (Jane, white, working-class, lone mother)

When I was on income support I got some allowance for school
uniform. It was a joke amount, like£25. I think it was £50 or £75 when
Isobel went to secondary school. But that's supposed to last you for
years. Now, who in their right mind, I had to allow, I'm guessing now,
about £200 for Louise just to get her to that school. No one gave me
a penny towards that . . . I know I'm maybe not the worst off person,
but I live on that, just above the poverty line, you know what I mean.
All my money's accounted for. (Marie, white, working-class, lone
mother)

Many of the women in our various research studies chose secondary schools
that were some distance from their homes, because local discourses informed
them that the 'best education' was elsewhere, a moral dilemma for them. For
some mothers, however, the cost of travel was a constraint. In particular,
operating in a context of having insufficient money can drain women's emo-
tional energy to the extent that it is difficult to do anything (Smith and Noble,
1995). More specifically, black mothers often have to take into account addi-
tional, essentially moral, factors linked to their social positioning as black in a
predominantly white society.

There are some schools over here I wouldn't let Rosetta go to be-
cause they're racist. I don't want her to ever go to a school where
she's called racist names. So I'd have to go to the school first to check
it's not racist. I'd have to find someone who's got a kid at that school
and who isn't white. It's no good asking a white person about racism.
It's a waste of time going up to a white mother or a white child and
saying 'How does your child get treated?', 'How do you get treated at
school?', because they won't know what you're talking about.
(Denise, black, working-class, lone mother)

For another mother, Helen, her choice of school was linked to her structural
position as a black mother in a white society, and her own experiences of
racism at school, so that her choice of education for her sons was one that
would be qualitatively different from hers, in which racism would not be an
issue.
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For working-class black and white women, issues of social class position-
ing in choosing schools have to be taken into account. For working-class
women there may be a conflict between their high educational aspirations for
their children and their children's happiness, a factor which is often neglected
in the literature on school choice. Constraints on choice are not simply mate-
rial and financial, or what we call 'structural', but linked into a range of what
we would consider 'moral' discourses about appropriate education for
working-class children. Grainne, for example, was in the process of choosing a
school for her eldest daughter at the time of the interview. The factors influ-
encing her decisions were both the best possible education, and that both her
daughters attended the same school. Her choice however, was constrained by
her class position. What she thought was the 'best' school academically was
rejected because of the feeling that her daughter 'would not fit in'.

Despite the impression created in a majority of the texts on both choice
and parental involvement, individuals act in specific circumstances, not in a
vacuum. For mothers, these circumstances include their financial resources,
social positioning, marital status, and, where there is a partner, the contribu-
tion they make, if any. As a consequence, issues of class, ethnicity and division
within households have a power that prevailing discourses on choice ignore.

Mothers' involvement in schooling is a continual process of choice-
making within constraints. While much of the literature on parental choice
focuses on choice at key stages in a child's educational career, women are
making choices about their children's education on a daily basis (David et al.,
1993). Mothers are balancing the efficacy of different responses to difficulties
children experience in schools, making judgments about whether to intervene,
or simply weighing up the pros and cons of investing scarce time and energy in
various aspects of involvement on a regular basis. There are minutiae of choice
which only become apparent within a gendered analysis of parental involve-
ment, which examines the different ways in which mothers and fathers are
involved in their children's education. Such an analysis reveals the complex
details of maternal choice-making. For example, while some mothers may
decide to calm a child down by talking through their feelings of upset about
being ostracized by the peer group, others may choose to go into school to talk
to the teacher, and yet others decide that the best course of action is to
approach other children's mothers. Mothers can be seen to be engaged in a
daily process of weighing up, evaluating and choosing between options, a
process their male partners are rarely involved in (Reay, 1995).

However, family dynamics do also have a part to play in these various
considerations about choice, particularly of school, say at age 11. Overall, we
wish to argue that mothers take the main responsibility for choices about
schools (even if not the major responsibilities as seen in the public world).
They all operate within varying individual constraints of limited resources in

one way or another, but they share the constraint of working within a patriar-
chal society. This leaves them unsupported in the 'choosing process' and
introduces the intervention of men at other stages. They also work within the
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constraints of ambiguous government policies and promptings which heighten
maternal guilt. In another of our studies (funded by the ESRC), we asked
parents of year 6 primary school children to talk with us about secondary
school choices and who had overall responsibility for choosing the school.
Three-quarters said both parents were involved in choosing a secondary
school (80 per cent were in two-parent families). In very few two-parent
households were fathers completely without involvement. The choice of a
secondary school is an important decision which fathers often want to control
and not allow women to dominate. Therefore, when inevitably the logic of the
various options clash, it is the mother who bears the moral responsibility.

Women are allowed to have greater control when decisions can be de-
fined by men as being less important. Just as those working with younger
children are less well paid, have lower social status and are more often women,
so the role of the mother is greater with younger children. When asking the
same parents of year 6 children who had chosen the primary school, it was half
and not three-quarters who reported that it was both parents. When we asked
parents of reception class children to say who chose the primary school (with
again 80 per cent being in two-parent families) over half said the mother had
been the sole chooser. When we asked these reception class parents who had
had the main responsibility of choice, the mother had taken the main respon-
sibility in two-thirds of the families (and if the occasions when one looks at
how often the mother is at least one of those responsible, the percentage rises
to over 90). When asking these reception parents about pre-school, the role of
mothers was clearly even greater and in some families the father seemed very
unsure about what had happened pre-school. One mother qualified her hus-
band's lack of involvement in choices of his two children at primary school.
When asked who had the main responsibility for Frankie's educational activi-
ties she said:

Me. It's my role. It's expected of me. I'm the one at home. Don thinks
I'm doing a reasonable job and doesn't interfere.

It is a constraint (and at least a 'moral' one) on mothers that they are expected
to make decisions with little support from fathers about the 'minor' issues, and
our interviews showed fathers having very little involvement in anything but
the 'major' decisions. The hidden agenda is the sexual division of labour
between parents within the household:

You've got to be joking, Vassos (my partner) does not get involved.
Well he may tell me what to say to the teachers and if I'm lucky he'll
drop me off at the school gate but I don't call that getting involved in
your children's education.

School brochures are often read by both parents but usually obtained by the
mother. So the mother is doing what we call the 'leg work' (David et al., 1994).
We found that although family dynamics played a part, mothers found them-
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selves in the position of having to weigh up the options and present the
information to the rest of the family. However, in the case of parents of
children at private school, where money is involved, schooling is viewed as
more important, therefore the father takes a greater interest and control in
middle-class households. In the small number of cases where children were
said to have a key involvement in making the choice, it was more often girls
than boys. Some mothers felt that this was because they had the maturity to
take responsibility. This may also be early evidence of girls growing into a
mothering role. Indeed, in some families children could exercise a 'veto' on the
choice, being only willing to go to a school 'with friends'. This was more often
the case with working-class households than middle-class ones, where parents
tried to exercise a greater influence. But for the most part, mothers felt that
they did not have a 'free' choice, being constrained by locality, money, trans-
port and information or lack of it. In other words, the main burden of respon-
sibility for childcare and early childhood education clearly falls on mothers,
whatever their socio-economic and family circumstances.

However, there may be limits that mothers place on their emotional and
practical responsibility in relation to their children's schooling. Many of the
mothers we interviewed were ambivalent about assuming what they perceived
to be an unfair degree of responsibility for their children's educational learn-
ing in the classroom. Although all of the mothers operated with a model of
home-school relations which was premised on the child's best interests, and
frequently resulted in the mothers taking action when they felt this interest
was not being served, maternal action was accompanied by complex negative
emotions. Reactions to the existing division of labour between mothers and
school staff ranged from disquiet and guilt through to resentment and, in a few
cases, open expressions of anger.

The subtexts in maternal understandings of school expectations are the
mothers' own expectations of what they should be doing. Much of the dissat-
isfaction expressed revealed a link between perceived gaps in what the school
was providing and the consequences for maternal work. Mothers got angry
when they felt the school was delegating large areas of educational work to
them:

I think they expect too much of you as a parent. I really do. They
expect you to .. . I mean OK, I expect to actually read and that to the
kids to make sure they can read and write, but the teachers tell you
to. I mean why should they tell you when it's their job? You do help
your kids at home. I mean everybody tries to help their kids the best
they can. But some people have got big families like me. I don't have
time to sit down every night with all of them. I have five kids I have
to cook for, get clean clothes ready for. I have to clean and the
teacher told me, she said 'Can you try and teach him at home' and I
said 'I do try and work with him'. (Julie, white, working-class, mar-
ried mother on income support)
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For some mothers, living under the constraints of poverty and lone mothering
had implications for the amount of maternal work they could do at home, and
consequently, they felt 'blamed' for their children's performance at school and
which feelings could be linked to their family form:

I had this little thing at St Michael's primary school when Louise was
there, I got the impression that if she wasn't doing well it was my
fault . . . I don't mind spending half an hour, and I do resign myself to
fifteen minutes, half an hour a night on each of them, but I did take
umbrage at the fact that they, it was like my fault if they weren't
getting on . . . If you don't do it, it's going to affect them, so you were
feeling guilty . . . Because I'm a single parent, I was in a position
where I was less likely to give my time to them. Now if two parents
had been there, it would've been easier for them, in theory. I'm not
saying the dad's around all the time, but in theory I felt, um, a bit put
out and angered by the fact that everything was on me, it was my
fault if they weren't doing well, cos I didn't spend enough time with
them. (Maria, white, working-class, lone mother)

But they also expressed anger when they identified areas of educational work
which they felt the school was not covering adequately and were quick to spell
out the consequences for their own time and labour:

It's Sophie's last year before entrance exams but there's still all this
focus on frills. They spend so much time on Art activities. I find
myself working with Sophie every evening on basic maths. (Clare,
white, middle-class, lone mother)

We do not want to idealize the notion of motherhood, rather to subject it
to careful and critical scrutiny and to raise the level of debate about the
characteristics of motherhood which may then influence our varied range of
activities. We are deeply conscious that the various discourses around mother-
hood are either implicitly or explicitly evaluative. These themselves have great
consequences for all our activities and are suffused with moralisms such that
maternal guilt is ever present. But the dominant discourses on women have
shifted over the past hundred years from ones which see women primarily in
terms of being a wife to ones which centre on motherhood. The invention of
motherhood is very historically and geographically specific. Also, the dis-
courses about motherhood may be from professionals, such as social services
or doctors and health workers, or from educationalists, teachers and those
professionals increasingly involved with work with children.

All mothers are invidiously trapped inside dominant 'good-enough moth-
ering' and 'parental involvement' discourses. Nevertheless, white middle-class
women (such as ourselves) occupy a different position in relation to dominant
discourses than do black and white working-class women, because our experi-
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ences are more likely to approximate to the theoretical norm. The conse-
quences are very different forms of oppression. This said, though, from our
various research projects, we know that guilt appears to be a theme that
overrides differences between mothers, suggesting that being middle-class is

no more protection against the 'good enough' paradigm than being black and/
or working-class. While women rework discourses on mothering and parental
involvement in children's education, they still have very little room for ma-
noeuvre. 'Normal' mothering seems to operate within very narrow param-
eters. Merely asking mothers about what they do in relation to their children's
education, both within the home and the school, invokes judgmental and
evaluative discourses for the mothers that we interview, and also for ourselves,
such that they (and we) cannot help but feel, to a greater or lesser extent,
inadequate. The discourses around parental (read maternal) involvement are
so dominant and 'naturalized' that we have little space to step outside them
and ask mothers about what they do without implying what they should be
doing, and implicitly evaluating both them and ourselves in terms of the
dominant discourses. They and we are likely to end up feeling not 'good
enough'. However, it is also the case that dominant discourses are contested,
adapted and reworked. Feminism provides one means of constructing alterna-
tives to the guilt-ridden 'good enough' and 'parental involvement' discourses.

If we are critically to interrogate these and produce a feminist version, we
need a methodology which allows feminist researchers to 'work both from
outside and inside the (mothering) discourse to reshape it' (Griffiths and
Smith, 1987, p. 100); quite how to achieve such plural positionings is another
matter. It is a relatively easy step to see the need to reshape the discourse so
that those subjugated within it have a voice. It is a much more difficult venture
to accomplish such a reshaping or reworking.

As we have discovered, a feminist interpretation is not an automatic
consequence of being a feminist. It has to be struggled for in tension with
exisiting epistemologies which privilege male versions. Women's interpreta-
tions of both our past and our present are inevitably inscribed to an extent in

dominant discourses. Patriarchal, classist, racist and heterosexist discourses all
influence our understandings of the social world and our experience of moth-
erhood. Ann Manicom suggests that:

beginning with experience is not straightforward, because we have to
deconstruct experience to show both its social and its ideological
nature. . . . We cannot develop a feminist critique of how official
forms of knowledge are produced without looking at the production
of our personal knowledges. We cannot claim the importance of
beginning in personal knowledge and experience, without attending
to the character of this knowledge. (Manicom, 1992, p. 374)

We see these discursive constraints clearly in our research with women as
mothers. However, the ways in which they impinge powerfully on our work as
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teachers and researchers in the academy is something we have been far more
reluctant to address. Within the individualistic, competitive ethos of higher
education, owning up to being a mother seems almost like a confession of
weakness, a limitation which might detract from intellectual productivity. The
choices we need to make about our children's education on a daily basis often
seem to intrude on, and subtract from, our work as academics.

Conclusions

Discourses around parental involvement in education cast everything that
mothers do as enhancing or holding back children's educational progress.
There are problems here, as we have noted above, of how to ask mothers
about this without conjuring up mothers' feelings and their own judgments
about it. And our own feelings as researchers on mothering are inevitably
implicated. We need therefore to give consideration to all these issues and to
foreground particular issues to do with evaluative discourses and judgments in
order to make sense of their complexity. It is clear that we cannot step outside
of these discourses entirely, but we can bring them out in order to locate,
understand and research them. Not to do so continues the process of denial or
occlusion of the complexities.

As we have argued, changing public policy discourses of parental choice
of school impinge upon mothers' and fathers' daily lives differentially, creating
and regularly re-creating a changing context of family life which is itself
experienced differentially. The changing balance between home and school,
such a critical feature of current public policy debates, is also a changing
balance between men's and women's responsibilities, and between the public
and private. Despite the public rhetoric of individual choice, this is commonly
experienced by women, as mothers especially, as a further tightening of the
constraints, whether structural or moral, on how they live their lives and rear
the next generation a far cry from freedom of choice. There is a dissonance
between public and private discourses as we ourselves, as not dispassionate
researchers, have experienced and here reflect on. These balancing acts
that absorb mothers' time and attention have also absorbed our time and
attention, in part as researchers and in part as mothers, and yet again, as
Beverley Skeggs (1995) puts it so evocatively, as feminist academics. The fact
of being, or having the potential to be, a mother suffuses all our daily lives and
provides the backdrop to our passionate feelings about the correct, collabora-
tive ways of living our lives and bringing up our sons and daughters for the
future.
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Mangagement Teaching Fellow at The Manchester Metropolitan University
where she taught on diploma and masters management and HRM courses.
Her research concerns are in the area of social networking and decision-
making and in organizational research methods.
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Maggie Humm is Professor of Women's Studies at the University of East
London, Britain's first full-time single honours degree in Women's Studies.
She is the author of nine books, notably Border Traffic (Manchester Univer-
sity Press, 1991) which looks at strategies of contemporary women writers,
Feminisms: A Reader (1992), The Dictionary of Feminist Theory (2nd edition,
Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1995) and Practising Feminist Criticism (Harvester
Wheatsheaf, 1995). She is currently a Subject Editor of the International
Encyclopedia of Women's Studies and is completing Feminism and Film for
Polity Press.

Alessandra Iantaffi is currently a first-year research student and a teaching
assistant at Reading University, in the Education and Community Studies
Department. She holds a Laurea (equivalent to a British MA) in English,
German and Linguistics, gained at the III University of Rome, Italy, and a
Postgraduate Diploma in Deaf Studies and Sign Language Communication for
Higher Education by the University of Reading. Among her research interests
are women's issues and feminist research, disability, deafness, sign language,
bilingual education of deaf children, and equity in higher education.

Jane Kettle is a Senior Lecturer in Housing Studies in the Faculty of Design
and the Built Environment at Leeds Metropolitan University. She spent nine
years in housing practice in a number of London Boroughs, after which she
job-shared the post of Access and Equal Opportunities Officer at Leeds Met-
ropolitan University. She moved to her current position in 1994. Her main
interests are in housing policy, housing and social welfare, and inequalities in
housing. She has recently been involved in developing a cross-university MA
in Feminist Studies. She has two children.

Meg Maguire works at King's College, London. Previously she taught in inner-
city primary schools. Her publications include work on women in education
and initial teacher education.

Louise Morley has recently joined the Institute of Education at the University
of Sussex. She was previously at the University of Reading. Her research
interests focus on gender, equity and change in professional and higher educa-
tion. She has published widely on policy, pedagogy and empowerment, in
particular relation to the micropolitics of women's studies and feminism in the
academy. Recent publications include Feminist Academics: Creative Agents for
Change (edited with Val Walsh, Taylor and Francis, 1995).

Liz Price works as a Senior Lecturer in Human Resource Management at
Oxford Brookes University. She has a particular interest in women's employ-
ment and is currently involved in a research project exploring women's em-
ployment in four European countries. She has been a member of the
University's Equal Opportunity Action Group since 1993 and was appointed
as the half-time Head of Equal Opportunities in 1995.
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Judy Priest works as a staff and educational developer at Oxford Brookes
University. She has a particular interest in support staff. She was a member of
the University's Equal Opportunity Action Group from 1993 to 1995.

Diane Reay is a Research Associate at King's College, London, engaged in
research on social justice and education. Her doctoral research explored the
influences of social class and 'race' on mothers' involvement in their children's
primary schooling. Prior to undertaking a PhD she worked for twenty years as
a primary teacher in inner London.

Catharine Ross completed an MA in Industrial Relations at Warwick Univer-
sity and then worked at the Local Government Management Board before
becoming a lecturer at the University of Central Lancashire, running a project
to improve the representation of black people in the personnel profession. She
is currently a lecturer in Business Management at Worcester College of
Higher Education.

Louise Ryan graduated from University College, Cork, with a PhD in 1992.
Since then she has taught sociology and women's studies in England. Her book
Irish Feminism and the Vote: An Anthology of the Irish Citizen Newspaper
(Blackwater Press) will be published in 1996.

Sue Shaw is a Course Director/Senior Lecturer in Personnel Management at
the Manchester Metropolitan University for the MA/PG Diploma in HRM.
Additionally she contributes to a wide range of masters and postgraduate
diploma programmes including the MBA, MSc in action learning and DMS.
Her research interests are in women and management and international
HRM.

Kay Standing is a Research Scholar at South Bank University in the SSRC.
Currently she is writing a PhD on lone mothers' involvement in their chil-
dren's education. She is interested in exploring the intersections of power
relations and how working-class lone mothers construct their identities and
negotiate their relations with various institutions under structural and moral
constaints. She is from a white, working-class background. She graduated from
Lancaster University (CF Mott Campus) and has an MA in Women' Studies
from the University of Kent. She returned to study for a PhD after several
years of travel and work outside higher education. She has a 1-year-old
daughter.

Val Walsh is a freelance writer, researcher, editor and teacher, with many
years' experience of equal opportunities activism, consultancy and teaching
interdisciplinary and multi-media courses in higher education. She co-edited,
with Mary Kennedy and Cathy Lubelska, Making Connections: Women's
Studies, Women's Movements, Women's Lives (Taylor and Francis, 1993) and,
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with Louise Morley, Feminist Academics: Creative Agents for Change (Taylor
and Francis, 1995). In 1995 she set up a life history and peer group project
involving women academics from white, working-class backgrounds. Her abid-
ing concern is women's creativity as both self-care and politics.
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Breaking Boundaries:
Women in higher education

Edited by Louise Morley and Val Walsh

This book is evidence of the work and action of feminists in the academy.
Chapters analyze processes of equity and change, in relation to
organizational culture, policy implementation, curriculum development,
knowledge production and pedagogies. Contributors integrate experience and
theory, to provide examples of how feminists can function as change agent.

Breaking Boundaries names barriers to women's full participation in
higher education, and testifies to the consequences of power relations for

different women in the academy. This collection includes discussion on
disability, motherhood, deafness, Irishness, 'race' and age, demonstrating
that debates on feminism and organizational change are often partial, situated
and exclusionary. It provides examples of how feminists are sustaining
struggles, across differences of identity, at every level, with energy,
determination and creativity.

Louise Morley is a lecturer in the Graduate Research Centre in Education at the
University of Sussex. She has published widely on feminism and higher and
professional education, particularly in relation to power, pedagogies and
empowerment and the micropolitics of equity and change.

Val Walsh taught Women's Studies and was Course Leader for Communication
Studies at Edge Hill College of Higher Education. Now a freelance writer and
researcher, her work explores and expands the conditions for woman's co-
creativity, in and across art, education and women's studies.

Taylor & Francis
publishers since 1798 239
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